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FUSION 2-CATEGORIES AND A STATE-SUM INVARIANT FOR
4-MANIFOLDS
CHRISTOPHER L. DOUGLAS AND DAVID J. REUTTER
Abstract. We introduce semisimple 2-categories, fusion 2-categories, and spherical fu-
sion 2-categories. For each spherical fusion 2-category, we construct a state-sum invariant
of oriented singular piecewise-linear 4-manifolds.
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Introduction
One of the early successes of quantum topology was Turaev and Viro’s construction of a
3-manifold invariant based on the representation theory of quantum sl2 [TV92], and Barrett
and Westbury’s generalization of this construction to an invariant based on any spherical
fusion category [BW96]. These invariants are defined by a ‘state sum’, a weighted average
of numbers associated to fusion-categorical labelings of a triangulated manifold. From a
more recent cobordism-hypothesis perspective, associated to a fusion category there is a lo-
cal 3-dimensional field theory [DSPS17b], and the classical Turaev–Viro–Barrett–Westbury
invariant is obtained by restricting to closed 3-manifolds. As the cobordism-hypothesis is
non-constructive and invariants produced from it are not in general directly computable,
explicit state sum constructions of invariants remain informative and useful, both mathe-
matically and for their role in physical lattice field theories [LW05] and consequent relevance
for condensed matter physics and topological quantum computation [KKR10].
In contrast to the situation in dimension 3, and despite a wealth of important field-
theoretically-inspired 4-manifold invariants [Don83, Wit94, OS06, KM07], constructions of
true 4-dimensional topological field theory invariants have been sparse and sporadic. The
earliest was the Crane–Yetter 4-manifold invariant based on the modular data of the rep-
resentations of quantum sl2 [CY93], and its Crane–Yetter–Kauffman generalization using
the data of any semisimple ribbon category [CKY97]. Around the same time, given the
data of a finite 2-group, Yetter defined a state sum (in any dimension in fact) general-
izing the Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant associated to a finite group [Yet93]; this was later
generalized by Faria Martins–Porter to include a twisting cocycle [FMP07]. Mackaay at-
tempted to systematize the data needed for a 4-dimensional state sum in a framework of
certain monoidal 2-categories with trivial endomorphism categories, but the resulting notion
did not encompass either the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariants or the Yetter–Dijkgraaf–
Witten invariants and appears to only accommodate a twisted version of classical Dijkgraaf–
Witten theory [Mac99]. More recently, given the data of a crossed-braided spherical fusion
category, Cui constructed a state sum invariant of 4-manifolds that subsumes both the
Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariant and the Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant, but does not
incorporate either the twisted Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten case or hypothetical other instances
of the Mackaay invariant [Cui16].
The quantum topology community has long expected that all these constructions should
be expressible in a unified framework that associates a 4-dimensional field theory to some
sort of ‘spherical fusion 2-category’ (analogous to the Barrett–Westbury framework for 3-
dimensional theories from spherical fusion 1-categories), but the appropriate notion of fusion
2-category and of sphericality has remained unclear. In his recent survey article, Beyond
Anyons, Wang notes, “One problem is to formulate a higher category theory that under-
lies all these theories, and study their application in 3-dimensional topological phases of
matter” [Wan18]. In this paper, we completely address the relevant higher category theory
by introducing a general purpose notion of fusion 2-category, based on a new notion of
semisimple 2-category, and providing an appropriate corresponding sphericality condition.
We define, given the data of a spherical fusion 2-category, a piecewise-linear 4-manifold in-
variant that specializes (for appropriate choices of the fusion 2-category) to all the aforemen-
tioned invariants, and therefore provides a unified framework for 4-dimensional semisimple
topological field theory.
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I.1. Semisimple 2-categories. We restrict attention to k-linear categories and 2-categories,
where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
For a monoidal linear 1-category to produce a full-fledged 3-dimensional topological field
theory, it must be fully-dualizable in some 3-category of monoidal linear 1-categories. A
convenient such 3-category is the 3-category of finite tensor categories; a finite tensor cat-
egory is a category equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional modules over a finite-
dimensional algebra, equipped with a monoidal structure such that every object has left
and right duals. Any fully-dualizable finite tensor category must be semisimple [DSPS17b];
its underlying linear 1-category is therefore the category of modules for a finite-dimensional
semisimple algebra. It therefore stands to reason that in building a categorical framework for
4-dimensional topological field theory, we should look for a notion of monoidal semisimple
2-category, and that we might expect the underlying semisimple linear 2-category to be the
2-category of modules for a finite semisimple tensor category, i.e. a “multifusion category”.
Definition 1. A semisimple 2-category is a locally semisimple 2-category, admitting ad-
joints for 1-morphisms, that is additive and idempotent complete.
This is Definition 1.4.1 in the main text. Here ‘locally semisimple’ means that the Hom cat-
egories are semisimple linear categories, and idempotent complete is shorthand for the prop-
erty that every separable algebra 1-morphism admits a separable splitting (see Section 1.3
and Appendix A for extensive discussion of this condition).1,2,3 The definition of semisimple
2-category does not explicitly demand the existence of any sort of additive decomposition of
objects; nevertheless the local semisimplicity and the idempotent completeness conditions
combine to ensure that, as one might hope given the name, in a semisimple 2-category every
object decomposes as a finite direct sum of simple objects. A semisimple 2-category is called
finite if it is locally finite semisimple and it has finitely many equivalence classes of simple
objects.4
The above definition of semisimple 2-category does indeed have the desired relation to
modules for multifusion categories.
Theorem 2. The 2-category of finite semisimple module categories of a multifusion category
is a finite semisimple 2-category.
Theorem 3. Every finite semisimple 2-category is equivalent to the 2-category of finite
semisimple module categories of a multifusion category.
These appear as Theorems 1.4.8 and 1.4.9.
1A separable splitting of a separable algebra 1-morphism E : B −→ B (i.e. a separable monad) in a
2-category C is an adjunction ι ` ρ with right invertible counit, together with an isomorphism of algebras
E ∼= ι ◦ ρ. The condition that a separable algebra 1-morphism in a locally idempotent complete 2-category
admits a separable splitting is equivalent to the condition that it admits a universal left module, that is an
‘Eilenberg–Moore object’, and also equivalent to the condition that it admits a universal right module, that
is a ‘Kleisli object’.
2Morrison and Walker have sketched an elegant theory of completeness for n-categories. We speculate
that the notion of completeness we describe for 2-categories is, informally speaking, related to their notion
of completeness in the same way that framed 2-dimensional field theory is related to oriented 2-dimensional
field theory.
3In the context of a modular tensor category representing excitations of a 2-dimensional topological
phase of matter, the splitting of a commutative separable algebra can be thought of as ‘anyon condensa-
tion’ [Kon14].
4Finite semisimple 1-categories are a categorification of finite-dimensional vector spaces, and so are often
referred to as (finite) ‘2-vector spaces’. Similarly, finite semisimple 2-categories are a categorification of finite
semisimple 1-categories, and so may be thought of as (finite) ‘3-vector spaces’.
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Since finite semisimple 2-categories are exactly the 2-categories of modules for multifusion
categories, one might wonder what utility finite semisimple 2-categories provide over the
existing theory of multifusion categories. The crucial advantage becomes apparent when
we add a monoidal structure to these 2-categories. In general, an additional monoidal
structure on a multifusion category C would have to be encoded, somewhat intractably, as
a (C  C)–C-bimodule together with further associativity structures and conditions. By
contrast, a monoidal structure on a semisimple 2-category C will be describable functorially,
that is simply as an ordinary 2-functor C × C −→ C. A priori, a bimodule between tensor
categories induces a 2-distributor between the associated 2-categories of modules. (A finite
semisimple 2-distributor C −7→ D is a bilinear 2-functor Dop×C −→ 2Vect, where 2Vect is the
2-category of ‘2-vector spaces’, that is finite semisimple 1-categories.) However, it turns out
that, thanks to the idempotent completeness of semisimple 2-categories, any 2-distributor
between semisimple 2-categories is a 2-functor.
Theorem 4. Every finite semisimple 2-distributor between finite semisimple 2-categories is
equivalent to a 2-functor.
This result appears as Corollary 1.4.12.
As an elementary example of a semisimple 2-category, consider the 2-category
Mod(Vect(Z2)) of finite semisimple module categories for the category Vect(Z2) of Z2-
graded vector spaces. This 2-category has two simple objects, namely the modules Vect
and Vect(Z2); both these objects have endomorphism categories Vect(Z2), and the Hom
category either direction between the two objects is Vect. The 2-category may therefore be
drawn as follows:
Vect
Vect
Vect(Z2) Vect(Z2)
This and other examples are described in Section 1.4.5. Note well that, as illustrated here
and quite unlike the situation for semisimple 1-categories, in a semisimple 2-category there
can be nontrivial morphisms between inequivalent simple objects.
I.2. Fusion 2-categories. Because transformations between semisimple 2-categories can
be encoded functorially, a monoidal structure on a semisimple 2-category can be encoded
as an ordinary ‘2-functorial’ monoidal 2-category.
Definition 5. A fusion 2-category is a finite semisimple monoidal 2-category that has left
and right duals for objects and a simple monoidal unit.
This appears as Definition 2.1.6. Examples of fusion 2-categories include 2-representations of
a 2-group, 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces, modules for a braided fusion category, semisim-
ple completions of crossed-braided fusion categories, and twisted versions thereof—see Sec-
tion 2.1.3.
As a simple example, consider the fusion 2-category of modules of the symmetric fusion
category Vect(Z2). There are two simple objects, the identity I (namely the module category
Vect(Z2)) and an object X (namely the module category Vect), with nontrivial fusion rule
5
X X ' X X. We may therefore depict this fusion 2-category as follows:
[2] [2]
2
Here the black directed edges represent multiplication by the objectX and the label indicates
the multiplicity. The gray edges record the morphism categories: an unlabeled edge indicates
a rank 1 category, that is Vect, and the label [2] indicates a rank 2 category, that is Vect
Vect. (In this case those rank 2 endomorphism fusion categories are Vect(Z2).) This sort
of fusion graph, where an object has no fusion product containing an identity factor, is a
completely new phenomenon in fusion 2-categories—in a fusion 1-category, the product of
an object and its dual always has an identity summand, but in a fusion 2-category, this need
not happen thanks to the existence of nontrivial nonequivalence morphisms between simple
objects.
As another example, the fusion 2-category obtained as the semisimple completion of a
Z4-crossed-braided structure on the Ising fusion category has the following structure:
[2][2]
[2] [2]
The fusion structure of the simple objects is just the cyclic group Z4; the black edges denote
multiplication by a generating object. Again the gray edges record the rank of the morphism
categories. (In this case, the rank 2 endomorphism fusion categories are all Vect(Z2).) Note,
again quite unlike what can happen in the context of fusion 1-categories, that there are only
two connected components of simples in this fusion 2-category, despite the underlying order
four fusion group of simple objects.
We expect that fusion 2-categories are fully-dualizable objects of an appropriate 4-
category of tensor 2-categories, and therefore provide framed 4-dimensional local field the-
ories,5 but to obtain oriented field theories and therefore oriented 4-manifold invariants, we
need additional structure and properties on the fusion 2-categories. Recall that a planar
pivotal 2-category is a 2-category with a functorial involutive coherent choice of adjoint for
each 1-morphism. A monoidal planar pivotal 2-category is a planar pivotal 2-category with a
compatible monoidal structure. A pivotal 2-category is a monoidal planar pivotal 2-category
with a compatible involutive coherent choice of dual for each object. These definitions are
given in detail in Section 2.2. (Note that what we call a ‘pivotal 2-category’ is presumably
equivalent to what Barrett–Meusburger–Schaumann call a ‘spatial Gray monoid’ [BMS12].)
A pivotal 2-category will still not provide an oriented 4-dimensional field theory, just as a
pivotal 1-category does not provide an oriented 3-dimensional field theory—what is needed
is a sphericality condition. Recall that a pivotal 1-category is called ‘spherical’ when the
5The 4-category in question may be defined, using the framework developed by Johnson-Freyd–
Scheimbauer [JFS17], as the (∞, 4)-category of algebras in the 3-category of finite semisimple 2-categories,
linear 2-functors, natural transformations, and modifications. We conjecture that fusion 2-categories are
fully-dualizable objects of that 4-category.
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left and right ‘circular’ traces of any 1-endomorphism f : A −→ A agree:
f
A
= f
A
Analogously, for a 2-endomorphism α : A =⇒ A in a pivotal 2-category, there is a ‘front’
and a ‘back 2-spherical trace’ construction, which may be depicted graphically as follows:
α
A#
α
A
Definition 6. A spherical 2-category is a pivotal 2-category such that the front and back
2-spherical traces agree.
This appears as Definition 2.3.2 in the main text. Examples of spherical fusion 2-categories
include 2-representations of a 2-group, 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces, modules for a ribbon
fusion category, and the semisimple completion of a crossed-braided spherical fusion cate-
gory.6 Spherical fusion 2-categories provide the desired data for constructing a state sum
invariant of 4-manifolds.
I.3. The state sum for combinatorial 4-manifolds. Recall that a combinatorial n-
sphere is a simplicial complex piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to the boundary of the
standard (n+ 1)-simplex, and a combinatorial n-manifold is a simplicial complex such that
the link of every vertex is a combinatorial (n− 1)-sphere. Furthermore, a singular combina-
torial n-manifold is a simplicial complex such that the link of every vertex is a combinatorial
(n − 1)-manifold. Given the data of a spherical fusion 1-category, Barrett and Westbury
defined a state sum invariant of oriented combinatorial 3-manifolds. They prove invariance
of their state sum by explicitly showing invariance under each 3-dimensional bistellar move.
A bistellar move on a combinatorial n-manifold replaces a triangulation of a subcomplex
isomorphic to a ball in ∂∆n+1 by the complementary ball; these moves are known to gen-
erate piecewise-linear equivalence by a theorem of Pachner [Pac91]. Barrett and Westbury
showed that in fact their invariant extends to singular combinatorial 3-manifolds by proving
a generalization of the 3-dimensional case of Pachner’s theorem: two singular combinatorial
3-manifolds are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic if and only if they are bistellar equivalent.
We will similarly show that our state sum is a piecewise-linear 4-manifold invariant by
explicitly showing invariance under each 4-dimensional bistellar move. And, in fact, this
invariant will also extend to singular combinatorial 4-manifolds because of the following
result.
Theorem 7. Two singular combinatorial 4-manifolds are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic
if and only if they are bistellar equivalent.
6Note that Mackaay [Mac99] used the term ‘spherical fusion 2-category’ to refer to what we might
call ‘circo-spherical endotrivial fusion 2-categories’—the ‘sphericality’ condition there is the equivalence of
two categorical circular traces, not two 2-spherical traces, and the endomorphism fusion category of every
indecomposable object is the trivial fusion category Vect. A ‘circo-spherical endotrivial fusion 2-category’
is a spherical fusion 2-category in our sense, but none of the aforementioned examples of spherical fusion
2-categories satisfy Mackaay’s much more restrictive conditions.
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This appears as Theorem 3.2.4. The crucial fact that makes such a result possible is that
the first nonshellable spheres do not appear until dimension 3.
We can now describe the state sum invariant itself, depending on a spherical fusion 2-
category and a combinatorial 4-manifold. The sum is over labelings of the 1-simplices of the
manifold by simple objects of the 2-category, and of 2-simplices of the manifold by simple
1-morphisms; the numbers being summed are, roughly speaking, the 10j symbols of the
fusion 2-category corresponding to the given configuration of object and 1-morphism labels.
Definition 8. Given an oriented singular combinatorial 4-manifold K and a spherical fusion
2-category C, the state sum is the number
ZC(K) :=
∑
Γ
(∏
K0
dim(C)−1
)( ∏
e∈K1
(
dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e))
)−1)( ∏
s∈K2
dim(Γ(s))
)
Z(Γ).
A more precise version of this definition appears as Definition 3.3.12 in the main text.
Here, Ki refers to the set of i-simplices of K, the sum is over the labelings Γ as described
above, the dimension dim(C) is a kind of ‘global dimension’ of the underlying semisimple
2-category of C, the dimensions dim(Γ(e)) and dim(Γ(s)) refer to appropriate scalar ‘2-
spherical traces’, dim(EndC(Γ(e))) is the dimension of that fusion 1-category, n(Γ(e)) is
the number of equivalence classes of simple objects in the connected component of the
object Γ(e), and finally Z(Γ) is the aforementioned 10j symbol, which may be thought
of as (derivable from) a piece of structural data of the fusion 2-category. This state sum
definition is inspired by a combination of the state sums of Barrett–Westbury [BW96],
Mackaay [Mac99], and Cui [Cui16].
Barrett and Westbury’s state sum does not really need a full spherical fusion category as
input—because the sum restricts attention to simple object labels, the nonsimple objects
play essentially no role and therefore one need not insist that the input category have all
direct sums. Our situation is somewhat analogous—because our state sum uses only simple
object and simple 1-morphism labels, the necessary information is contained in the simples,
and their tensor products, and the maps between such. In particular, we can drop the
assumption that our fusion 2-category has direct sums, and even that it is idempotent
complete. This leads to a notion of ‘prefusion 2-category’, a locally semisimple 2-category
such that 1-morphisms have adjoints and every object decomposes as a direct sum of objects
with simple identity, equipped with a monoidal structure for which objects have duals and
the unit is simple. Our state sum works without modification for spherical prefusion 2-
categories. This is convenient because various examples, for instance the deloop of a braided
fusion category or a G-crossed-braided fusion category, are in the first instance prefusion
2-categories and must be additive and idempotent completed to obtain fusion 2-categories
per se.
Theorem 9. For an oriented singular piecewise-linear 4-manifold M and a spherical pre-
fusion 2-category C, the numerical state sum ZC(K) is independent of the choice of trian-
gulation K of M and therefore defines an oriented piecewise-linear invariant of the singular
4-manifold M .
This Theorem appears, in a more precise form, as Theorem 3.3.13, and the proof, occupying
all of Section 4, proceeds by direct combinatorial analysis of the effect of each bistellar
move. As mentioned previously, for appropriate choices of the spherical prefusion 2-category,
our invariant specializes to the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariant for ribbon categories, the
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(twisted) Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant for finite 2-groups, the Mackaay invariant for
endotrivial fusion 2-categories, and the Cui invariant for crossed-braided fusion categories.7
Note that 4-dimensional field theories associated to fusion 2-categories may not directly
distinguish distinct smooth structures on closed 4-manifolds—for that one would presumably
need nonsemisimple or derived algebraic structures, among other modifications. Neverthe-
less, as fusion 1-categories and particularly their classification have proven compelling quite
apart from their associated closed 3-manifold invariants, we imagine fusion 2-categories and
their classification will be a worthwhile subject in its own right.
I.4. Overview.
Guide. Readers exclusively interested in the theory of fusion 2-categories can restrict at-
tention to Sections 1 and 2 and Appendices A and B. Readers primarily interested in the
state sum construction will want to focus on Sections 3 and 4 and Appendix B, but will still
need to at least skim Sections 1 and 2. Many readers, whether expert or novice, will want
to merely skim Section 1.3, which is both more motivational and more technical, and most
readers will want to skip Appendix A (containing the proofs about idempotent completion)
and Appendix B (containing the proofs of the dimension formulas). Experts can skim or
skip Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, and only the hardiest souls will want to get into the combi-
natorial invariance proof in Section 4.3. The recommended fast-track is therefore Sections
1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.3, and then only as much of the proof in 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 as
required for one’s purposes.
Outline. Section 1 concerns linear 2-categories; it begins by recalling the notions of linear
2-categories and their functors, and by setting our conventions and notation for compo-
sitions and identities in 2-categories. Section 1.1 discusses zero objects and direct sums
in 2-categories and defines additive 2-categories. Section 1.2, after recalling the landscape
of presemisimple and semisimple 1-categories, defines presemisimple 2-categories, analyzes
the direct sum decomposition of objects in such 2-categories, and defines the dimension
of a presemisimple 2-category. Section 1.3 motivates categorified notions of idempotent
and idempotent splitting, and defines idempotent complete 2-categories and an idempotent
completion operation on 2-categories. Appendix A is a companion to Section 1.3, providing
further technical details and many proofs concerning idempotent completion that are omit-
ted from the main text. Section 1.4 defines semisimple 2-categories, proves the crucial result
that semisimple 2-categories are exactly 2-categories of modules of multifusion categories,
and shows that 2-distributors between semisimple 2-categories are 2-functors; it then gives
a variety of explicit constructions and examples of semisimple 2-categories.
Section 2 investigates monoidal structures on linear 2-categories. Section 2.1 gives a pre-
cise definition of a monoidal 2-category, defines prefusion and fusion 2-categories, and de-
scribes the graphical calculus of surfaces with defects that encodes 2-morphisms in a fusion 2-
category; it then gives an extensive list of constructions and examples of fusion 2-categories.
Section 2.2 recalls the notion and graphical calculus of planar pivotal 2-categories, and de-
scribes further the notion and graphical calculus for pivotal 2-categories; then it defines
2-spherical traces in pivotal 2-categories. Section 2.3 uses this notion of 2-spherical trace to
7Ba¨renz and Barrett use the handle calculus to define a smooth 4-manifold invariant given the data of
a pivotal functor from a spherical fusion 1-category to a ribbon fusion 1-category [BB18]. When the target
ribbon category is modularizable, this invariant can be reformulated as a state sum invariant. We wonder
whether there a fusion 2-category for which our state sum invariant gives the modularizable-target case of
the Ba¨renz–Barrett invariant.
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define the notion of spherical 2-categories, mentions examples of spherical 2-categories, and
then discusses dimensions of objects and 1-morphisms in spherical 2-categories.
Section 3 defines our state sum invariant of singular piecewise-linear 4-manifolds. Sec-
tion 3.1 recalls the relevant notions of combinatorial and singular combinatorial manifolds.
Section 3.2 recalls bistellar transformations of combinatorial manifolds and the fundamen-
tal theorem that they generate piecewise-linear equivalence, and then proves that in fact
bistellar moves generate piecewise-linear equivalence of singular combinatorial 4-manifolds.
Section 3.3 motivates and discusses the technicalities of our state-sum labeling scheme, de-
fines the 10j symbol and 10j action maps that form the core numerical information in the
state sum, and finally gives the full state sum expression. Section 3.4 discusses how the state
sum specializes, given specific choices of fusion 2-categories, to the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman,
Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten, Mackaay, and Cui invariants.
Section 4 proves the invariance of the state sum. Section 4.1 shows that the sum is in-
variant of the labeling skeleton, that is of the choice of the particular representative simple
objects and 1-morphisms used as labels; despite sounding innocuous, this invariance is non-
trivial, in part because the dimensions of equivalent objects need not be the same, and the
proof relies crucially on the local combinatorial manifold structure. Section 4.2 shows that
the state sum is invariant under changing the chosen global order on the vertices, which was
used to orient all the simplices and thus define the labeling scheme for the state sum; again
despite sounding like a minor matter, the terms of the state sum change substantially under
vertex reordering because object and 1-morphism labels are being replaced by composites
of duals and adjoints, and proving invariance here uses much of the power of the pivotal
2-categorical context. Finally, Section 4.3 proves the state sum is invariant under changing
the combinatorial structure of the 4-manifold, that is under the bistellar moves; it does
so by defining a state sum for manifolds with boundary, in order to isolate the effect of a
local bistellar move, and then explicitly computing each of the three 4-dimensional bistellar
moves. This last bistellar proof uses an extensive collection of formulas relating the dimen-
sions of objects and 1-morphisms in fusion 2-categories, formulas which are established in
Appendix B.
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1. Linear 2-categories
Except where otherwise noted, we assume the field k is algebraically closed and of char-
acteristic zero. Let Vect denote the 1-category of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces and
linear maps. In the following, a linear 1-category is a Vect-enriched 1-category and a linear
1-functor is a Vect-enriched functor.
By a 2-category, we mean a weak 2-category, though throughout we will suppress unitors
and associators from our notation. We define a linear 2-category to be a Vect-enriched
2-category, that is, a 2-category C whose 2-morphism sets are k-vector spaces such that
horizontal and vertical composition of 2-morphisms are k-bilinear operations. A linear 2-
functor will be a 2-functor that is locally k-linear.
Similar to [DSPS17b, Sec 2.1], we will distinguish between the geometric and the func-
torial direction of composition. If A, B and C are i-morphisms in an n-category, and
f : A −→ B and g : B −→ C are (i + 1)-morphisms, we denote their composition ‘f followed
by g’ in functorial notation as g ◦f and in geometric notation as f ⊗B g := g ◦f . The object
B is often left implicit and f ⊗B g is simply denoted by f ⊗ g. For monoidal 2-categories,
we will reserve the following symbols for the various composition conventions:
object 1-morphism 2-morphism
functorial  ◦ ·
geometric  ⊗ ×
For uniformity, we will always use the functorial composition. Note that this is not the most
naive categorification of the typical convention for tensor categories, which uses functorial
composition for morphisms but geometric composition for objects.
We adopt the following notation:
- Given an object A in a 2-category, we denote its identity 1-morphism by A; for a
1-morphism f : A −→ B, we denote its identity 2-morphism by 1f .
- Given 1-morphisms f, f ′ : A −→ B and g, g′ : B −→ C and 2-morphisms α : f =⇒ f ′
and β : g =⇒ g′, we often abbreviate the composites 1g ◦ α and β ◦ 1f by g ◦ α and
β ◦ f , respectively.
- We write A ' B for equivalent objects in a 2-category, and f ∼= g for isomorphic
1-morphisms.
- For 1-morphisms f : A −→ B and g : B −→ A in a 2-category, we write f a g, and say
g is right adjoint to f or equivalently f is left adjoint to g, if there are 2-morphisms
 : f ◦g =⇒ B , η : A =⇒ g◦f such that (◦1f ) ·(1f ◦η) = 1f and (1g ◦) ·(η◦1g) = 1g.
In the following, we will often refer to these equations as the cusp equations.
1.1. Additive 2-categories.
Zero objects. Recall that a zero object in a linear 1-category is an object 0 such that
Hom(0, 0) is the zero vector space. Note that an object whose identity morphism is the
zero vector is necessarily a zero object. A zero object is unique up to equivalence, and
is preserved by all functors. A 1-category with a zero object is called pointed. A zero 1-
morphism in a linear 2-category is a 1-morphism 0A,B : A −→ B that is a zero object in
the linear 1-category Hom(A,B). A linear 2-category is locally pointed if all its 1-morphism
categories are pointed, that is have zero objects.
Definition 1.1.1 (Zero object in a 2-category). A zero object in a locally pointed linear
2-category C is an object 0 such that HomC(0, 0) is the terminal 1-category.
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Note that an object 0 in a locally pointed linear 2-category is a zero object if and only if its
identity 1-morphism 0 : 0 −→ 0 is a zero 1-morphism. Also, observe that a zero object in a
locally pointed linear 2-category is uniquely determined up to equivalence, and is preserved
by all linear 2-functors. We say that a linear 2-category is pointed if it is locally pointed
and has a zero object.
Direct sums. Recall that the direct sum of two objects A1 and A2 in a linear 1-category is
an object A1 ⊕A2 with inclusion morphisms ij : Aj −→ A1 ⊕A2, and projection morphisms
pj : A1 ⊕A2 −→ Aj , fulfilling the following conditions:
- pj · ij = 1Aj for j = 1, 2;
- p1 · i2 = 0 and p2 ◦ i1 = 0;
- i1 · p1 + i2 · p2 = 1A1⊕A2 .
A linear 1-category is additive if it has a zero object and has (pairwise) direct sums. A locally
additive 2-category is a linear 2-category whose Hom-categories Hom(A,B) are additive for
all objects A and B.
Definition 1.1.2 (Direct sum in a 2-category). A direct sum of two objects A1 and A2 in
a locally additive 2-category C is an object A1 A2 together with inclusion and projection
1-morphisms ιi : Ai −→ A1  A2 and ρi : A1  A2 −→ Ai for i = 1, 2, satisfying the following
conditions:
- ρi ◦ ιi is isomorphic to Ai for i = 1, 2;
- ρ2 ◦ ι1 ∈ HomC(A1, A2) and ρ1 ◦ ι2 ∈ HomC(A2, A1) are zero objects;
- A1A2 ∈ HomC(A1 A2, A1 A2) is a direct sum of ι1 ◦ ρ1 and ι2 ◦ ρ2.
Observe that direct sums in a locally additive 2-category are uniquely determined up to
equivalence and are preserved by all linear 2-functors.
Proposition 1.1.3 (Projection and inclusion are adjoint). Let A1A2 be a direct sum with
inclusion and projection 1-morphisms ιi : Ai −→ A1A2 and ρi : A1A2 −→ Ai for i = 1, 2.
Then ρi is both a left and right adjoint of ιi.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof that every equivalence in a 2-category can be
promoted to an adjoint equivalence. We show that ιi is right adjoint to ρi; the proof for
left-adjointness is similar. Let ˜i : ρi ◦ ιi =⇒ Ai , ηi : A1A2 ∼= ι1 ◦ ρ1 ⊕ ι2 ◦ ρ2 =⇒ ιi ◦ ρi, and
ηi : ιi ◦ ρi =⇒ ι1 ◦ ρ1⊕ ι2 ◦ ρ2 ∼= A1A2 be the 2-morphisms provided by the definition of the
direct sum. Define
i := ˜i · (1ρi ◦ ηi ◦ 1ιi) ·
(
1ρi◦ιi ◦ ˜−1i
)
: ρi ◦ ιi =⇒ Ai
Now observe that ηi and i are the unit and counit of an adjunction ρi a ιi. Checking that
(1ιi ◦ i) · (ηi ◦ 1ιi) = 1ιi is straightforward. The equation (i ◦ 1ρi) · (1ρi ◦ ηi) = 1ρi follows
(by the same calculation that shows that after appropriately modifying the 2-morphisms of
an equivalence, one obtains an adjoint equivalence) using the fact that
∑
j ηj ·ηj = 1A1A2 ,
hence that 1ρi = 1ρi ◦ (ηi · ηi) and in particular that 1ρi ◦ ηi and 1ρi ◦ ηi are inverse. 
Remark 1.1.4 (Direct sums and zero objects in 2-categories are preserved by all 2-functors).
In a linear 2-category, direct sums and zero objects are ‘equational’ constructions, in that
they may be defined in terms of the existence of certain morphisms satisfying certain equa-
tions. It follows that they are preserved by all linear 2-functors. Recall that an absolute
(2-)colimit is a colimit preserved by all linear (2-)functors. Both direct sums and zero ob-
jects may be expressed as universal constructions, in particular as colimits, and are therefore
absolute colimits.
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Additivity and additive completion.
Definition 1.1.5 (Additive 2-category). A linear 2-category is additive if it is locally ad-
ditive, has a zero object, and has direct sums.
Construction 1.1.6 (Additive completion of a 2-category). Any locally additive linear 2-
category C can be completed to an additive 2-category C; here C has as objects finite
(possibly empty) lists of objects of C, as 1-morphisms matrices of 1-morphisms in C, and as
2-morphisms matrices of 2-morphisms in C. Horizontal composition of 1-morphisms in C is
‘matrix multiplication’ with sum and product replaced by direct sum and composition in C.
Remark 1.1.7 (Additive completion is idempotent). If C is already additive, then C is
equivalent to C; this is a consequence of the fact that direct sums and zero objects are
absolute colimits and that C is the free cocompletion under these colimits.
1.2. Presemisimple 2-categories. We would like to restrict our attention to 2-categories
in which all objects are sums of a fixed finite list of ‘simple’ objects. We want not only
that those component objects are indecomposable, but that they are in fact simple, in the
technical sense of having no subobjects, and furthermore that their endomorphism categories
are as simple as may reasonably be expected.
1.2.1. Presemisimple and semisimple 1-categories. We recall the following 1-categorical
notions.
- In a 1-category, a 1-morphism f : A −→ B is a monomorphism if, for all objects X,
the map Hom(X,A) −→ Hom(X,B) is an injection of sets.
- A subobject of an object B is an isomorphism class of monomorphisms A −→ B.
- A nonzero object B of a linear 1-category is simple if its subobjects are all either
zero objects or isomorphisms.
- A linear 1-category is presemisimple if every object can be decomposed as a finite
direct sum of simple objects, and the composition of any two nonzero morphisms
between simple objects is again nonzero.8
- A linear 1-category is idempotent complete if every idempotent splits, that is for any
1-morphism γ : B −→ B such that γγ = γ, there exists morphisms ι : A −→ B and
ρ : B −→ A such that ρ · ι = 1A and ι · ρ = γ.
- A linear 1-category is semisimple if it is presemisimple, additive, and idempotent
complete.9
- A semisimple 1-category is finite if there are only finitely many isomorphism classes
of simple objects.
Remark 1.2.1 (1-categories in which objects split into simples). Note that in a linear 1-
category, asking merely that every object can be decomposed into a finite direct sum of
simple objects achieves very little. For example, the category with one object whose endo-
morphism algebra is the algebra of 2-by-2 matrices satisfies this condition, even though it
has nontrivial idempotents and the object will decompose upon idempotent completion. In
fact, in any finite-dimensional algebra, a left-cancellative element is necessarily invertible;
8Recall that an algebra is called a domain if it has no zero divisors; the composition condition in the
definition of presemisimple 1-category can be understood as insisting that the category be a many-object
version of a domain.
9One may alternatively define a linear 1-category to be semisimple if it is additive, idempotent complete,
and the endomorphism algebra of every object is semisimple. Note that every semisimple linear 1-category
is necessarily semisimple abelian [Jan92, Lemma 2].
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thus, in any category with one object and endomorphism algebra a finite-dimensional alge-
bra, the object is simple, and so the category has the property that ‘every object decomposes
into a finite direct sum of simples’.
Remark 1.2.2 (Endomorphism algebras in semisimple 1-categories are semisimple). In a
semisimple 1-category, the endomorphism algebra of any object is semisimple (and there-
fore a semisimple 1-category is semisimple in the alternative sense of Footnote 9). Indeed,
a finite-dimensional algebra is a division algebra if and only if it is a domain. The en-
domorphism algebra of a simple object in a semisimple 1-category is therefore a division
algebra. Furthermore, the fact that composites of nonzero morphisms are nonzero implies
that there are no nonzero morphisms between nonisomorphic simple objects. It follows that
the endomorphism algebra of any object is semisimple.
Note that that the additive and idempotent completion of a presemisimple 1-category is
indeed semisimple: in this case the additive and idempotent completion does not produce
any new simple objects, and so the category remains presemisimple, as required.
Remark 1.2.3 (Semisimple endomorphism algebras implies semisimple 1-category). A linear
1-category that is additive and idempotent complete, and in which the endomorphism alge-
bra of every object is semisimple (cf Footnote 9), is necessarily presemisimple (and therefore
semisimple); that is, in such a category every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of
simple objects, and the composite of nonzero morphisms between simple objects is nonzero.
Remark 1.2.4 (Direct sums and idempotent splittings are preserved by all 1-functors). In a
linear 1-category, both direct sums and idempotent splittings may be expressed as equational
constructions. It follows that they are not generic colimits but in fact absolute colimits, in
that they are preserved by all linear 1-functors. Thus, we do not need to restrict the sort of
functors considered when we are restricting attention to semisimple 1-categories.
1.2.2. The definition of presemisimple 2-categories. We now discuss analogous 2-
categorical notions. A 1-morphism f : A −→ B in a 2-category C is fully faithful if, for all
objects X, the functor HomC(X,A) −→ HomC(X,B) is fully faithful; a subobject of an object
B of a 2-category is then an equivalence class of fully faithful 1-morphisms A −→ B.
Definition 1.2.5 (Simple object in a 2-category). A nonzero object in a linear 2-category
is simple if its subobjects are either zero objects or equivalences.
A linear 2-category is called locally semisimple if all of its Hom categories are semisimple,
and locally finite semisimple if all its Hom categories are finite semisimple.
Definition 1.2.6 (Decomposable object in a 2-category). An object in a linear 2-category
is decomposable if it is equivalent to a direct sum of nonzero objects, and it is indecomposable
if it is nonzero and not decomposable.
For conciseness we will use the following terminology:
- A multifusion category is a finite semisimple linear monoidal 1-category whose objects
have left and right duals.
- A fusion category is a multifusion category whose tensor unit is simple.
- An infusion category is a semisimple linear monoidal 1-category whose objects have
left and right duals and whose tensor unit is simple.
Note that an infusion category may have infinitely many isomorphism classes of simple
objects. We will see later (in Corollary 1.2.20) that infusion categories, though not quite
‘categorical division algebras’, function as ‘categorical domains’.
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We might expect to define a presemisimple 2-category to be a linear 2-category in which
every object decomposes into simple objects and in which the composition of nonzero mor-
phisms between simples is nonzero; in fact, we will find (see Proposition 1.2.19) that this
composition property is implied merely asking the endomorphism categories of simples to
be infusion categories, that is categorical domains.
Definition 1.2.7 (Presemisimple 2-category). A presemisimple 2-category is a locally semi-
simple 2-category such that every 1-morphism admits a right adjoint and a left adjoint, such
that every object is decomposable as a finite direct sum of simple objects, and such that
the endomorphism category of every simple object is an infusion category.
We will see, from Corollary 1.2.15 below, that this definition is equivalent to the following
somewhat more compact definition: A presemisimple 2-category is a locally semisimple 2-
category such that every 1-morphism admits a right adjoint and a left adjoint and such that
every object is decomposable as a finite direct sum of objects with simple identity.
Definition 1.2.8 (Finite presemisimple 2-category). A presemisimple 2-category is finite if
its Hom-categories are finite semisimple and if it has a finite number of equivalence classes
of simple objects.
Remark 1.2.9 (2-categories in which objects split into simples). As in the 1-categorical
case, cf Remark 1.2.1, it is not particularly useful to consider linear (locally semisimple)
2-categories (with adjoints) merely such that every object decomposes as a finite sum of
simples. In such a 2-category, the endomorphism categories of simple objects can be ar-
bitrarily complicated and supposedly simple objects may decompose after an idempotent
completion operation on the 2-category.
Remark 1.2.10 (Endomorphism categories are multifusion). Observe that in a finite pre-
semisimple 2-category, the endomorphism category of any object is a multifusion category.
Example 1.2.11 (The delooping of an infusion category). Associated to an infusion category
D, there is a presemisimple 2-category BD with a unique object ∗ and the endomorphism
category HomBD(∗, ∗) = D.
Construction 1.2.12 (The unfolded finite presemisimple 2-category of a multifusion cate-
gory). More generally, let D be a multifusion category, and let I ∼= ⊕i∈I Ii be the simple
decomposition of the tensor unit of D. Let Di,j be the full additive subcategory of D contain-
ing the simple objects X that fulfill Ij⊗X ∼= X ∼= X⊗Ii. Recall that Di,i is a fusion category,
Di,j is a Di,i-Dj,j-bimodule category, and as a linear 1-category, D ∼=
⊕
i,j Di,j [ENO05,
Sec 2.4]. Associated to this multifusion category D, there is a finite presemisimple 2-
category D, the unfolded 2-category of D, with objects i ∈ I and 1-morphism categories
HomD(i, j) := Di,j . (Regarding the process of ‘folding’ and ‘unfolding’ between tensor
1-categories and linear 2-categories, see Kuperberg [Kup03].)
Construction 1.2.13 (The folded multifusion category of a finite presemisimple 2-category).
Given a finite presemisimple 2-category D, one can conversely consider the associated folded
multifusion category D; if I is a set of representative simple objects of D, then the folded
category is defined as D := ⊕(i,j)∈I×I HomD(i, j). Note well that folding and unfolding
are not strictly inverse operations. For instance, a presemisimple 2-category C with only
simple objects will have the same folding as its additive completion C. (Note also that
the unfolding of a multifusion category is never additive.) Nevertheless, we do expect that
folding and unfolding produce inverse equivalences between the 3-category of multifusion
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categories and the 3-category of finite presemisimple 2-categories, where the 1-morphisms
of multifusion categories are finite semisimple bimodule categories and the 1-morphisms
between finite presemisimple 2-categories are finite semisimple 2-distributors (also called
‘2-profunctors’, see Section 1.4.2). Thus we can consider giving a multifusion category as a
method for providing the data of a finite presemisimple 2-category.
1.2.3. Decomposition in presemisimple 2-categories. Note that a presemisimple 2-
category is not assumed to be additive, that is, it need not have a zero object or direct sums
of objects, and it has no 1-morphism-level idempotent-completeness condition. Neverthe-
less, presemisimple 2-categories have a reasonably well behaved notion of decomposition of
objects, as follows.
Simple objects and simple identities correspond.
Proposition 1.2.14 (Decomposition with simple identities implies simple objects and
simple identities correspond). Let C be a locally semisimple 2-category such that every 1-
morphism admits a right adjoint and a left adjoint and such that every object is decomposable
as a finite direct sum of objects with simple identity. Then an object X is simple if and only
if the identity 1-morphism X ∈ HomC(X,X) is simple.
Proof. A simple object can only decompose as itself (otherwise it would have a nontrivial
subobject), and so by the decomposition assumption, it must have simple identity.
Now suppose X is an object with simple identity, and let R : A −→ X be a subobject,
that is a fully faithful 1-morphism from a nonzero object A to X. Let L : X −→ A be a left
adjoint of R, with unit η : X =⇒ R ◦ L and counit  : L ◦ R =⇒ A. We will show that R is
an equivalence (with inverse L), and thus X is simple. We do so by explicitly constructing
inverses of the counit and unit of the adjunction.
Since by assumption R : A −→ X is fully faithful, the functor R ◦ − : HomC(A,A) −→
HomC(A,X) is full and faithful. In particular, by fullness, the composite η◦R : R =⇒ R◦L◦R
is equal to R ◦ δ for some 2-morphism δ : A =⇒ L ◦ R. Postcomposing the equation
L ◦ η ◦R = L ◦R ◦ δ with  ◦ L ◦R implies, using the cusp equation, that δ ·  = 1L◦R. The
functor R ◦ − sends both  · δ and 1A to (R ◦ ) · (R ◦ δ) = (R ◦ ) · (η ◦ R) = 1R, by the
cusp equation. Faithfulness of R ◦ − implies that  · δ = 1A .
Now the counit η : X =⇒ R ◦L is certainly nonzero, since otherwise by the cusp equation
1L would be zero, implying L is zero and therefore R is zero, contradicting the fact that
R is faithful and A is nonzero. By local semisimplicity and the simplicity of X , there is
a 2-morphism α : R ◦ L =⇒ X such that α · η = 1X . By the fullness of R, there is a
2-morphism r : A =⇒ A such that R ◦ r = (α ◦R) · (R ◦ δ) ∈ HomHomC(A,X)(R,R). Since 
and δ are inverse, precomposing this equation with R ◦  gives α ◦R = (R ◦ r) · (R ◦ ), and
further precomposing with η ◦ R gives R = (α · η) ◦ R = R ◦ r. Faithfulness of R implies
r = 1A , so R = (α ◦R) · (R ◦ δ). That last equation is (by 1-morphism precomposing with
L and then postcomposing with η, respectively by 1-morphism precomposing with R and
then precomposing with ) equivalent to the equation η · α = 1R◦L. 
Corollary 1.2.15 (Decomposition with simple identities implies presemisimple). A locally
semisimple 2-category is presemisimple if and only if every 1-morphism admits a right ad-
joint and a left adjoint and every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of objects with
simple identity.
Corollary 1.2.16 (Projections and inclusions are simple). Let Xi be a finite direct sum
of simple objects in a presemisimple 2-category C. The projection and inclusion 1-morphisms
ιi : Xi Xi : ρi are necessarily simple 1-morphisms.
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Proof. By Proposition 1.1.3, we have EndC(ιi) ∼= HomC(Xi , ρi ◦ ιi) ∼= EndC(Xi); hence ιi
is simple if and only if Xi is, and Xi in turn is simple if and only if Xi is. Since ιi and ρi
are adjoint, taking mates induces an isomorphism EndC(ιi) ∼= EndC(ρi), so ρi is also simple
if and only if ιi is. 
Simple objects and indecomposable objects correspond. It turns out that in a presemisimple
2-category, the notion of simple object and of indecomposable object coincide.
Proposition 1.2.17 (Simple if and only if indecomposable). An object in a presemisimple
2-category is simple if and only if it is indecomposable.
Proof. Given a nontrivial decomposition of an object X as A1A2, the inclusion 1-morphism
A1 → X is fully faithful and therefore is a nontrivial subobject; thus X is not simple.
Conversely, by the definition of presemisimplicity, any object is a sum of simple objects; for
an indecomposable object, this sum can only have a single factor, and so the object itself is
simple. 
Categorical domain Schur’s lemma. We now show that in a presemisimple 2-category, the
decomposition of an object into a sum of simple objects is unique. To show this we need
the following ‘categorical domain’ version of Schur’s lemma: though nonzero morphisms be-
tween simple objects in a presemisimple 2-category need not be equivalences (and therefore
the endomorphism category of a simple object need not be a ‘categorical division alge-
bra’), nevertheless the composite of two nonzero morphisms between simple objects in a
presemisimple 2-category cannot be zero (and therefore the endomorphism category of a
simple object is a kind of ‘categorical domain’).
Definition 1.2.18 (Categorical domain). A categorical domain is a semisimple monoidal
1-category with duals such that the tensor product of two nonzero objects is nonzero.
Proposition 1.2.19 (Categorical domain Schur’s lemma). If g : A −→ B and f : B −→ C
are nonzero 1-morphisms between simple objects in a presemisimple 2-category, then the
composite f ◦ g is also nonzero.
Proof. Let g∗ : B −→ A be a right adjoint of g with counit  : g ◦ g∗ =⇒ B . By assumption B
is simple, and so by Corollary 1.2.15 and Proposition 1.2.14, the identity B is simple. As
a counit,  must be nonzero, and as a nonzero morphism to a simple object in a semisimple
category, it must have a section. If f ◦ g were zero, then f ◦ g ◦ g∗ would be zero and so
the morphism 1f ◦  would necessarily be zero. Precomposing with the section would imply
that 1f itself was zero, which in turn would force f to be zero. 
Corollary 1.2.20 (Infusion if and only if categorical domain). A semisimple monoidal
1-category with duals is infusion if and only if it is a categorical domain.
Proof. By Proposition 1.2.19 and Proposition 1.2.14 applied to Example 1.2.11, an infusion
category is a categorical domain. Conversely, if a semisimple monoidal 1-category with duals
has two distinct simple subobjects of its tensor unit, then the product of those objects is
zero [ENO05, Sec 2.4], preventing the category from being a domain. 
Note that if g : A −→ B and f : B −→ C are 1-morphisms in a linear 2-category and either one
is a zero 1-morphism, then their composite f ◦g is also a zero 1-morphism. Thus, morphisms
between simple objects in a presemisimple 2-category satisfy a ‘two out of three property’,
that if any two of f , g, and f ◦ g are nonzero, then so is the third; in this sense, though
not necessarily equivalences, nonzero morphisms between simple objects in a presemisimple
2-category are a sort of ‘very weak equivalences’.
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Uniqueness of decomposition.
Proposition 1.2.21 (Decomposition into simples is unique in presemisimple 2-categories).
The decomposition of any object in a presemisimple 2-category into a finite direct sum of
simple objects is unique up to permutation and equivalence.
Proof. Leti∈I Xi andj∈J X ′j be direct sum decompositions of an object X into simple
objects, with inclusion and projection 1-morphisms ιi : Xi  X : ρi and ι′j : X ′j  X : ρ′j .
Note that ⊕j∈J ρi ◦ ι′j ◦ ρ′j ◦ ιi ∼= ρi ◦ ιi ∼= Xi . Since Xi is simple, it follows that there
exists a unique f(i) ∈ J such that ρi ◦ ι′f(i) ◦ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi is nonzero (and in this case isomorphic
to Xi). By Proposition 1.2.19, a 1-morphism F between simple objects is zero if and only
if F ∗ ◦ F is zero. Using Proposition 1.1.3, it follows that for every i ∈ I there is a unique
f(i) ∈ J such that ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi : Xi −→ X ′f(i) is nonzero. The same argument applied to the
decomposition ⊕i∈Iρ′j ◦ ιi ◦ρi ◦ ι′j ∼= X′j shows that for every j ∈ J there is a unique g(j) ∈ I
such that ρ′j ◦ ιg(j) : Xg(j) −→ X ′j is nonzero. Thus f : I −→ J is a bijection with inverse
g : J −→ I and ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi is an equivalence since
Xi
∼=
⊕
j∈J
ρi ◦ ι′j ◦ ρ′j ◦ ιi ∼= ρi ◦ ι′f(i) ◦ ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi
X′
f(i)
∼=
⊕
i′∈I
ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi′ ◦ ρi′ ◦ ι′f(i) ∼= ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi ◦ ρi ◦ ι′f(i).
Finally note that
ι′f(i) ◦ ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi ∼=
⊕
j∈J
ι′j ◦ ρ′j ◦ ιi ∼= ιi
ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi ◦ ρi ∼=
⊕
i′∈I
ρ′f(i) ◦ ιi′ ◦ ρi′ ∼= ρ′f(i).
Hence there is a bijection f : I −→ J and equivalences ei : Xi −→ X ′f(i) such that ι′f(i) ◦ei ∼= ιi
and ei ◦ ρi ∼= ρ′f(i), as required. 
Components of presemisimple 2-categories. A presemisimple 2-category may itself be ‘de-
composable’ in the sense that its set of simple objects splits into two pieces, such that there
are no nonzero morphisms between the simple objects in one piece and the simple objects in
the other piece. Furthermore, each ‘indecomposable’ collection of simples will be completely
connected in the sense that there is a nonzero morphism between any two simples in the
collection; we will refer to such a completely connected collection of simples as a component
of the 2-category.
Definition 1.2.22 (Components of presemisimple 2-categories). Let C be a presemisimple
2-category. Two simple objects A and B in C are in the same component if there is a nonzero
1-morphism A −→ B, that is if HomC(A,B) 6= 0. The set of components of C, denoted pi0C, is
the quotient of the set of simples by the equivalence relation of being in the same component.
Note that being in the same component is indeed an equivalence relation: reflexivity is clear;
symmetry follows from the fact that the right adjoint of a nonzero morphism is nonzero;
and transitivity is precisely the content of the categorical domain Schur’s lemma.
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Given an indecomposable multifusion category (that is one that is not the direct sum
of two nontrivial multifusion categories), the associated unfolded 2-category (see Construc-
tion 1.2.12) is connected (that is has a single component). More generally, the set of in-
decomposable factors of a multifusion category corresponds to the set of components of its
unfolding.
Remark 1.2.23 (Components as indecomposable summands). Though we will not need it,
there is a natural notion of direct sum of linear 2-categories, and therefore of indecom-
posable linear 2-category. When a presemisimple 2-category C is in fact additive, we may
think of its components as the summands in the finest direct sum decomposition of C into
indecomposable linear 2-categories.
1.2.4. Dimensions of presemisimple 2-categories. In a finite semisimple 1-category,
there are finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects, the endomorphism algebra
of any simple object is the base field, and there are no morphisms between non-isomorphic
simples. There is therefore a natural invariant of such a category, namely the number of
isomorphism classes of simple objects. This ‘dimension’ is of course a natural number. We
now describe the analogous notion of dimension for finite presemisimple 2-categories. This
notion is complicated by the fact that, in a presemisimple 2-category, the endomorphism
fusion categories of simple objects are not necessarily trivial and there can be nontrivial
morphisms between distinct simple objects. In particular, as a result, the dimension of a
presemisimple 2-category will not necessarily be a natural number.
Recall the notion of the global dimension of a fusion category C [Mu¨g03]: any simple
object x ∈ C is isomorphic to its double dual x∗∗; given any isomorphism a : x −→ x∗∗, one
uses the counit of the duality (x a x∗) and the unit of the duality (x∗ a x∗∗) to form the
quantum trace Tr(a) ∈ k; the product of the quantum trace of a and the quantum trace of
∗(a−1) is independent of the choice of morphism a and is called the squared norm of the
simple object x; the sum of the squared norms of a set of distinct simple objects is called
the global dimension of the fusion category.
We describe the analogous notions for 1-morphisms in an appropriate 2-category.
Proposition 1.2.24 (Double adjunction is trivial). Any simple 1-morphism f in a finite
presemisimple 2-category is isomorphic to its double right adjoint f∗∗.
Proof. This is similar to the analogous result for fusion categories [ENO05, Prop 2.1]. The
1-morphism f : A → B is an object of the finite semisimple 1-category Hom(A,B). In
any finite semisimple 1-category C, for any two objects X,Y ∈ C, there is a noncanonical
isomorphism HomC(X,Y ) ∼= HomC(Y,X). Note that f∗∗ is simple if and only if f is simple.
We therefore have Hom(f, f∗∗) ∼= Hom(B , f∗◦f∗∗) ∼= Hom(f∗◦f∗∗, B) ∼= Hom(f∗∗, f∗∗) ∼=
k. Since both f and f∗∗ are simple, the existence of a nontrivial morphism between them
implies they are isomorphic. 
In a locally semisimple 2-category, every 2-endomorphism µ : g =⇒ g of a simple 1-morphism
g is proportional to the identity 2-morphism; we denote the proportionality factor by 〈µ〉 ∈ k,
that is µ = 〈µ〉1g.
Definition 1.2.25 (Squared norm of 1-morphism). The squared norm of a simple 1-
morphism f : A −→ B between simple objects in a finite presemisimple 2-category is the
product
‖f‖ :=
〈
f∗ · (1f∗ ◦ a) · ηf
〉 〈
f · (a−1 ◦ 1f∗) · ηf∗
〉
∈ k
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where a : f =⇒ f∗∗ is an arbitrary 2-isomorphism, ηf and f are the unit and counit of the
adjunction f a f∗, and ηf∗ and f∗ are the unit and counit of the adjunction f∗ a f∗∗.
Here simplicity of the objects A and B is necessary to ensure that A and B are simple,
so that we can extract scalars from the two ‘quantum trace’ endomorphisms in the formula
for the squared norm. Simplicity of f ensures that the squared norm is independent of the
choice of 2-morphism a : f =⇒ f∗∗, and hence only depends on the isomorphism class of f .
Definition 1.2.26 (Dimension of Hom category). For simple objects A and B in a finite
presemisimple 2-category C, the dimension of the category HomC(A,B) is
dim(HomC(A,B)) :=
∑
f :A−→B
‖f‖
where the sum is over isomorphism classes of simple 1-morphisms f ∈ HomC(A,B).
This definition is analogous to that of the dimension of the ‘off-diagonal subcategories’ of
a multifusion category [ENO05, Sec 2.4]. Note that for a simple object A, the dimen-
sion dim(HomC(A,A)) is the usual global dimension of the fusion category HomC(A,A);
when over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, that dimension is always
nonzero [ENO05, Thm 2.3].
Proposition 1.2.27 (Dimension is uniform within a component). Let {Ai}i∈I be the simple
objects of a connected component of a finite presemisimple 2-category C. Then the categories
HomC(Ai, Aj) all have the same dimension, for i, j ∈ I.
Proof. The multifusion category
⊕
i,j∈I HomC(Ai, Aj) is indecomposable, because
HomC(Ai, Aj) 6= 0 for simple objects in the same connected component. By [ENO05,
Prop 2.17], it follows that the component categories HomC(Ai, Aj) all have the same dimen-
sion. 
We now have a notion of the dimension of each component of a presemisimple 2-category
(namely the dimension of any Hom category between simples in that component), and we
are ready to assemble them into a notion of the dimension of the whole 2-category. Recall
that for a 1-groupoid, the natural notion of size (the ‘groupoid cardinality’ [BHW10]) is
the sum over components of the reciprocal of the size of the automorphism groups. The
dimension for a presemisimple 2-category is analogous.
Definition 1.2.28 (Dimension of presemisimple 2-category). The dimension of a finite
presemisimple 2-category C is
dim(C) :=
∑
[x]∈pi0C
1
dim(EndC(x))
∈ k.
Here the sum is over components [x] of C, and x is any simple object in the component [x].
Of course, the dimension of a finite presemisimple 2-category is only defined when the
dimensions of all its endomorphism fusion categories are nonzero; this is ensured by our
standing assumption that the base field is algebraically closed of characteristic zero.
As for fusion categories, when over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the
dimension of a presemisimple 2-category cannot vanish.
Proposition 1.2.29 (Dimension is nonzero). For C a finite presemisimple 2-category over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the dimension dim(C) is nonzero.
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Proof. By [ENO05, Thm 2.3], a fusion category over C has positive real global dimension.
Thus the dimension of a presemisimple 2-category over C is positive real, in particular
nonzero. The result follows by noting that any finite presemisimple 2-category over an
algebraic closed field k of characteristic zero can be defined over a subfield k′ that is finitely
generated over Q and which can therefore be embedded in C. 
Remark 1.2.30 (Nonzero characteristic). We could proceed without a characteristic zero
assumption, at the expense of restricting attention to non-degenerate finite presemisimple
2-categories C, that is those for which the dimensions dim(EndC(x)) are nonzero for all
simple objects x and for which the overall dimension dim(C) is nonzero.
1.3. Idempotent complete 2-categories. A semisimple 1-category is a presemisimple
1-category that is also additive and idempotent complete. We described the notion of pre-
semisimple 2-category and of additive 2-category; we now discuss idempotent completeness
for 2-categories. Further details about idempotent completeness and idempotent completion,
and a number of proofs, are given in Appendix A.
1.3.1. Categorified idempotents.
Idempotents and split idempotents. In a 1-category, a section-retraction pair is a pair of
1-morphisms i : A −→ B and r : B −→ A such that r ◦ i = A. Associated to such a pair there
is the 1-morphism e := i ◦ r : B −→ B, which is an idempotent (or ‘projection’), meaning
it is a 1-morphism e : B −→ B such that e ◦ e = e. An arbitrary idempotent e : B −→ B is
splitable (or more informally ‘split’) when there exists a section-retraction pair (i, r) such
that e = i ◦ r; a ‘splitting’ is a choice of such a pair. As before, a 1-category is idempotent
complete if every idempotent splits. A 2-category C is locally idempotent complete if for all
objects A,B ∈ C, the 1-category HomC(A,B) is idempotent complete.
Idempotent monads and reflectively split idempotent monads. A natural categorification of
the notion of section-retraction pair is the following: a reflective subcategory is a pair of
functors ι : A −→ B and ρ : B −→ A where ι is fully faithful and ρ is equipped with the
structure of a left adjoint of ι. More generally, in a 2-category, a reflective adjunction is a
fully faithful 1-morphism ι : A −→ B together with a left adjoint ρ : B −→ A. An adjunction
ι ` ρ is reflective exactly when its counit is an isomorphism  : ρ ◦ ι ∼=−→ A; this condition
on the counit is a strong categorification of the condition r ◦ i = A on a section-retraction
pair. Associated to a reflective adjunction ι ` ρ in a 2-category, there is the 1-morphism
E := ι ◦ ρ : B −→ B, which is an idempotent monad (a kind of ‘categorified projection’),
meaning it is a 1-morphism E : B −→ B equipped with a 2-isomorphism m : E ◦ E −→ E
(determined by the counit of the adjunction) and a 2-morphism u : B −→ E (determined by
the unit of the adjunction), such that m · (m ◦ 1E) = m · (1E ◦m) and m · (u ◦ 1E) = 1E =
m · (1E ◦ u). An idempotent monad E : B −→ B is reflectively splitable (or more informally
‘reflectively split’) when there exists a reflective adjunction ι ` ρ and an isomorphism of
monads E ∼= ι ◦ ρ; a ‘reflective splitting’ is a choice of such an adjunction and isomorphism.
Monads and split monads. If we drop the fully faithful (equivalently counit isomorphism)
condition in a reflective adjunction, we are left simply with 1-morphisms ι : A −→ B and
ρ : B −→ A forming an adjunction ι ` ρ. The associated 1-morphism E := ι ◦ ρ : B −→ B
is a monad, meaning it is a 1-morphism E : B −→ B equipped with a 2-morphism (not
necessarily a 2-isomorphism) m : E ◦ E −→ E and a 2-morphism u : B −→ E, satisfying
the same equations as an idempotent monad. (Concisely, a monad E in a 2-category C is
an algebra object in the endomorphism 1-category HomC(B,B) of an object B ∈ C.) An
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arbitrary monad E : B −→ B is splitable (or more informally ‘split’) when there exists an
adjunction ι ` ρ and an isomorphism of monads E ∼= ι ◦ ρ.
1.3.2. Categorified idempotent splitting.
Uniqueness of splitting an idempotent. Given an idempotent e : B −→ B in a 1-category, if it
admits a splitting, then there is a unique splitting. (That is, any two splittings (i : A −→ B, r :
B −→ A) and (i′ : A′ −→ B, r′ : B −→ A′) are isomorphic by a unique isomorphism, namely the
intertwiner r′ ◦ i.) Indeed, the splitting may be expressed either as a colimit or as a limit,
as follows. Given an idempotent e : B −→ B, consider the diagram B e

B. If it exists,
the coequalizer B
e

B
r−→ A provides a splitting of the idempotent (where the morphism
i : A −→ B is determined by the universal property of the coequalizer). Similarly, if it exists,
the equalizer A
i−→ B e

B provides a splitting of the idempotent (where the morphism
r : B −→ A is then determined by the universal property of the equalizer). In particular, if
either the coequalizer or equalizer exists, then the other does, and the coequalizing object
is isomorphic to the equalizing object.
Uniqueness of reflectively splitting an idempotent monad. As idempotents in a 1-category
have unique splittings (when they are split), so too idempotent monads in a locally idempo-
tent complete 2-category, have unique reflective splittings (when they are reflectively split).
However, an arbitrary monad in a 2-category, even if it admits a splitting, need not admit
a unique splitting. We would like to restrict attention to a class of monads E : B −→ B
for which the multiplication 2-morphism m : E ◦ E −→ E need not be an isomorphism (by
contrast with idempotent monads) but which nevertheless have a unique splitting property
(as do idempotent monads).
Separable monads and separably split separable monads. The data of an idempotent monad
in a 2-category C can be expressed as follows: it is a triple (E : B −→ B,m : E ◦ E −→ E, u :
B −→ E) forming an algebra object in HomC(B,B), such that there exists an E-E-bimodule
map c : E −→ E ◦ E that is a two-sided inverse to the multiplication m : E ◦ E −→ E. We
can marginally weaken this notion of idempotent monad by only requiring there to exist
a one-sided rather than two-sided inverse to the multiplication; this provides a version of
categorified idempotent that is more lax than idempotent monad but stronger than arbitrary
monad.
Definition 1.3.1 (Separable monad). A monad (E : B −→ B,m : E ◦ E −→ E, u : B −→ E)
in a 2-category is separable if there exists an E-E-bimodule map c : E −→ E ◦ E that is a
right inverse for the multiplication m : E ◦ E −→ E, that is such that m · c = 1E .10
Similarly, the data of a reflective splitting of an idempotent monad E : B −→ B can be
expressed as follows: it is an adjunction ι ` ρ ≡ (ι : A −→ B, ρ : B −→ A, η : B −→ ι ◦ ρ,  :
ρ ◦ ι −→ A) such that there exists a 2-morphism φ : A −→ ρ ◦ ι that is a two-sided inverse
to the counit  : ρ ◦ ι −→ A, together with an isomorphism of monads E ∼= ι ◦ ρ. We can
again marginally weaken the invertibility condition here by only requiring there to exist a
one-sided inverse to the counit of the adjunction.
Definition 1.3.2 (Separable adjunction). An adjunction ι ` ρ ≡ (ι : A −→ B, ρ : B −→
A, η : B −→ ι ◦ ρ,  : ρ ◦ ι −→ A) in a 2-category is separable if there exists a 2-morphism
φ : A −→ ρ◦ ι that is a right inverse for the counit  : ρ◦ ι −→ A, that is such that  ·φ = 1A.
10A separable monad in a 2-category with one object is a separable algebra object in the monoidal
endomorphism category of that object. A classical separable algebra is a separable algebra object in the
symmetric monoidal category of vector spaces.
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The notion of separable adjunction is a categorification of section-retraction pair that is more
lax than reflective adjunction but stronger than arbitrary adjunction; there is therefore a
corresponding version of categorified idempotent splitting that is more lax than reflective
splitting but stronger than arbitrary splitting.
Definition 1.3.3 (Separably split monad). A separable monad E : B −→ B in a 2-category
is separably splitable (or simply ‘separably split’) when there exists a separable adjunction
ι ` ρ and an isomorphism of monads E ∼= ι ◦ ρ; a separable splitting is a choice of such an
adjunction and isomorphism.
Note that if a monad admits a separable splitting then the monad itself is necessarily
separable.
Uniqueness of separable splittings of separable monads. Separable monads do indeed have
unique separable splittings (when they are separably split), as desired:
Proposition 1.3.4 (Separable splittings are unique). A separable monad, in a locally
idempotent complete 2-category, that admits a separable splitting, admits a unique up-to-
equivalence separable splitting.
This is an immediate corollary of Theorem A.3.1 in Appendix A, but we briefly and in-
formally sketch the argument here. Recall how one sees the uniqueness of splittings for a
1-categorical idempotent e : B −→ B: the colimit colim(B e

B) (necessarily unique) pro-
vides a splitting and the limit lim(B
e

B) (necessarily unique) provides a splitting, and
any splitting provides both a colimit and a limit; it follows that the splitting is unique and
that the colimit and limit objects are isomorphic.
Observe that a 1-categorical idempotent e : B −→ B in a category C may be reexpressed
(somewhat contortionistically) as a lax 2-semifunctor of 2-categories ∗ (B,e)−−−→ C, where we
have reinterpreted C as a discrete 2-category; the 2-colimit, respectively 2-limit, of that lax
functor is exactly the ordinary colimit, respectively limit, splitting of the idempotent as
above. Now a monad E : B −→ B in a 2-category C is simply a lax 2-functor ∗ (B,E)−−−→ C,
and we may consider the lax 2-colimit colim(∗ (B,E)−−−→ C) or lax 2-limit lim(∗ (B,E)−−−→ C); that
2-colimit, when it exists, is usually called a Kleisli object for the monad, and that 2-limit,
when it exists, is usually called an Eilenberg–Moore object for the monad. Exactly as for
an idempotent in the 1-categorical case, for a monad in the 2-categorical case, when the
2-colimit exists, it provides a splitting, and when the 2-limit exists, it provides a splitting.
The trouble is that a splitting need not provide a 2-colimit or a 2-limit; in particular, the
2-colimit and 2-limit objects need not be the same. However, provided we restrict attention
to a separable monad in a locally idempotent complete 2-category, then (see Appendix A)
either a 2-colimit or a 2-limit provides a separable splitting, and any separable splitting
provides both a 2-colimit and a 2-limit; from this it follows that the separable splitting is
unique and that the 2-colimit and 2-limit objects agree.
Remark 1.3.5 (Separable monads and separable splittings are preserved by all 2-functors).
Recall from Remark 1.1.4 that direct sums and zero objects are preserved by all 2-functors
and are therefore absolute 2-colimits. Similarly, both the separability of a monad and the
existence of a separable splitting of a separable monad are ‘equational’ conditions, in that
they are defined in terms of the existence of certain morphisms satisfying certain equations.
Separable monads and their separable splittings are therefore preserved by all 2-functors.
Since separable splittings of separable monads in a locally idempotent complete 2-category
are 2-colimits, they are therefore absolute 2-colimits.
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1.3.3. Categorified idempotent completeness. We have arrived at our proper context,
a notion of ‘lax’ 2-categorical idempotent that admits unique splittings, and therefore a
notion of 2-category in which all idempotents and categorical idempotents split.
Definition 1.3.6 (Idempotent complete 2-category). A 2-category C is idempotent complete
if it is locally idempotent complete and if every separable monad in C admits a separable
splitting.
The above discussion shows that we can, as in this definition, sensibly ask that separa-
ble monads admit separable splittings. In practice, we will be interested in locally finite
semisimple 2-categories, and in that restricted context, we can furthermore see that sep-
arable monads is the largest class of monads we would want to insist have splittings, as
follows. As before, given a monad E : B −→ B, if the lax 2-colimit colim(∗ (B,E)−−−→ C) exists, it
provides a splitting of the monad and if the lax 2-limit lim(∗ (B,E)−−−→ C) exists, it also provides
a splitting; indeed we may think of the 2-colimit as a ‘universal right splitting’ and similarly
of the 2-limit as a ‘universal left splitting’. We take it for granted that we want to consider
splittings of monads that are universal, indeed preferably ones where the universal left and
right splittings both exist and agree. Such a splitting must be a separable splitting of a
separable monad.
Proposition 1.3.7 (Universally split monads are separable). Let C be a locally finite
semisimple 2-category. If a monad in C admits a universal left splitting (that is, an Eilenberg–
Moore object) or a universal right splitting (that is, a Kleisli object), then the monad is
separable and admits a separable splitting.
Proof. Suppose the monad E : B −→ B admits a universal left splitting, that is the lax
2-limit A := lim(∗ (B,E)−−−→ C) exists. By definition of a 2-limit and the notion of left module
over a monad, the 2-limit A corepresents left E-module structures (see Appendix A). In par-
ticular, the category HomC(B,A) is equivalent to the category LModE(B) of left E-module
structures on the object B. Observe that this category LModE(B) of module structures
is precisely the category Mod(E) of modules of E considered as an algebra object in the
monoidal category HomC(B,B). And this category Mod(E) of modules is of course a module
category for HomC(B,B). By local finite semisimplicity, the monoidal category HomC(B,B)
is finite semisimple and, because the base field is characteristic zero, it is a separable tensor
category [DSPS17b, Cor 2.6.8]. The category HomC(B,A) is also semisimple, therefore the
module category Mod(E) is semisimple. By [DSPS17b, Prop 2.5.10], a semisimple module
category over a separable tensor category is necessarily separable. By definition this means
that the monad E is separable. By Theorem A.3.1, a separable monad with a univeral left
splitting admits a separable splitting. The argument for right splittings is the same. 
1.3.4. Categorified idempotent completion.
Construction 1.3.8 (Idempotent completion of a 1-category). A 1-category C can be com-
pleted to an idempotent complete 1-category CO, whose objects are idempotents in C and
whose morphisms are bilodules. Here a ‘left lodule’ for an endomorphism g : b −→ b in a
1-category is a 1-morphism f : a −→ b such that g ◦ f = f ; similarly a ‘right lodule’ is a
1-morphism h : b −→ c such that h ◦ g = h. A ‘bilodule’ from an endomorphism e : b −→ b to
an endomorphism e′ : b′ −→ b′ is a morphism j : b −→ b′ that is a right lodule for e and a left
lodule for e′. Note that if e and e′ are split idempotents, the data of a bilodule is the same
as the data of a morphism from the splitting object of e to the splitting object of e′.
If the category C is already idempotent complete, then the completion CO is equivalent to C.
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Construction 1.3.9 (Idempotent completion of a 2-category). A locally idempotent complete
2-category C can be completed to an idempotent complete 2-category CO, whose objects are
separable monads in C, whose 1-morphisms are bimodules between those monads, and whose
2-morphisms are bimodule maps. See Appendix A.5 for a discussion of various properties
of this idempotent completion construction.
Remark 1.3.10 (Idempotent completion is idempotent). If the locally idempotent complete
2-category C is already idempotent complete, then the completion CO is equivalent to C;
this is shown in Appendix A as Proposition A.5.4. This is a consequence of the fact that
separable splittings of separable monads (in locally idempotent complete 2-categories) are
absolute 2-colimits (see Remark 1.3.5), and the completion CO is the free cocompletion under
those colimits.
Remark 1.3.11 (Cauchy completion of a 1-category). Recall that a linear 1-category is called
‘Cauchy complete’ if it has all absolute colimits. A linear 1-category is Cauchy complete
if and only if it is additive and idempotent complete [BDSV15, Prop 2.11]. The Cauchy
completion of a linear 1-category C is (C⊕)O ' (CO)⊕, where C⊕ denotes the direct sum
completion, and as above CO denotes the idempotent completion.
Remark 1.3.12 (Cauchy completion of a 2-category). A linear 2-category is ‘Cauchy com-
plete’ if it has all absolute 2-colimits. We speculate that a linear locally Cauchy complete
2-category (or at least a locally finite semisimple 2-category) is Cauchy complete if and only
if it is additive and idempotent complete, and we imagine that the Cauchy completion of C
is given by (C)O ' (CO).
A prototypical example of a locally idempotent complete 2-category that is not idempo-
tent complete is the delooping BC of a multifusion category C; that is, BC is the 2-category
with one object whose endomorphism category is C. We now show that the idempotent
completion (BC)O of this 2-category is the 2-category Mod(C) of finite semisimple (right)
module categories for the multifusion category. Note that the objects of the idempotent
completion (BC)O, separable monads in BC, are in this case just separable algebras in C.
Proposition 1.3.13 (The idempotent completion of the delooping of a multifusion category
is the 2-category of modules). Let C be a multifusion category. The 2-functor mod : BCO →
Mod(C), taking a separable algebra in C to its category of left modules, is an equivalence.
Proof. Every finite semisimple module category of a multifusion category (in characteristic
zero) is the category of modules of a separable algebra [DSPS17b, Cor 2.6.9]. Thus the
2-functor mod is essentially surjective. Furthermore the category of internal bimodules
between algebras is equivalent to the category of functors of module categories [EGNO15,
Prop 7.11.1], and the 2-functor mod is therefore an equivalence on 1-morphism categories,
as required. 
The delooping BC of a multifusion category includes into the 2-category Mod(C) of modules,
by sending the unique object to the module category CC.
Corollary 1.3.14 (Functors from the delooping of a multifusion category extend to mod-
ules). Let C be a multifusion category and let D be an idempotent complete 2-category.
Every 2-functor BC→ D extends uniquely (up to equivalence) to a 2-functor Mod(C)→ D.
Proof. Observe that the composite BC → (BC)O mod−−−→ Mod(C) is the inclusion BC →
Mod(C). In Appendix A, see especially Proposition A.6.4, we show that the idempotent
completion is initial among idempotent complete targets; thus the functor BC→ D extends
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to a functor (BC)O → D. It follows that the composite Mod(C) mod
−1
−−−−→ (BC)O → D is the
desired extension. 
Remark 1.3.15 (The idempotent completion of the delooping of a multifusion category is
already additive). Given the delooped 1-category BA of a finite-dimensional semisimple
algebra A, to obtain the (additive) category of finite-dimensional modules Mod(A), one must
both idempotent and additively complete BA. By contrast, the idempotent completion BC
of the deloop of a multifusion category C already has direct sums and need not be further
additively completed.
1.3.5. Direct sum decomposition in idempotent complete 2-categories. In a locally
additive 2-category, a direct sum decomposition X 'iXi of an object X, with inclusion
and projection 1-morphisms ιi : Xi  X : ρi, induces by definition a direct sum decom-
position of the identity 1-morphism X ∼=
⊕
i ιi ◦ ρi ∈ Hom(X,X). A crucial property
of idempotent complete 2-categories is that, conversely, a direct sum decomposition of an
identity 1-morphism induces a direct sum decomposition of the corresponding object.
Proposition 1.3.16 (Identity splitting implies object splitting). Let X be an object in an
idempotent complete linear 2-category C. If X ∼=
⊕
i∈I fi is a finite decomposition of X
into nonzero 1-morphisms, then there is a finite decomposition X ' i∈I Xi of X into
nonzero objects with inclusions and projections ιi : Xi  X :ρi such that fi ∼= ιi ◦ ρi.
Proof. Let ri : fi =⇒ X and si : X =⇒ fi be the inclusion and projection 2-morphisms ex-
hibiting the direct sum decomposition X ∼=
⊕
i∈I fi. For each i, the following 2-morphisms
form the multiplication mi and unit ui of a separable monad:
mi := si · (ri ◦ ri) : fi ◦ fi =⇒ fi
ui := si : X =⇒ fi
A separating section of mi is given by ∆i := (si ◦ si) · ri. Observe that ∆i ·mi = (si ◦ si) ·
(ri ◦ ri) = 1fi◦fi , and so ∆i (and hence mi) is an isomorphism.
Separably splitting each monad gives an object Xi and adjoint 1-morphisms ιi : Xi 
X :ρi such that ιi ◦ ρi ∼= fi. Because the monad is separably split, there is (by an argument
given in the second part of the proof of Theorem A.3.1) a section δi : Xi =⇒ ρi ◦ ιi of the
counit ρi ◦ ιi =⇒ Xi such that ∆i = ιi ◦ δi ◦ ρi. (Here we have omitted the isomorphism
ιi ◦ ρi ∼= fi from the notation). Since ∆i is an isomorphism, it follows that δi is also an
isomorphism, and so ρi ◦ ιi ∼= Xi .
By assumption the composite si ·rj = 0 for i 6= j. Note that si ·rj = (ιi◦ρi◦rj)·(si◦ιj◦ρj).
Precomposing with (ri ◦ ιj ◦ ρj) and postcomposing with (ιi ◦ ρi ◦ sj) gives 1ιi◦ρi◦ιj◦ρj = 0.
Left and right composing with ρi and ιj gives 1ρi◦ιj = 0, thus ρi ◦ ιj = 0. Altogether then,
these 1-morphisms exhibit a direct sum decomposition X 'i∈I Xi, as desired. 
1.4. Semisimple 2-categories.
1.4.1. The definition of semisimple 2-categories. Recall that a presemisimple 1-category
is a linear 1-category in which every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of simple
objects, and in which the composition of any two nonzero morphisms between simples is
nonzero. A semisimple 1-category is one that is moreover additive (all finite direct sums
exist) and idempotent complete (all idempotents split). A presemisimple 2-category is a lo-
cally semisimple linear 2-category in which every 1-morphism has a left and a right adjoint,
in which every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of simple objects, and in which
the endomorphism category of every simple object is an infusion category. (As we have
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seen, this endomorphism condition implies that the composition of nonzero 1-morphisms
between simples is nonzero.) We might expect to define a semisimple 2-category to be a
presemisimple 2-category that is moreover additive (all finite direct sums exist) and idem-
potent complete (all separable monads separably split). But in fact we can sharpen that
definition by dropping both the condition that objects decompose as finite direct sums and
the condition that endomorphisms of simples are infusion—local semisimplicity and idempo-
tent completeness will conspire to ensure the object-direct-sum-splitting and endomorphism
infusion properties of the 2-category.
Definition 1.4.1 (Semisimple 2-category). A semisimple 2-category is a locally semisimple
2-category, admitting adjoints for 1-morphisms, that is additive and idempotent complete.
Definition 1.4.2 (Finite semisimple 2-category). A semisimple 2-category is finite if it is
locally finite semisimple and it has finitely many equivalence classes of simple objects.
Remark 1.4.3 (All 2-functors preserve sums and idempotent splittings). As in Remarks 1.1.7
and 1.3.10, direct sums and idempotent splittings are absolute constructions, that is they are
preserved by all linear 2-functors. In particular, we need not restrict attention to a subclass
of functors, but can consider all linear 2-functors as the natural morphisms of semisimple
2-categories.
Remark 1.4.4 (Completeness implies the splitting condition for 2-categories). In the 1-
categorical case, cf Remark 1.2.3, the conditions in the alternative Footnote 9 definition of
semisimplicity imply that every object splits as a finite direct sum of simples. Similarly,
in the 2-categorical case, because we have already assumed a splitting condition at the
1-morphism level via local semisimplicity, and because (by Proposition 1.3.16) in an idem-
potent complete 2-category splittings of identity 1-morphisms provide splittings of objects,
it is again not necessary to impose a further object-level splitting condition in the definition
of semisimple 2-category.
Proposition 1.4.5 (Semisimple implies presemisimple). A semisimple 2-category is pre-
semisimple.
Proof. By Corollary 1.2.15, we need only show that any object is a finite direct sum of
objects with simple identity. For any object X, by local semisimplicity of the 2-category,
there is a decomposition X ∼=
⊕
i∈I fi into a finite direct sum of simple 1-morphisms fi. By
Proposition 1.3.16, there is a decomposition X 'i∈I Xi with inclusions and projections
ιi : Xi  X :ρi such that fi ∼= ιi ◦ρi and Xi ∼= ρi ◦ ιi. If Xi decomposed into a direct sum,
then fi ∼= ιi ◦ ρi ∼= ιi ◦ Xi ◦ ρi would also decompose, contradicting the simplicity of fi. 
By Proposition 1.2.21, it follows that objects in a semisimple 2-category decompose uniquely:
Corollary 1.4.6 (Decomposition into simples is unique in semisimple 2-categories). Every
object in a semisimple 2-category is a finite direct sum of simple objects, and this decompo-
sition is unique up to permutation and equivalence.
1.4.2. Semisimple completion of presemisimple 2-categories. Given a presemisimple
2-category C, combining the additive completion (−)⊕ from Construction 1.1.6 and the idem-
potent completion (−)O from Construction 1.3.9, we obtain a semisimple 2-category (C⊕)O.
The natural inclusion of presemisimple 2-categories C −→ (C⊕)O is of course not an equiva-
lence, but we expect, at least when C is finite, that it is a 2-distributor equivalence in the
following sense. The natural notion of morphism between finite presemisimple 2-categories
is not a 2-functor but a 2-distributor (also called a 2-profunctor): given finite presemisimple
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2-categories C and D, a finite semisimple 2-distributor M : C −7→ D is a k-bilinear 2-functor
Cop × D −→ 2Vect from the product to the 2-category 2Vect of finite semisimple linear 1-
categories. Finite presemisimple 2-categories thus form a 3-category with 1-morphisms the
2-distributors, 2-morphisms the distributor transformations, and 3-morphisms the distrib-
utor modifications. A 2-distributor equivalence of finite presemisimple 2-categories is an
equivalence in that 3-category. Though theoretically straightforward enough, in practice it
is difficult to determine when finite presemisimple 2-categories are 2-distributor equivalent—
one is better off working with their corresponding (completed) semisimple 2-categories.
By contrast with finite presemisimple 2-categories, the natural notion of morphism be-
tween finite semisimple 2-categories is simply a 2-functor. Indeed, every finite semisimple
2-distributor between finite semisimple 2-categories is in fact a 2-functor—this is estab-
lished in Section 1.4.4. Altogether, finite semisimple 2-categories, with 2-functors, natural
transformations, and modifications, form a 3-category. We expect the inclusion from finite
semisimple to finite presemisimple 2-categories and the completion from finite presemisimple
to finite semisimple 2-categories form an equivalence between the corresponding 3-categories.
Remark 1.4.7 (Dimension is invariant under completion). The dimension of a presemisimple
2-category is invariant under semisimple completion. The fact that simple objects in a
presemisimple 2-category can be detected by whether their identities are simple ensures that
a simple object of a presemisimple 2-category remains simple during idempotent completion.
It follows that the set of components (and the dimension of each component) is unchanged by
idempotent completion of a presemisimple 2-category, and therefore the overall dimension is
similarly unaffected. More generally, we expect the dimension of a presemisimple 2-category
is invariant under 2-distributor equivalence.
1.4.3. Semisimple 2-categories are module 2-categories of multifusion categories.
Over a field of characteristic zero, in the 2-category of algebras, bimodules, and intertwin-
ers, an algebra is fully dualizable if and only if it is finite-dimensional semisimple. The
category of finite-dimensional modules of a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra is a finite
semisimple 1-category. And in fact every finite semisimple 1-category is such a category of
modules [BDSV15].
Analogously, over a field of characteristic zero, in the 3-category of finite tensor categories,
bimodule categories, bimodule functors, and bimodule intertwiners, a finite tensor category
is fully dualizable if and only if it is multifusion [DSPS17b]. The modules over a multifusion
category is the prototypical semisimple 2-category; moreover, in fact every finite semisimple
2-category has this form. We now prove this correspondence between semisimple 2-categories
and module 2-categories for multifusion categories, under our standing assumption that the
base field is algebraically closed of characteristic zero.
Theorem 1.4.8 (The module 2-category of a multifusion category is semisimple). The 2-
category of finite semisimple module categories of a multifusion category is a finite semisim-
ple 2-category.
Proof. Let C be a multifusion category and let Mod(C) denote the 2-category of finite
semisimple right module categories of C. Given finite semisimple module categories MC
and NC it is proven in [DSPS17b, Cor 2.5.6] that the category HomMod(C)(M,N) is finite
semisimple. By [DSPS17a, EO04] we know that Mod(C) is a 2-category in which every
1-morphism has a right and left adjoint.
The existence of a zero object and direct sums is immediate. The fact that separable
monads split follows from the fact that a separable monad p : NC −→ NC in Mod(C) is a
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separable algebra in HomMod(C)(N,N) and as such gives rise to a finite semisimple right
module category p−Mod over HomMod(C)(N,N). The HomMod(C)(N,N)-module functor
HomMod(C)(N,N) −→ HomMod(C)(N,N) corresponding to the object p ∈ HomMod(C)(N,N)
can then be split as the following composite of HomMod(C)(N,N)-module functors:
HomMod(C)(N,N)
pp⊗−−−−−→ p−Mod p⊗p−−−−−→ HomMod(C)(N,N)
This splitting is separable; under the monoidal equivalence
p−Mod−p −→ HomHomMod(C)(N,N)(p−Mod, p−Mod)
the counit of the adjunction p⊗p− `p p⊗− corresponds to the multiplication m : pp⊗pp =⇒ p
of p. Hence, the right inverse ∆ : ppp =⇒ pp⊗pp of m in p−Mod−p gives rise to a right inverse
of the counit in HomHomMod(C)(N,N)(p−Mod, p−Mod). Composing with −HomMod(C)(N,N)N
and noting that HomMod(C)(N,N) HomMod(C)(N,N) N ' N , induces the required splitting
of the C-module functor
p : N −→ p−Mod HomC(N,N) N −→ N.
Finally, it is proven in [EGNO15, Cor 9.1.6] that every multifusion category admits only a
finite number of equivalence classes of indecomposable module categories, and thus Mod(C)
has only finitely many simple objects. 
Theorem 1.4.9 (A semisimple 2-category is modules for a multifusion category). Every
finite semisimple 2-category is equivalent to the 2-category of finite semisimple module cat-
egories of a multifusion category.
Proof. Let {Xi | i ∈ I} denote a set of representatives of the equivalence classes of sim-
ple objects of the finite semisimple 2-category C. Define the object X := i∈IXi and
the multifusion category C := HomC(X,X), and let Mod(C) denote the 2-category of fi-
nite semisimple module categories of C. Observe that for any object c ∈ C, the category
HomC(X, c) has a right C-module structure, and any 1-morphism f : c −→ d defines a module
functor HomC(X, f) := f ◦− : HomC(X, c) −→ HomC(X, d). We will show that the 2-functor
HomC(X,−) : C −→ Mod(C) is an equivalence.
1. Essential surjectivity on objects. Let M be a finite semisimple C-module category.
Following [DSPS17b, Cor 2.6.9], there is a separable algebra m in C = HomC(X,X) such
that M ' m−Mod as C-module categories. In particular, m : X −→ X is a separable
monad in C and therefore admits an Eilenberg–Moore object Xm in C (see Appendix A.2).
In particular, there is a left m-module R : Xm −→ X in C such that the induced functor
R ◦ − : HomC(X,Xm) −→ LModm(X) = m−Mod ' M is an equivalence. Since this functor
is defined by left composition with a 1-morphism and the action of C = HomC(X,X) is by
right composition, it inherits the structure of an equivalence of module categories.
2. Essential surjectivity on 1-morphisms. Let c and d be objects of C. We show that the
functor HomC(X,−) : HomC(c, d) −→ HomMod(C) (HomC(X, c),HomC(X, d)) is essentially
surjective on objects. Since any linear 2-functor preserves direct sums, it suffices to prove this
under the assumption that c and d are simple objects Xi and Xj . Let {ιi : Xi  X : ρi}i∈I
be a direct sum decomposition of X ' i∈IXi and fix isomorphisms λi : Xi =⇒ ρi ◦ ιi.
Given a module functor Ψ : HomC(X,Xi) −→ HomC(X,Xj) with coherence isomorphism
ψa,b : Ψ(a◦ b) =⇒ Ψ(a)◦ b for a ∈ HomC(X,Xi), b ∈ HomC(X,X), we define h := Ψ(ρi)◦ ιi ∈
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HomC(Xi, Xj) and claim that HomC(X,h) is naturally isomorphic to Ψ as a HomC(X,X)-
module functor. Indeed, the following natural transformation provides such an isomorphism:{
ηs : Ψ(s)
Ψ(λi◦s)
=====⇒ Ψ(ρi ◦ ιi ◦ s)
ψρi,ιis====⇒ Ψ(ρi) ◦ ιi ◦ s = h ◦ s
}
s∈HomC(X,Xi)
3. Fully faithful on 2-morphisms. Given 1-morphisms f, g : Xi −→ Xj we will now show
that the map HomC(X,−) : HomC(f, g) −→ HomMod(C)(f ◦ −, g ◦ −) is an isomorphism.
Indeed, a transformation between the module functors f ◦− and g ◦− is given by a natural
transformation {ηs : f ◦s =⇒ g◦s}s∈HomC(X,Xi) fulfilling ηs◦r = ηs◦r for all s ∈ HomC(X,Xi)
and r ∈ HomC(X,X). The map HomC(X,−) is injective: if α, β ∈ HomC(f, g) fulfill that
α◦s = β◦s for all s ∈ HomC(X,Xi), then α◦ρi = β◦ρi and thus α = β by right invertibility
of the 1-morphism ρi. It is also surjective: given a natural transformation of module functors
η one can define the following 2-morphism α : f =⇒ g which fulfills α ◦ s = ηs:
α : f
f◦λi
===⇒ f ◦ ρi ◦ ιi
ηρi◦ιi===⇒ g ◦ ρi ◦ ιi g◦λ
−1
i====⇒ g 
Remark 1.4.10 (Characterizing semisimple 2-categories over non-algebraically-closed fields).
We expect that Theorems 1.4.8 and 1.4.9 hold as stated over a field of characteristic zero
(not necessarily algebraically closed) provided there are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of finite-dimensional division algebras over the field.
We expect taking the module 2-category gives an equivalence of 3-categories from mul-
tifusion categories (and their finite semisimple bimodules, bimodule functors, bimodule
transformations) to semisimple 2-categories (and their 2-functors, transformations, mod-
ifications). Though semisimple 2-categories can be faithfully modeled by multifusion cat-
egories, semisimple 2-categories have a crucial theoretical advantage over multifusion cat-
egories: while additional structure on multifusion categories must be encoded in a system
of bimodule categories and relations between their relative tensor products, additional struc-
ture on semisimple 2-categories can be encoded functorially. (See the next Section 1.4.4,
which establishes that any finite semisimple 2-distributor between semisimple categories is
a 2-functor.) In particular, an additional monoidal operation on a multifusion category C
would take the form of a (C C)-C-bimodule category, whereas a monoidal structure on a
semisimple 2-category C is simply a bilinear 2-functor C × C −→ C.
1.4.4. 2-distributors between semisimple 2-categories are 2-functors. Recall that a
(finite semisimple) 2-distributor C −7→ D between finite semisimple 2-categories C and D is
a k-bilinear 2-functor Dop × C −→ 2Vect, where 2Vect is the 2-category of finite semisimple
1-categories. Because every finite semisimple 2-category is locally finite semisimple, we may
consider the ‘absolute Yoneda embedding’ as a 2-functor yC : C −→ Func (Cop, 2Vect), where
Func denotes the 2-category of linear 2-functors.
Proposition 1.4.11 (The absolute Yoneda embedding of finite semisimple 2-categories
is an equivalence). For C a finite semisimple 2-category, the absolute Yoneda embedding
yC : C −→ Func (Cop, 2Vect) is an equivalence.
Proof. By the Yoneda lemma for 2-categories, the embedding yC is an equivalence on 1-
morphism categories; it therefore suffices to show yC is essentially surjective, i.e. that any
2Vect-valued presheaf on C is representable. By Theorem 1.4.9, there is a multifusion
category C such that C ' Mod(C). Given a presheaf P ∈ Func(Mod(C)op, 2Vect), note that
the finite semisimple 1-category P (CC) is a right C-module by precomposition with the left
action of C.
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We claim that P is represented by this C-module P (CC), that is there is an equivalence
P ' HomMod(C) (−, P (CC)). By Corollary 1.3.14, two 2-functors Mod(C)op −→ 2Vect are
equivalent if their restrictions to the delooping (BC)op are equivalent. Thus it suffices to
show that P (CC) is equivalent to HomMod(C) (CC, P (CC)) as right C-module categories.
For any right C-module MC, evaluation at the tensor unit I ∈ C induces an equivalence
HomMod(C) (CC,MC)→MC, and so in particular does so for the module P (CC), as required.

Corollary 1.4.12 (2-distributors between semisimple 2-categories are 2-functors). Every
finite semisimple 2-distributor P : C −7→ D between finite semisimple 2-categories is a 2-
functor; that is, there is a 2-functor F : C −→ D such that P (−,−) ' HomD(−, F−).
Proof. The 2-distributor P : C −7→ D corresponds to a 2-functor C −→ Func (Dop, 2Vect).
Postcomposing with the equivalence Func (Dop, 2Vect) ' D provided by Proposition 1.4.11
yields a 2-functor C −→ D representing P . 
1.4.5. Examples of semisimple 2-categories. The canonical example of a semisimple 1-
category is the 1-category Vect of finite-dimensional vector spaces, with linear functions as
morphisms. Analogously, the canonical example of a semisimple 2-category is the 2-category
of finite semisimple linear 1-categories, with linear functors and natural transformations as
1-morphisms and 2-morphisms; we denote this semisimple 2-category by 2Vect. Note that
2Vect is the 2-category of finite semisimple module categories over the fusion category
Vect [KV94, BDSV15].
Module 2-categories of multifusion categories. As discussed in Section 1.4.3, the finite semisim-
ple module categories of a multifusion 1-category form a finite semisimple 2-category, and
any finite semisimple 2-category is of this form.
Example 1.4.13 (Fusion category with a unique indecomposable module category). Let F
be a fusion category with a unique indecomposable module category, namely F itself, for
instance the Fibonacci fusion category or the Ising fusion category. Then the semisimple
2-category Mod(F) of modules has a unique simple object F, which has (F-module) endomor-
phism fusion category again equivalent to F. The 2-category may therefore be schematically
depicted as:
F
Note that in this special situation, the 2-category Mod(F) is equivalent to the additive
completion of the delooped 2-category BF.
Example 1.4.14 (Module categories for Vect(Z2)). Over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero, the fusion category Vect(Z2) of Z2-graded vector spaces has, up to
equivalence, two indecomposable module categories, namely Vect and Vect(Z2); the 2-
category Mod(Vect(Z2)) thus has two corresponding simple objects. Both these simple
objects have endomorphism categories Vect(Z2) (for the module Vect, though every endo-
morphism is trivial as a functor, there is a sign choice in the module functor structure), and
HomVect(Z2)(Vect,Vect(Z2)) and HomVect(Z2)(Vect(Z2),Vect) are both simply Vect. This
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2-category may therefore be depicted as:
Vect
Vect
Vect(Z2) Vect(Z2)
Note well, as visible here, how different the structure of semisimple 2-categories is from that
of semisimple 1-categories: in a semisimple 2-category there can be nontrivial 1-morphisms
between inequivalent simple objects.
Example 1.4.15 (Module categories for quantum sl2 at level 4). Let C4 denote the fusion
category of representations of quantum sl2 at level 4; this category has five simple objects,
denoted V0, . . . , V4. The indecomposable module categories of this fusion category (and
more generally of quantum sl2 at other levels) have been classified by Ocneanu [Ocn00]
and Ostrik [Ost03]: there is an indecomposable module category called A5, coming from
the action of C4 on itself, and an indecomposable module category called D4, whose cor-
responding algebra object is V0 ⊕ V4. The module endomorphisms of A5 is of course just
C4, and HomC4(A5,D4) and HomC4(D4,A5) are both simply D4. The endomorphism fusion
category EndC4(D4) of D4 is described in Goto [Got10] and has eight simple objects and
fusion graph that may be depicted (in the picture of the 2-category Mod(C4)) as follows:
D4
D4
C4
Here in EndC4(D4), the top node is the tensor unit, the left and right nodes are generators,
and the solid and dashed lines give fusion with these generators, respectively.
Example 1.4.16 (Decomposing the module 2-category of a multi-component multifusion
category). The 2-category of module categories of a multifusion category M = M1 ⊕ . . . ⊕
Mn with indecomposable components Mi is equivalent to the direct sum of 2-categories
iMod(Mi). (See Remark 1.2.23.) Let Mi = ⊕j,kMijk be the decomposition of Mi into
fusion categories Mijj and their bimodule categories. By [EGNO15, Prop 7.17.5], for any
j, there is an invertible bimodule (namely ⊕jMijk) between the multifusion category Mi
and the fusion category Mijj , and so, picking some index ji for each i, we have Mod(M)
is equivalent to iMod(Mijiji). (This presentation is convenient later when we consider
monoidal structures on these semisimple 2-categories.)
Representations of groupoids. Many examples of semisimple 1-categories arise by taking
a category of functors into Vect, and a natural family of domains for such functors are
1-groupoids.
Notation 1.4.17 (n-groupoids via homotopy groups). Recall that an n-groupoid is a homo-
topy n-type, that is a space whose only nontrivial homotopy groups occur in dimensions
0, 1, . . . , n. We will suppress k-invariant information from the notation and denote an n-
groupoid simply by the tuple (pi0, pi1, . . . , pin), where pi0 is a discrete set (namely the compo-
nent set of the space), and pii for i > 0 is a family of discrete groups indexed by pi0 (namely
the family of the i-th homotopy groups of the various components of the space).
Alternatively, an n-groupoid may be viewed as an n-category all of whose morphisms
are invertible. From that perspective, the k-invariant information is encoded in the weak
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structure data, that is the higher units, associators, and interchangers of the n-category. In
the categorical view, the set pi0 is the set of equivalence classes of objects of the n-category,
and the family pii records, for each component of the n-category (i.e. element of pi0), the
set of equivalence classes of automorphisms of the (i− 1)-fold identity on an object in that
component.
A 0-groupoid is therefore denoted simply pi0; a 1-groupoid with no nontrivial automor-
phisms is denoted (pi0, ∗)—here ∗ refers to the pi0-indexed family of groups that is trivial in
every component; a connected 1-groupoid is denoted (∗, pi1); a 2-groupoid with no nontrivial
2-automorphisms is denoted (pi0, pi1, ∗); a connected 2-groupoid is denoted (∗, pi1, pi2).
The notation permits the addition of monoidal structures. Recall that an n-group is by
definition a connected n-groupoid. Thought of directly as an n-groupoid, this would be
denoted (∗, pi1, . . . , pin), but we may instead consider its loop space as an (n − 1)-groupoid
with a (grouplike) monoidal structure; that grouplike monoidal (n − 1)-groupoid will be
denoted (pi1, . . . , pin). Similarly, a (grouplike) k-fold monoidal n-group is, by definition, an
(n + k − 1)-groupoid (pi0, . . . , pin+k−1) such that pii is trivial for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. The k-
th loop space of that (n + k − 1)-groupoid is a k-fold monoidal (n − k)-groupoid denoted
(pik, . . . , pin). For instance, a grouplike monoidal 0-groupoid (that is, a group) is denoted pi1;
a grouplike 2-fold monoidal 0-groupoid (that is, an abelian group) is denoted pi2; a grouplike
monoidal 1-groupoid (that is, the loop space of a 2-group) is denoted (pi1, pi2); a grouplike
2-fold monoidal 1-groupoid (that is, the double loop space of a 3-group) is denoted (pi2, pi3);
a grouplike monoidal 2-groupoid (that is, the loop space of a 3-group) is denoted (pi1, pi2, pi3).
An n-groupoid is called finite when it has finitely many components and all the homotopy
groups of every component are finite.
Recollection 1.4.18 (1-category of 1-representations of a 1-groupoid). A representation of a fi-
nite 1-groupoid (pi0, pi1) is a 1-functor (pi0, pi1) −→ Vect. The linear 1-category Rep(pi0, pi1) :=
[(pi0, pi1),Vect] of representations of a finite 1-groupoid (pi0, pi1) is a finite semisimple 1-
category.
As a special case, we may think of a group pi1 as a connected 1-groupoid (∗, pi1), and
consider the category of representations Rep(∗, pi1) ≡ [(∗, pi1),Vect]; the objects of this
category are called simply “pi1-representations”. As another special case, we may think
of a set pi0 as a discrete 1-groupoid (pi0, ∗), and consider the category of representations
Rep(pi0, ∗) ≡ [(pi0, ∗),Vect]; the objects of this category are called “pi0-graded vector spaces”.
We summarize this situation in the following table:
Input Notation Definition Name
groupoid (pi0, pi1) Rep(pi0, pi1) := [(pi0, pi1),Vect] (pi0, pi1)-representation
group pi1 Rep(∗, pi1) := [(∗, pi1),Vect] pi1-representation
set pi0 Rep(pi0, ∗) := [(pi0, ∗),Vect] pi0-graded vector space
Given a group pi1, one may of course think of it as a discrete (grouplike monoidal) 1-
groupoid (pi1, ∗), and therefore consider the category Vect(pi1) := Rep(pi1, ∗) of pi1-graded
vector spaces. We defer attention to that case until later, when we are concerned with
monoidal structures on these semisimple 1-categories. We then consider also more generally
the category Rep(pi1, pi2) of representations of a 2-group (pi1, pi2).
2-representations of 2-groupoids. Many examples of semisimple 2-categories arise by taking
a 2-category of 2-functors into 2Vect.
Example 1.4.19 (2-category of 2-representations of a 2-groupoid). For a finite 2-groupoid
(pi0, pi1, pi2), a representation of (pi0, pi1, pi2) is a (weak) 2-functor (pi0, pi1, pi2) −→ 2Vect. The
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linear 2-category 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) := [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] of 2-representations of a finite 2-
groupoid (pi0, pi1, pi2) is a finite semsimple 2-category; this can be seen as follows.
Given a finite 2-groupoid (pi0, pi1, pi2), let k(pi0, pi1, pi2) denote its linearization, that is the
linear 2-category with the same objects and 1-morphisms as the 2-groupoid, and with 2-
morphism vector spaces freely generated by the 2-morphism sets of the 2-groupoid. Let
k̂(pi0, pi1, pi2) denote the finite presemisimple 2-category obtained by local additive and
local idempotent completion of k(pi0, pi1, pi2). Then let k(pi0, pi1, pi2) denote the multifu-
sion category obtained by folding k̂(pi0, pi1, pi2). Observe that the 2-category of 2-functors
[(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] is equivalent to the 2-category of modules Mod(k(pi0, pi1, pi2)), and there-
fore that 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) is a finite semisimple 2-category, as desired.
There are a number of important special cases of this example of 2-representations of a
2-groupoid. We summarize them in the following table:
Input Notation Definition Name
2-grpoid (pi0, pi1, pi2) 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) := [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] (pi0, pi1, pi2)-2-representation
2-group (pi1, pi2) 2Rep(∗, pi1, pi2) := [(∗, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] (pi1, pi2)-2-representation
1-grpoid (pi0, pi1) 2Rep(pi0, pi1, ∗) := [(pi0, pi1, ∗), 2Vect] (pi0, pi1)-graded 2-vector space
ab group pi2 2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) := [(∗, ∗, pi2), 2Vect] pi2-2-representation
group pi1 2Rep(∗, pi1, ∗) := [(∗, pi1, ∗), 2Vect] pi1-2-vepresentation
set pi0 2Rep(pi0, ∗, ∗) := [(pi0, ∗, ∗), 2Vect] pi0-graded 2-vector space
Of course, given a group pi1, one may treat it as a discrete (grouplike monoidal) 2-groupoid
(pi1, ∗, ∗), and consider the 2-category 2Vect(pi1) := 2Rep(pi1, ∗, ∗) of pi1-graded 2-vector
spaces. We defer discussion of that case to later attention to monoidal structures, where we
also discuss more generally the 2-category 2Rep(pi1, pi2, pi3) of 2-representations of a 3-group
(pi1, pi2, pi3).
Example 1.4.20 (pi0-graded 2-vector spaces). For a finite set pi0, the 2-category 2Rep(pi0, ∗, ∗)
is the 2-category of pi0-graded finite semisimple 1-categories C =
⊕
x∈pi0 Cx, with 1-morphisms
the grading-preserving functors and 2-morphisms the natural transformations.
The simple objects of this 2-category are of the form [x] :=
⊕
y∈pi0 Cy with Cx = Vect
and Cy = 0 for y 6= x. In this case, the 1-morphism category Hom2Rep(pi0,∗,∗)([x], [y]) is Vect
if x = y and zero otherwise.
Example 1.4.21 (pi1-2-vepresentations are modules for graded vector spaces). For a finite
group pi1, the 2-category 2Rep(∗, pi1, ∗) is the 2-category of finite semisimple 1-categories with
a (weak) pi1-action, with 1-morphisms the intertwining functors and 2-morphisms the natural
transformations. The structure of a pi1-action on a semisimple 1-category is equivalent to
the structure of an action of the fusion 1-category Vect(pi1) of pi1-graded vector spaces
(with the monoidal structure induced by the group structure on pi1). Thus the 2-category
2Rep(∗, pi1, ∗) is equivalent to the 2-category Mod(Vect(pi1)).
For instance, the 2-category 2Rep(∗,Z2, ∗) is equivalent to the 2-category
Mod(Vect(Z2)) described in Example 1.4.14, with two simple objects having nonzero non-
equivalence morphisms between them. More generally, the indecomposable module cate-
gories of Vect(pi1), hence the simple objects of 2Rep(∗, pi1, ∗), have been classified by Os-
trik [Ost03].
Example 1.4.22 (pi2-2-representations). For a finite abelian group pi2, the 2-category
2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) is the 2-category of finite semisimple 1-categories C with a group homo-
morphism φ : pi2 −→ Aut(IC), with 1-morphisms the functors F : C −→ C′ such that
F ◦ φ(g) = φ′(g) ◦ F for all g ∈ pi2 and 2-morphisms the natural transformations.
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An object (C, φ) ∈ 2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) is simple if and only if C ' Vect. Hence the simple
objects of 2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) correspond to group homomorphisms φ : pi2 −→ k∗, and the 1-
morphism category Hom2Rep(∗,∗,pi2)(φ, φ
′) is Vect if φ = φ′ and zero otherwise. Thus it
happens that 2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) is equivalent to 2Rep(Hom(pi2, k∗), ∗, ∗).
The simple objects and Hom categories of the common generalization of this example and
the previous example, namely 2Rep(∗, pi1, pi2), have been investigated by Elgueta [Elg07].
Remark 1.4.23 (Completion produces non-invertible simple 1-morphisms). Even though, by
the discussion in Example 1.4.19, the 2-category 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) is the semisimple comple-
tion of the linearization k(pi0, pi1, pi2) of the 2-groupoid (pi0, pi1, pi2), it can certainly happen
that 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) has non-invertible simple 1-morphisms. Such morphisms are seen, for
instance, in 2Rep(∗,Z2, ∗) ' Mod(Vect(Z2)) from Remark 1.4.21 and Example 1.4.14.
Remark 1.4.24 (The dimension of groupoid-graded 2-vector spaces is the groupoid cardinal-
ity). For a finite set pi0, the semisimple 2-category 2Rep(pi0, ∗, ∗) evidently has dimension
the order of pi0. For a finite group pi1, by the preceding remark and Remark 1.4.7, we see
that the dimension of the semisimple 2-category 2Rep(∗, pi1, ∗) is the dimension of the pre-
semisimple 2-category BVect(pi1). As the global dimension of the fusion category Vect(pi1)
is |pi1|, the dimension of BVect(pi1) is 1/|pi1|. More generally, for a finite 1-groupoid (pi0, pi1),
the dimension of the 2-category of (pi0, pi1)-graded 2-vector spaces 2Rep(pi0, pi1, ∗) is the
groupoid cardinality [BHW10] of (pi0, pi1), that is the sum over components of the reciprocal
of the size of the automorphism groups.
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2. Monoidal 2-categories
2.1. Fusion 2-categories.
2.1.1. The definition of fusion 2-categories.
Monoidal structures on 2-categories. We will work with semistrict monoidal 2-categories,
meaning that the underlying 2-category is strict and the monoidal structure is strictly
unital and associative, though there may be a nontrivial interchange isomorphism be-
tween the two distinct ways of taking the monoidal product of two 1-morphisms. Such
semistrict monoidal 2-categories first appeared in Gordon–Powers–Street [GPS95] and are
often called “Gray monoids”. A recent presentation of the notion occurs in Barrett–
Meusburger–Schaumann (BMS) [BMS12]. Though structured somewhat differently, our
notion of monoidal 2-category is equivalent to the BMS definition.
Definition 2.1.1 (Monoidal 2-category). A monoidal 2-category consists of the following
data:
D1. a strict 2-category C;
D2. an “identity” object I ∈ C;
D3. strict “left and right tensor product” 2-functors
LA ≡ A − : C −→ C
RA ≡ − A : C −→ C,
for each object A ∈ C;
D4. an “interchange” 2-isomorphism
φf,g : (f B′) ◦ (A  g) =⇒ (A′  g) ◦ (f B)
for each pair of 1-morphisms f : A −→ A′ and g : B −→ B′;
subject to the following conditions:
C1. left and right multiplication agree: LAB = RBA for objects A,B ∈ C;
C2. the tensor product is strictly unital and associative:
LI = idC = RI
LALB = LAB
RBRA = RAB
LARB = RBLA;
C3. the interchanger respects identities:
φf,A = 1fA
φA,f = 1Af
for object A ∈ C and 1-morphism f : C −→ D;
C4. the interchanger respects composition:
φf ′◦f,g = (φf ′,g ◦ (f B)) · ((f ′ B′) ◦ φf,g)
φf,g′◦g = ((A′  g′) ◦ φf,g) · (φf,g′ ◦ (A  g))
for f : A −→ A′, f ′ : A′ −→ A′′, g : B −→ B′ and g′ : B′ −→ B′′;
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C5. the interchanger is natural:
φf ′,g · ((α B′) ◦ (A  g)) = ((A′  g) ◦ (α B)) · φf,g
φf,g′ · ((f B′) ◦ (A  β)) = ((A′  β) ◦ (f B)) · φf,g
for 1-morphisms f, f ′ : A −→ A′, g, g′ : B −→ B′ and 2-morphisms α : f =⇒ f ′,
β : g =⇒ g′;
C6. the interchanger respects tensor product:
φAg,h = A  φg,h
φfB,h = φf,Bh
φf,gC = φf,g  C
for f : A −→ A′, g : B −→ B′ and h : C −→ C ′.
Notation 2.1.2 (Horizontal composition of 1-morphisms). Though the tensor product of a
monoidal 2-category does not provide a unique tensor of two 1-morphisms f : A −→ B
and g : C −→ D, as a matter of convenient notation, we use the symbol f  g to mean
(f D) ◦ (A  g). This convention is known as “nudging”. The ‘tensor’ α  β of two
2-morphisms α and β is similarly used to mean the corresponding nudged composite.
Definition 2.1.3 (Linear monoidal 2-category). A linear monoidal 2-category is a linear
2-category equipped with a monoidal structure such that, for all objects A, the functors
A − and − A are linear.
Remark 2.1.4 (Strictification for monoidal 2-categories). Any weakly monoidal weak 2-
category can be strictified to a monoidal 2-category of the flavor given in Definition 2.1.1;
similarly any linear weakly monoidal weak 2-category can be strictified to a linear monoidal
2-category a la Definition 2.1.3. The feasibility of those strictifications follow from the usual
stricitfication for tricategories [GPS95] and a corresponding Vect-enriched version. Because
of this, we permit ourselves to work with semistrict monoidal 2-categories as described, even
though most examples will arise in the first instance in a weaker form.
Duality in monoidal 2-categories.
Definition 2.1.5 (Duals in monoidal 2-categories). In a monoidal 2-category, an object
A# is a right dual of an object A, equivalently A is a left dual of A#, if there exist counit
and unit 1-morphisms e : A  A# −→ I and i : I −→ A#  A such that (e  A) ◦ (A  i) ∼= A
and A# ∼= (A#  e) ◦ (i A#).
Definition 2.1.6 (Prefusion and fusion 2-categories). A prefusion 2-category is a finite
presemisimple monoidal 2-category that has left and right duals for objects and a simple
monoidal unit. A fusion 2-category is a finite semisimple monoidal 2-category that has left
and right duals for objects and a simple monoidal unit.
Being a (pre)fusion 2-category is a property of a linear monoidal 2-category, and this prop-
erty is preserved under any linear 2-equivalence. Hence, every (pre)fusion linear weakly
monoidal weak 2-category can be strictified to a (pre)fusion 2-category in the sense of Def-
inition 2.1.6.
Remark 2.1.7 (State sum invariance under completion). The monoidal product in a pre-
fusion or fusion 2-category is given by a 2-functor (as opposed to a 2-distributor). It is
not therefore the case that one can transport a prefusion structure on a presemisimple
2-category across an arbitrary 2-distributor equivalence of presemisimple 2-categories (see
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Section 1.4.2). However, because every 2-distributor between finite semisimple 2-categories
is a 2-functor, it is the case that a prefusion structure on a presemisimple 2-category induces
a fusion structure on the completed semisimple 2-category. (We might say that a prefusion
2-category is ‘monoidally 2-distributor equivalent’ to its completion.) We expect the state
sum will be invariant under this completion, that is the state sum invariant for a prefusion
2-category will be the same as the invariant for the associated (completed) fusion 2-category.
Remark 2.1.8 (State sum invariance under bimodule equivalence). A natural notion of equiv-
alence between fusion 2-categories is asking for a monoidal 2-functor that is an equivalence
of the underlying 2-categories; this is called a ‘monoidal 2-functor equivalence’. (This is a
categorification of the notion of monoidal functor equivalence between monoidal categories.)
A coarser notion of equivalence between two prefusion or fusion 2-categories is asking for
an invertible bimodule 2-category between them; this is called a ‘bimodule equivalence’.
(This notion is a categorification of the notion of bimodule or ‘Morita’ equivalence between
monoidal categories.) The state sum of a fusion 2-category is of course invariant under
monoidal 2-functor equivalence, but we speculate it is actually invariant under bimodule
equivalence as well.
2.1.2. The graphical calculus of fusion 2-categories.
Calculus of 2-categories. A 2-category admits a graphical calculus of labeled 1-manifolds in
the plane, so called ‘string diagrams’:
A AB f AB f
g
η
An object A A 1-morphism f : A −→ B A 2-morphism η : f =⇒ g
Here objects are depicted as regions in the plane, a 1-morphism A −→ B is depicted as a
wire separating the region labeled A from the region labeled B, and a 2-morphism f =⇒ g is
depicted as a node separating the wire labeled f from the wire labeled g. (The gray bounding
box simply indicates the extent of the picture.) We draw 1-morphism composition from right
to left: that is, in a diagram for g ◦ f , the wire labeled g appears to the left of the wire
labeled f . Similarly, we draw 2-morphism composition from bottom to top: that is, in a
diagram for η · µ, the node labeled η appears above the node labeled µ.
Calculus of monoidal structures. Monoidal 2-categories (and more generally semistrict 3-
categories) admit a similar graphical calculus of ‘surface diagrams’ in 3-space [BMS12]:
A
B g CD
B f A
g CD
fB A
The object A B The 1-morphism f  g The interchanger φf,g
The monoidal structure is depicted by layering surfaces behind one another, with the con-
vention that tensor product occurs from back to front: that is, in a diagram for A  B,
the surface labeled A appears in front of the surface labeled B. Note that the tensor of
1-morphisms f  g is defined by Notation 2.1.2 and indeed in the diagram the morphism f
appears slightly to the left of the morphism g. As drawn, the interchanger is depicted as a
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crossing of wires living in parallel planes. The following is a more complicated example of
a surface diagram representing a 2-morphism in a monoidal 2-category:
A
B
C
F
D
E
f
g
h k
η :
A B C
F
D
g
f η
==⇒
CBA
F
E
k
h
For clarity, here we have also explicitly depicted the source and target of the 2-morphism;
that source and target appear in the surface diagram as the bottom and top horizontal
slices, respectively. Note that we will often omit labels on regions, wires, and nodes, when
it is clear from context what those labels should be.
Calculus of duality. In a monoidal 2-category in which every object has left and right duals,
we can extend the graphical calculus of monoidal 2-categories by introducing the following
diagrammatic notation for particular choices of counit and unit 1-morphisms of the object
dualities:
A A#
AA#
eA : A A# −→ I iA : I −→ A# A
We may furthermore depict particular choices of the 2-isomorphisms (e A) ◦ (A  i) ∼= A
and A# ∼= (A#  e) ◦ (i A#) by cusps:
A
A#
the cusp on A the cusp on A#
These cusp 2-isomorphisms may be chosen to satisfy the swallowtail equations (though that
fact will not be of any particular relevance, as later in our definition of pivotal 2-category
we explicitly assume choices of cusps satisfying the swallowtail equations):
A
=
A A#
=
A#
In these pictures, and henceforth, we use a tiny gap in a line specifically to indicate the
presence of a categorical interchanger; crossings without a gap are merely coincidences of
the depicted projection and do not signify a categorical operation.
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2.1.3. Examples of fusion 2-categories. Most naturally occurring monoidal 2-categories
are not semistrict, that is are not literally of the form described in Definition 2.1.1. In
the following examples, whenever we say that something is a monoidal, respectively fusion,
2-category, what we mean is that it is a (fully weak) 3-category with one object which after
(always possible [GPS95, Gur06]) strictification becomes a fusion or monoidal 2-category in
the sense of Definition 2.1.1, respectively Definition 2.1.6.
Representations of groups, and group-graded vector spaces. We warm up by discussing ex-
amples of fusion 1-categories. Of course, the semisimple 1-category Vect itself is naturally
a fusion 1-category using the tensor product of vector spaces. Recall the discussion of
(monoidal) n-groupoids from Notation 1.4.17.
Recollection 2.1.9 (Group representations). For a finite group pi1, the semisimple 1-category
Rep(∗, pi1) := [(∗, pi1),Vect] of pi1-representations has a (symmetric) monoidal structure
inherited from the monoidal structure on Vect, and with this structure, Rep(∗, pi1) is a
fusion 1-category. We will denote this fusion category by Rep(pi1).
More generally, for a finite 1-groupoid (pi0, pi1), the semisimple 1-category Rep(pi0, pi1) :=
[(pi0, pi1),Vect] has a monoidal structure inherited from Vect, but note that this is a mul-
tifusion rather than fusion structure, that is the unit need not be simple. The notation
Rep(pi0, pi1) will always refer either to the bare semisimple 1-category [(pi0, pi1),Vect] or to
that category equipped with its symmetric multifusion structure.
Recollection 2.1.10 (Group-graded vector spaces). Given a finite group pi1 we may instead
form the semisimple 1-category Rep(pi1, ∗) := [(pi1, ∗),Vect] of pi1-graded vector spaces. This
category has a monoidal structure induced by the group multiplication: the product is the
(Day) convolution of functors (pi1, ∗) −→ Vect, or more concretely, the product of the functor
F (x) = δx,fk and the functor G(x) = δx,gk is the functor (F ∗ G)(x) = δx,fgk. We will
denote this fusion category, as before, by Vect(pi1).
More generally, for a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2), we could consider the semisimple 1-category
Rep(pi1, pi2) := [(pi1, pi2),Vect] with its convolution product; this is a monoidal semisimple
1-category, which will be denoted Vect(pi1, pi2), but in general it is multifusion rather than
fusion.
Recollections 2.1.9 and 2.1.10 can be summarized in the following table:
Input Notation 1-category Monoidal structure
1-groupoid (pi0, pi1) Rep(pi0, pi1) := [(pi0, pi1),Vect] symmetric from Vect (multifusion)
1-group pi1 Rep(pi1) := [(∗, pi1),Vect] symmetric from Vect (fusion)
2-group (pi1, pi2) Vect(pi1, pi2) := [(pi1, pi2),Vect] convolution product (multifusion)
1-group pi1 Vect(pi1) := [(pi1, ∗),Vect] convolution product (fusion)
Since every 2-group is in particular a 1-groupoid, the category [(pi1, pi2),Vect] has two dis-
tinct monoidal structures. (These structures are compatible in the sense that the symmetric
monoidal structure together with a comonoidal structure associated to the convolution prod-
uct give [(pi1, pi2),Vect] the structure of a Hopf 1-category.)
Recollection 2.1.11 (Twisted group-graded vector spaces). Given again a finite group pi1 and
a 3-cocycle w ∈ Z3(pi1, k∗), we may twist the associator of the fusion category Vect(pi1) to
obtain a new fusion category denoted Vectw(pi1). Note here we may think of the cocycle
either as a ‘group-cohomology-style’ cocycle for the ordinary group pi1 or as a topological
cocycle on the space corresponding to the group, namely Bpi1 = (∗, pi1).
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2-representations of 2-groups, and 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces. The semisimple 2-category
2Vect is of course the canonical fusion 2-category, where the tensor of two finite semisim-
ple linear 1-categories is the Deligne tensor product. This fusion 2-category has a unique
equivalence class of simple objects, represented by the 1-category Vect.
Construction 2.1.12 (2-group 2-representations). Given a finite abelian group pi2, the semisim-
ple 2-category 2Rep(∗, ∗, pi2) := [(∗, ∗, pi2), 2Vect] of pi2-2-representations inherits a (symmet-
ric) monoidal structure from 2Vect and with that structure is a fusion 2-category. We will
denote this fusion 2-category by 2Rep(pi2).
Similarly, given a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2), the semisimple 2-category 2Rep(∗, pi1, pi2) :=
[(∗, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] of (pi1, pi2)-2-representations inherits a monoidal structure from 2Vect,
and this structure is again fusion. We will denote this fusion 2-category by 2Rep(pi1, pi2).
More generally, given a finite 2-groupoid (pi0, pi1, pi2), the semisimple 2-category
2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) := [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] has a monoidal structure, but it is in general multi-
fusion rather than fusion, that is the unit need not be simple. The notation 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2)
will always refer either to the bare semisimple 2-category [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] or to that
2-category equipped with its symmetric multifusion structure.
Construction 2.1.13 (2-group-graded 2-vector spaces). Given a finite group pi1, the semisim-
ple 2-category 2Rep(pi1, ∗, ∗) := [(pi1, ∗, ∗), 2Vect] of pi1-graded 2-vector spaces has a monoidal
structure induced by the group multiplication, namely the convolution product of 2-functors
(pi1, ∗, ∗) −→ 2Vect, and is thereby a fusion 2-category. We will denote this fusion 2-category
by 2Vect(pi1).
Similarly, for a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2), the semisimple 2-category 2Rep(pi1, pi2, ∗) :=
[(pi1, pi2, ∗), 2Vect] of (pi1, pi2)-graded 2-vector spaces has a convolution product, and again
is a fusion 2-category. We will of course denote this fusion 2-category by 2Vect(pi1, pi2).
More generally, given a finite 3-group (pi1, pi2, pi3), the semisimple 2-category
2Rep(pi1, pi2, pi3) := [(pi1, pi2, pi3), 2Vect] of (pi1, pi2, pi3)-2-representations has a convolution
monoidal structure; this monoidal semisimple 2-category will be denoted 2Vect(pi1, pi2, pi3),
but note it is in general multifusion rather than fusion.
Remark 2.1.14 (Bimodule equivalence of 2-representations and graded 2-vector spaces). The
fusion 1-category Rep(pi1) of pi1-representations and the fusion 1-category Vect(pi1) of pi1-
graded vector spaces are bimodule equivalent, and therefore lead to the same 3-manifold
invariant. We suspect the 2-categorical situation is analogous, in that the fusion 2-category
Rep(pi1, pi2) of (pi1, pi2)-2-representations is bimodule equivalent to the fusion 2-category
2Vect(pi1, pi2) of (pi1, pi2)-graded 2-vector spaces, and that these fusion 2-categories therefore
produce the same 4-manifold invariant.
Constructions 2.1.12 and 2.1.13 can be summarized in the following table:
Input Notation 2-category Monoidal structure
2-grpoid (pi0, pi1, pi2) 2Rep(pi0, pi1, pi2) := [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] symm from 2Vect (multifus)
2-group (pi1, pi2) 2Rep(pi1, pi2) := [(∗, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] symm from 2Vect (fusion)
ab 1-group (pi2) 2Rep(pi2) := [(∗, ∗, pi2), 2Vect] symmfrom 2Vect (fusion)
3-group (pi1, pi2, pi3) 2Vect(pi1, pi2, pi3) := [(pi1, pi2, pi3), 2Vect] conv product (mulitfus)
2-group (pi1, pi2) 2Vect(pi1, pi2) := [(pi1, pi2, ∗), 2Vect] conv product (fusion)
1-group (pi1) 2Vect(pi1) := [(pi1, ∗, ∗), 2Vect] conv product (fusion)
Since every 3-group is in particular a 2-groupoid, the 2-category [(pi1, pi2, pi3), 2Vect] has two
distinct monoidal structures, one (symmetric) structure coming from the product on 2Vect
and one not-necessarily symmetric convolution structure coming from the 3-group itself. (We
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expect these structure to be compatible, in that the symmetric fusion structure together
with a comonoidal structure associated to the convolution will form a Hopf 2-category.)
Remark 2.1.15 (The convolution product is the completion of group multiplication). Re-
call from Example 1.4.19 that the finite semisimple 2-category [(pi0, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] is the
semisimple completion of the linearization k(pi0, pi1, pi2) of the 2-groupoid (pi0, pi1, pi2). If the
2-groupoid is a 3-group (pi1, pi2, pi3), then k(pi1, pi2, pi3), and hence its semisimple completion
[(pi1, pi2, pi3), 2Vect], inherits a monoidal structure from the monoidal structure of (pi1, pi2, pi3)
— the resulting monoidal structure is the convolution product on 2Vect(pi1, pi2, pi3).
Construction 2.1.16 (Twisted 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces). Given a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2),
and a 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4((pi1, pi2); k∗), one can form a fusion 2-category 2Vectω(pi1, pi2) of ‘ω-
twisted (pi1, pi2)-graded 2-vector spaces’, as follows. (Here Z
4((pi1, pi2); k
∗) is the topological
4-cocycles, with k∗ coefficients, of the space (∗, pi1, pi2) with only first and second homotopy
groups.)
The 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4((pi1, pi2); k∗) provides the k-invariant for an extension of the 2-group
(pi1, pi2) to a 3-group (pi1, pi2, k
∗), with trivial action of pi1 on pi3 = k∗. Because the pi1-action
on pi3 is trivial, we may think of this 3-group as a monoidal 2-category enriched in k
∗-sets.
(Here the enriching category of k∗-sets has tensor product X ×k∗ Y := coeq(X × k∗ × Y ⇒
X × Y ).) Base changing from k∗ to k produces a k-linear monoidal 2-category denoted
(pi1, pi2, k
∗)k. Precisely, this operation is base change along the functor from k∗-sets to
(possibly infinite-dimensional) k-vector spaces, taking a k∗-set X to the k-vector space
k ⊗k(k∗) k(X), where k(X) is the free k-vector space on the set X. Note that the k-
linear monoidal 2-category (pi1, pi2, k
∗)k has finitely many equivalence classes of objects,
all invertible, and finitely many isomorphism classes of 1-morphisms, all invertible, and
that Hom(pi1,pi2,k∗)k(f, g) is k when f and g are isomorphic and 0 otherwise. In particular,
(pi1, pi2, k
∗)k is a locally presemisimple linear monoidal 2-category.
The fusion 2-category 2Vectω(pi1, pi2) is defined to be the semisimple completion of the
local Cauchy completion of the monoidal 2-category (pi1, pi2, k
∗)k. That is, 2Vectω(pi1, pi2)
is a completion of a twisted linearization of (pi1, pi2). When the twisting is trivial, the
construction recovers 2Vect(pi1, pi2) by the discussion in Example 1.4.19.
Remark 2.1.17 (Characterizing twisted 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces). A fusion 1-category
C in which every simple object is invertible is necessarily equivalent to the fusion 1-category
Vectω(pi1) for some finite group pi1 and 3-cocycle ω ∈ Z3(pi1; k∗); the group pi1 is determined
as the group of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C. And of course every simple
object of Vectω(pi1) is invertible.
The situation for fusion 2-categories is more complicated. The fusion 2-category
2Vectω(pi1, pi2), for a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2) and 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4((pi1, pi2); k∗), can have
non-invertible simple objects and non-invertible simple 1-morphisms. For instance, the fu-
sion 2-category 2Vect(∗,Z2) has both non-invertible simple objects and 1-morphisms, as
described below in Examples 2.1.20 and 2.1.21 (also see Example 1.4.14).
Even if a fusion 2-category has only invertible simple objects (so there is an obvious ‘group
of simple objects’ pi1) and every simple 1-endomorphism of the unit object I is invertible
(so there is an obvious ‘group of simple 1-endomorphisms’ pi2), it is still not necessarily the
case that the fusion 2-category is equivalent to 2Vectω(pi1, pi2) for some (pi1, pi2) and ω. An
example of such a fusion 2-category (that is not twisted 2-group graded 2-vector spaces)
is provided by the completion of a Z4-crossed braided structure on the Ising category, see
below Example 2.1.27.
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Nevertheless, it is still possible to characterize twisted 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces
as follows: a fusion 2-category C is monoidally equivalent to 2Vectω(pi1, pi2) for some finite
2-group (pi1, pi2) and 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4((pi1, pi2); k∗) if and only if
1. every component of C contains an invertible object;
2. every simple 1-morphism in EndC(I) is invertible;
3. the group homomorphism C× −→ pi0C, from the group of equivalence classes of invert-
ible objects to the group of components, admits a section.
(Note that the existence of a group structure on the set of components depends on the
existence of an invertible object in each component.) Here the groups pi1 and pi2 can be
taken to be the group of components pi0C and the group of isomorphism classes of simple 1-
morphisms in EndC(I), respectively. The aforementioned Z4-crossed braided Ising category
fails the third condition as in that case the group of invertible objects Z4 projects onto the
group of components Z2.
Construction 2.1.18 (Abelian-group 2-vepresentations). Given an abelian group pi2, the
semisimple 2-category of ‘pi2-2-vepresentations’ 2Rep(∗, pi2, ∗) := [(∗, pi2, ∗), 2Vect] has both
a symmetric and a convolution structure, and both products are fusion, not merely multifu-
sion. We therefore expect this construction provides in an appropriate sense ‘fusion Hopf 2-
categories’. We reserve the notation 2Vep(pi2) for the semisimple 2-category [(∗, pi2, ∗), 2Vect]
equipped simultaneously with both monoidal structures; by contrast we would use 2Rep(pi2, ∗)
when thinking only of the symmetric fusion structure and 2Vect(∗, pi2) when thinking only
of the convolution fusion structure.
Braided fusion categories and their modules.
Construction 2.1.19 (Fusion 2-categories from braided fusion categories). The delooping of
a braided fusion category C is a prefusion 2-category BC: the delooping of the underlying
fusion category is a presemisimple 2-category, as in Example 1.2.11, and the braiding pro-
vides precisely the data of a monoidal structure on the delooping. By Proposition 1.3.13
the idempotent completion of the delooping BC is the semisimple 2-category of modules
Mod(C). The monoidal structure on the delooping BC induces a monoidal structure on
the completion, making Mod(C) a fusion 2-category. Module categories for C correspond to
separable algebras in C, and the monoidal structure is the tensor product of algebras (which,
note well, depends on the braiding of C). Directly as C-module categories, the monoidal
product is given by the relative Deligne tensor over C, cf [BJS18].
Example 2.1.20 (Fusion structures on Mod(Vect(Z2))). Recall from Example 1.4.14 the
structure of the semisimple 2-category Mod(Vect(Z2)): there is the simple object Vect(Z2)—
which we will now abbreviate as I—and the simple object Vect—which we will now abbrevi-
ate as X—with morphism categories Hom(I, I) ' Hom(X,X) ' Vect(Z2) and Hom(X, I) '
Hom(I, X) ' Vect.
There are two braidings on the fusion category Vect(Z2), namely the symmetric braiding
and the super braiding, and thus two corresponding fusion structures on the 2-category
Mod(Vect(Z2)). We may calculate the fusion rules for each as follows. An object of
Mod(Vect(Z2)) corresponds to a separable algebra in Vect(Z2). (This correspondence may
either be seen as the classical Ostrik translation or as the fact that Mod(Vect(Z2)) is the
idempotent—i.e. separable algebra—completion of the deloop BVect(Z2).) The object I
corresponds to the trivial algebra k ∈ Vect(Z2) and the object X corresponds to the ‘graded
group algebra’ k(Z2) ∈ Vect(Z2). The monoidal product of objects here is, as mentioned in
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Construction 2.1.19, the tensor product of algebras inside the braided fusion category. Thus
I is evidently the identity in the fusion 2-category (for either braiding).
Now suppose the base field is C and the braiding is super. In this case the tensor product
C(Z2) ⊗ C(Z2) is, by complex ‘Bott periodicity’, Morita equivalent to the trivial algebra
C. The corresponding fusion rule in the fusion 2-category is therefore X  X ' I. We
may depict the fusion rules of this 2-category as follows, where the directed edge indicates
multiplication by X:
I X
For the symmetric braiding, the tensor product C(Z2)⊗C(Z2) is, by idempotent decom-
posing that algebra in the symmetric tensor category Vect(Z2), isomorphic to the algebra
C(Z2)⊕C(Z2). The corresponding fusion rule is therefore X X ' X X. We may depict
the fusion rules of this 2-category as follows, where again the directed edge is multiplication
by X and the label indicates the multiplicity:
I
X
2
Note well that this sort of fusion graph, where an object has no fusion products containing
identity factors, is completely new to fusion 2-categories: in a fusion 1-category, the product
of an object and its dual has the identity as a summand, but in a fusion 2-category, because
of the existence of nontrivial nonequivalence morphisms between simple objects, this need
not be the case.
Example 2.1.21 (Fusion structures on Mod(Vect(Z2)) as twisted 2-vepresentations). Re-
call from Remark 1.4.21 that the semisimple 2-category Mod(Vect(Z2)) of module cate-
gories for Vect(Z2) is equivalent to the 2-category 2Rep(∗,Z2, ∗) := [(∗,Z2, ∗), 2Vect] of 2-
vepresentations of Z2. The monoidal structure on Mod(Vect(Z2)) induced by the standard
braiding (see Example 2.1.20) corresponds to the convolution product on 2Rep(∗,Z2, ∗),
therefore gives the fusion 2-category 2Vect(∗,Z2) of (∗,Z2)-graded 2-vector spaces (see
Construction 2.1.13). The monoidal structure on Mod(Vect(Z2)) induced, by contrast,
by the super braiding corresponds to the convolution product on 2Rep(∗,Z2, ∗) twisted by
a nontrivial 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4((∗,Z2); k∗), thus to the twisted 2-group-graded 2-category
2Vectω(∗,Z2). Specifically, the super braiding fusion structure is obtained by twisting by
the cocycle representing the order 2-element in H4((∗,Z2); k∗) ∼= Z4. (Note more gen-
erally that for an abelian group pi2, the group Z
4((∗, pi2); k∗) twisting the fusion struc-
ture on 2Vect(∗, pi2) ' Mod(Vect(pi2)) is the same as the group of ‘abelian 3-cocycles’
Z3ab(pi2, k
∗) [EGNO15, Sec 8.4] that simultaneously twists the associator and the braiding
of the fusion 1-category Vect(pi2).)
Remark 2.1.22 (One-component fusion 2-categories). Any fusion 2-category C with only one
component is (monoidally 2-functor) equivalent to the 2-category Mod(C) of modules of a
braided fusion category C; more specifically it is equivalent to the 2-category of modules of
the braided fusion category HomC(I, I) of endomorphisms of the identity of C. Indeed, any
one-component finite semisimple 2-category is the 2-category of modules of any one of its
fusion endocategories, so as a semisimple 2-category, the fusion 2-category C is equivalent to
Mod(HomC(I, I)). But using Corollary 1.3.14 (applied to functors Mod(C C) −→ Mod(C),
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with C = HomC(I, I)), the monoidal structure on Mod(HomC(I, I)) is completely determined
by the monoidal structure on B HomC(I, I), that is by the braiding on HomC(I, I).
Crossed-braided fusion categories.
Construction 2.1.23 (From crossed-braided fusion categories to fusion 2-categories). Recall
that a G-crossed-braided fusion category is a fusion category C, together with a G-grading
C =
⊕
g∈G Cg, a G-action on C where g ∈ G maps Ch to Cghg−1, and a compatible crossed-
braiding isomorphism X ⊗ Y −→ g(Y ) ⊗ X whenever X ∈ Cg. To any G-crossed-braided
fusion category C, there is an associated monoidal 2-category C, as follows [Cui16, Sec 6].
(To obtain a semistrict monoidal 2-category, for convenience we will start with a strict
crossed-braided fusion category [DGNO10, Def 4.41].)
The objects of C are the elements g ∈ G, and these objects are all simple. The hom
category HomC(g, h) is the category Chg−1 . The composition of 1-morphisms in C is given
by the tensor product in C:
HomC(g, h)×HomC(f, g) ◦−→ HomC(f, h)
Chg−1 × Cgf−1 ⊗−→ Chf−1
The monoidal product g  h of objects g, h ∈ C is the object gh, and the monoidal unit
is the identity element e ∈ G. The monoidal product of an object g on the left on 1- and
2-morphisms in C is given by the action of g in C:
HomC(h, h′)
g−−−−→ HomC(g  h, g  h′)
Ch′h−1
g(−)−−−→ Cgh′h−1g−1 = Cgh′(gh)−1
By contrast, the monoidal product of an object g on the right in C is given by the identity
operation in C:
HomC(h, h′)
−g−−−→ HomC(h  g, h′  g)
Ch′h−1
id−→ Ch′h−1 = Ch′g(hg)−1
Finally, the interchanger 2-isomorphism of C is given by the crossed-braiding of C; for 1-
morphisms X : g1 −→ g2, Y : h1 −→ h2:
(X  h2) ◦ (g1  Y ) φX,Y===⇒ (g2  Y ) ◦ (X  h1)
X ⊗ g1(Y )
cX,g1(Y )−−−−−→ g2(Y )⊗X
This construction defines a prefusion 2-category; the completion is therefore a fusion 2-
category, as desired. If the grading is faithful, that is Cg 6= 0 for all g ∈ G, then the resulting
fusion 2-category has only one component, and is therefore equivalent (see Remark 2.1.22)
to the completion of the deloop BCe of the braided fusion category Ce.
Remark 2.1.24 (Inequivalent crossed-braided fusion categories giving equivalent fusion 2-cat-
egories). Let C be an Ising fusion category, that is one with simple objects I, f, σ and fusion
rules f2 ∼= I, fσ ∼= σf ∼= σ, and σ2 ∼= I ⊕ f . Equip this category with the Z2-grading
C0 = Vect(Z2) = 〈I, f〉 and C1 = Vect = 〈σ〉, and the trivial Z2-action. An Ising category
admits four inequivalent braidings [DGNO10, App B], all of which restrict to the super
braiding on Vect(Z2). Any of these braidings makes the given Ising category C into a Z2-
crossed-braided fusion category, and there is thus an associated fusion 2-category. However,
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because the Z2-grading is faithful, each of these fusion 2-categories is equivalent to the com-
pletion of the deloop BC0 = BVect(Z2) of the super braided category Vect(Z2), and thus to
the fusion 2-category of modules of the super braided category Vect(Z2).
Remark 2.1.25 (Invertible-object fusion 2-categories are not necessarily crossed-braided). It
is not the case that a fusion 2-category all of whose simple objects are invertible is equivalent
to a fusion 2-category associated to a G-crossed-braided category. Given a fusion 2-category
C with invertible simple objects, the equivalence classes of simple objects form a finite
group G, and (picking representative simple objects g in each equivalence class [g] ∈ G) the
semisimple 1-category C :=
⊕
g∈G HomC(e, g) appears to want to be a G-crossed-braided
category—but in general it is not possible to put an appropriate monoidal structure on
that category. Specifically, choose equivalences ψ(g, h) : g  h −→ gh and 2-isomorphisms
α(g1, g2, g3) : ψ(g1g2, g3)◦(ψ(g1, g2)g3) =⇒ ψ(g1, g2g3)◦(g1ψ(g2, g3)); these isomorphisms
α will satisfy the pentagon equations only up to some scalars ω(g1, g2, g3, g4) ∈ k∗, and those
scalars define a 4-cocycle ω ∈ Z4(G; k∗). Only if that 4-cocycle is cohomologically trivial, is it
possible to (adjust the choices of representing objects, equivalences, and 2-isomorphisms and
then) define a multiplication giving C the structure of a G-crossed-braided fusion category.
(Note that this process does not produce a unique crossed-braided category, but a collection
of such categories all lifting the same fusion 2-category.) If that 4-cocycle is cohomologically
nontrivial, then the fusion 2-category encodes a kind of twisting not presentable in the
framework of crossed-braided categories.
Remark 2.1.26 (Endotrivial fusion 2-categories). A fusion 2-category is called endotrivial if
the endomorphism fusion category of every indecomposable object is the trivial fusion cate-
gory Vect. Endotrivial fusion 2-categories were called simply ‘fusion 2-categories’ in Mack-
aay [Mac99]. Note that of all the examples of fusion 2-categories described above, including
those coming from 2-representations of 2-groups (Construction 2.1.12), 2-group-graded 2-
vector spaces (Construction 2.1.13), braided fusion categories (Construction 2.1.19), and
crossed-braided fusion categories (Construction 2.1.23), the only case that is endotrivial is
the special case of 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces where the grading is in fact by a 1-group.
Example 2.1.27 (Z4-crossed braided Ising categories). For any Ising fusion category C, the
Z4-grading C0 = Vect(Z2) = 〈I, f〉, C2 = Vect = 〈σ〉, and C1 = C3 = 0, together with the
trivial Z4-action and any choice of braiding, gives C the structure of a Z4-crossed-braided
fusion category. The associated fusion 2-category may be depicted as follows:
01
2 3
Vect(Z2)Vect(Z2)
Vect(Z2) Vect(Z2)
Here the nodes indicate the four simple objects. The gray lines show the structure of
the underlying semisimple 2-category, where the unlabelled arrows denote the morphism
space Vect. The directed black lines indicate the fusion structure of multiplication by the
generating simple object 1.
Remark 2.1.28 (Fusion 2-categories must allow morphisms between inequivalent simple ob-
jects). By Theorem 1.4.9 and Proposition 1.3.13, every semisimple 2-category is the com-
pletion of the delooping of a multifusion category, and is therefore (see Constructions 1.2.12
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and 1.2.13) 2-distributor equivalent to the presemisimple unfolding of that multifusion cat-
egory. That presemisimple 2-category has the attractive feature that the Hom categories
between inequivalent simple objects are all trivial, and so it looks ‘semisimple’ in a more
classical sense. For instance, the underlying semisimple 2-category in Example 2.1.27 is
2-distributor equivalent to the presemisimple 2-category with two simple objects, each with
endomorphism fusion category Vect(Z2), and no further morphisms. This is, however, a
specious presentation: even if we are prepared to work up to 2-distributor equivalence and
even if we are prepared to work with presemisimple 2-categories, it is still not possible in
general to give a monoidal fusion structure without allowing nontrivial morphisms between
inequivalent simple objects. Example 2.1.27 illustrates this necessity: that fusion 2-category
is not monoidally 2-distributor equivalent to any prefusion 2-category with trivial Hom cat-
egories between inequivalent simple objects. Indeed the order four cyclic fusion group of
the simple objects forces there to be at least two distinct simple objects in each connected
component, in order to describe the monoidal structure.
2.2. Pivotal 2-categories.
2.2.1. The definition and graphical calculus of planar pivotal 2-categories.
Planar pivotal structures. A monoidal 1-category is called pivotal when it is equipped with a
monoidal trivialization of the double dual functor; such a category has chosen isomorphisms
from the double dual of each object to the object itself, in a way compatible with the tensor
product of objects. This notion generalizes straightforwardly to 2-categories, by asking for
a trivialization of the double adjoint of 1-morphisms, in a way compatible with composition.
Such 2-categories are usually called ‘pivotal’, but because we will also be concerned with
trivializing the double dual of objects in a monoidal 2-category and therefore will have a
different need for the modifier ‘pivotal’, we will refer to 2-categories with a 1-morphism-level
pivotal structure as ‘planar pivotal’. For convenience, we will adopt a somewhat strictified
definition as follows.
Definition 2.2.1 (Planar pivotal 2-category). Let C be a strict 2-category in which every
1-morphism has a left and a right adjoint. A planar pivotal structure on C consists of the
following data:
D1. a choice of right adjoint f∗ : B −→ A for every 1-morphism f : A −→ B,
D2. a choice of unit ηf : A =⇒ f∗ ◦ f and counit f : f ◦ f∗ =⇒ B ,
subject to the following conditions:
C1. the unit and counit satisfy the cusp equations:
(f ◦ f ) · (f ◦ ηf ) = f
f∗ = (f∗ ◦ f ) · (ηf ◦ f∗)
C2. the choice of adjoint is functorial:
(A)
∗
= A
(f ◦ g)∗ = g∗ ◦ f∗
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C3. the choice of unit and counit is functorial:
A = 1A
ηA = 1A
f◦g = f · (f ◦ g ◦ f∗)
ηf◦g = (g∗ ◦ ηf ◦ g) · ηg
C4. the adjoint is involutive: f∗∗ = f ;
C5. right and left mates agree: for any 2-morphism α : f =⇒ g we have
α∗ := (1f∗ ◦ g) · (1f∗ ◦ α ◦ 1g∗) · (ηf ◦ 1g∗) = (g∗ ◦ 1f∗) · (1g∗ ◦ α ◦ 1f∗) · (1g∗ ◦ ηf∗) =: ∗α
We refer to a 2-category with a planar pivotal structure simply as a planar pivotal 2-category.
Calculus of planar pivotal structures. Planar pivotal 2-categories admit a graphical calculus
of oriented strings in the plane [Sel11]. The unit and counit of an adjunction f a f∗ are
depicted respectively as follows:
ff∗
A
B
f f∗BA
Here a wire labeled f with an upwards pointing orientation arrow refers to the morphism f ,
and the same wire with a downwards pointing orientation arrow refers to the morphism f∗;
note that in order to avoid confusion later and contrary to typical convention, we will label
this downwards pointing segment by f∗, the actual object associated to that wire segment,
not by f , the object associated to the segment with reversed orientation.
The cusp equations are similarly represented by the following pictures:
AB f
=
AB f A Bf
∗
=
BA f
∗
A 2-morphism α : f =⇒ g is depicted by a dot on a wire, with the lower half of the wire
labeled f and the upper half labeled g. In this notation the mate 2-morphism α∗ : g∗ =⇒ f∗
appears as follows:
α∗
AB g
∗
f∗
:= α
AB g
∗
f∗
= α
B Ag
∗
f∗
Because taking the dual is involutive in a planar pivotal 2-category, we can form well-typed
circular strings, known as ‘traces’.
Definition 2.2.2 (Planar trace). In a planar pivotal 2-category, given a 1-morphism f :
A −→ B and a 2-endomorphism α : f =⇒ f , the left planar trace trL(α) : A =⇒ A and right
planar trace trR(α) : B =⇒ B are
trL(α) := f∗ · (1f∗ ◦ α) · ηf = α
A
trR(α) := f · (α ◦ 1f∗) · ηf∗ = α
B
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Monoidal planar pivotal structures. If we add a monoidal structure to a planar pivotal 2-
category, we insist that the monoidal structure respects the planar pivotal structure as
follows.
Definition 2.2.3 (Monoidal planar pivotal 2-category). A monoidal planar pivotal 2-
category is a monoidal 2-category equipped with a planar pivotal structure such that
1. the adjoint of a tensor is the tensor of the adjoints:
(A  f)∗ = A  f∗
(f A)∗ = f∗ A
2. the unit and counit for a tensor are the tensors of the units and counits:
Af = A  f
ηAf = A  ηf
fA = f A
ηfA = ηf A
Here A is an object, f : A −→ B is a 1-morphism, and f and ηf are the counit and
unit of the adjunction between f and f∗.
The graphical calculus for planar pivotal 2-categories extends to one for monoidal planar
pivotal 2-categories: 1-morphisms f : A −→ B are again represented by oriented strings,
which are constrained to move within a single sheet of the surface diagram. If the monoidal
category has duals, and therefore a graphical calculus where multiple sheets may connect
via unit and counit morphisms depicted as ‘cups’ and ‘caps’, the 1-morphism strings may
not intersect these cups and caps—such interaction requires further conditions, as described
in the next section.
2.2.2. The definition and graphical calculus of pivotal 2-categories.
Pivotal structures. In a 2-category with adjoints for 1-morphisms (or more simply a monoidal
1-category with duals for objects), a planar pivotal structure (respectively pivotal structure)
is a choice of adjoint structure that is coherent (Definition 2.2.1-C1), functorial (C2,C3),
and involutive (C4), such that left and right mates agree (C5).
Given a monoidal planar pivotal 2-category with duals for objects, we can insist that
object duality itself is ‘pivotal’ and that the object-level duality interacts well with the
1-morphism-level duality. More specifically, below we will define a pivotal structure on
a monoidal planar pivotal 2-category to be a choice of duality structure that is coherent
(Definition 2.2.4-C1), compatible with tensor (C2,C3,C4), compatible with the existing ad-
joint structure (C5,C6), and involutive (C7), such that the right-over and left-under twist
2-morphisms between the left and right mates agree (C8).
Given a monoidal 2-category with chosen right dual A# for every object A such that
A## = A, along with chosen unit and counit 1-morphisms iA : I −→ A#  A and eA :
A A# −→ I, and any 1-morphism f : A −→ B, the right and left mate of f are defined by
f# := (A#  eB) ◦ (A#  f B#) ◦ (iA B#) : B# −→ A#
f# := (eB# A#) ◦ (B#  f A#) ◦ (B#  iA#) : B# −→ A#.
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Similarly for any 2-morphism α : g =⇒ h between 1-morphisms g, h : A −→ B, the right and
left (object-duality) mates of α are defined by
α# := (A#  eB) ◦ (A#  α B#) ◦ (iA B#) : g# =⇒ h#
α# := (eB# A#) ◦ (B#  α A#) ◦ (B#  iA#) : g# =⇒ h# .
Definition 2.2.4 (Pivotal 2-category). Let C be a monoidal planar pivotal 2-category in
which every object has a left and a right dual. A pivotal structure on C consists of the
following data:
D1. a choice of right dual A# for every object A of C;
D2. a choice of 1-morphisms (called folds) iA : I −→ A# A and eA : A A# −→ I;
D3. a choice of invertible 2-morphisms (called cusps)
CA : (eA A) ◦ (A  iA) =⇒ A
DA : A# =⇒
(
A#  eA
) ◦ (iA A#)
subject to the following conditions:
C1. the cusps satisfy the swallowtail equations:[
eA ◦
(
CA A#
)] · [φeA,eA ◦ (A  iA A#)] · [eA ◦ (A DA)] = 1eA[(
A# ◦ CA
) ◦ iA] · [(A#  eA A) ◦ φiA,iA] · [(DA A) ◦ iA] = 1iA
C2. the choice of dual is compatible with tensor:
I# = I
(A B)# = B# A#
C3. the choice of folds is compatible with tensor:
iI = eI = I
iAB =
(
B#  iA B
) ◦ iB
eAB = eA ◦
(
A  eB A#
)
C4. the choice of cusps is compatible with tensor:
CI = DI = 1I
CAB = [(CA B) ◦ (A  CB)] · [(eA A B) ◦ (A  φeB ,iA B) ◦ (A B  iB)]
DAB =
[(
B# A#  eA
) ◦ (B#  φiA,eB A#) ◦ (iB B# A#)] · [(B# DA) ◦ (DB A#)]
C5. the folds intertwine duality of objects and adjunction of 1-morphisms: (eA)
∗ = iA# ;
C6. the cusps intertwine duality of objects and mates of 2-morphisms: (DA)
∗ = CA# ;
C7. the dual is involutive: A## = A;
C8. the right-over and left-under twists between the left and right mates agree: for any
1-morphism f : A −→ B we have
θf = (θf∗)
∗
: f# =⇒ f#
where
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θf :=
[(
A#  eB
) ◦ (A#  f B#) ◦ ( f# A B#) ◦ (iA B#)]
· [φ f# ,eB◦(fB#) ◦ ((f∗)# A B#) ◦ (iA B#)]
·
[
f# ◦ (B#  eB) ◦ (B#  f B#) ◦ (B#  eA A B#) ◦ (φ−1(B#f∗)◦iB ,iA B#)]
·
[
f# ◦ (f ◦ C−1A ◦ f∗)#] · [ f# ◦ η#f∗] · [ f# ◦DB]
For brevity, we refer to a monoidal planar pivotal 2-category with a pivotal structure as
a pivotal 2-category. Though structured somewhat differently, we expect this definition is
equivalent to the notion BMS call a ‘spatial Gray monoid’ [BMS12].
Calculus of pivotal structures. The graphical calculus for pivotal 2-categories is a calculus of
surfaces with string defects, compare [BMS12]. By planar pivotality, the fold 1-morphisms
eA and iA have adjoints i
∗
A = eA# and e
∗
A = iA# . The units and counits of those adjunctions
are referred to as a crotch, saddle, birth of a circle, and death of a circle and (extending the
calculus of monoidal 2-categories with duals from Section 2.1.2) are depicted as follows:
A A
A
A
i
A#
: iA# ◦ eA =⇒ AA# ηeA : AA# =⇒ iA# ◦ eA ηiA# : I =⇒ eA ◦ iA# eA : eA ◦ iA# =⇒ I
With this pictorial notation, one may draw a surface embedded in 3-dimensional space, with
sheets labeled by objects, together with string defects on the surface labeled by 1-morphisms,
and point defects on the strings labeled by 2-morphisms. It is reasonable to conjecture that
the resulting 2-morphism of the pivotal 2-category is invariant under isotopy of the picture;
BMS go some way towards establishing that result [BMS12]. Note that we will not need
this full graphical calculus and none of our results depend on it—all equations we need will
be explicitly established algebraically.
Warning 2.2.5 (Failure of invariance for the pivotal 2-category graphical calculus). Depend-
ing on one’s perspective, either Definition 2.2.4 or its corresponding graphical calculus has
a fairly serious and perhaps not evident drawback: the scalar value of a closed surface la-
beled by an object is not invariant under equivalence of objects. We do not know how to
satisfactorily alter either the definition or the graphical calculus to eliminate this problem.
Remark 2.2.6 (Cusp flip condition). The condition C6, in Definition 2.2.4, that cusps inter-
twine duality of objects and mates of 2-morphisms is equivalent to the ‘cusp flip equation’:[(
A#  eA
) ◦ (iA A#)] · [DA ◦ (eA# A#)] = [CA# ◦ (A#  eA)] · [(eA# A#) ◦ (A#  ηeA)]
This equation is depicted graphically as follows:
A#
=
A#
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Remark 2.2.7 (Surface ribbon condition). The final condition C8 of Definition 2.2.4, that
the right-over and left-under twists between mates agree, may be depicted graphically as
follows:
θf = = = (θf∗)
∗
The two surfaces may be thought of as the two simplest ways to take a surface with a line
on it and deform the surface so that the normal vector to the line in the surface undergoes
a full counterclockwise rotation.
Remark 2.2.8 (The loop category of a pivotal 2-category is ribbon). The surface ribbon
condition drawn in Remark 2.2.7 is of course reminiscent of the ribbon condition that may
be imposed on a braided pivotal category. Indeed, when the morphism f is an endomorphism
of the identity, and the surface is therefore irrelevant, the surface ribbon condition reduces
precisely to the ribbon condition:
θf =
f
=
f
= (θf∗)
∗
Thus, for a pivotal 2-category C, the braided (planar) pivotal 1-category EndC(I) is a ribbon
category; cf [BMS12, Cor 4.9]. By the same comparison, the delooping of a ribbon category
is a pivotal 2-category.
2.2.3. Spherical traces in pivotal 2-categories. Recall that a pivotal monoidal 1-category
is called ‘spherical’ when the left and right ‘traces’ of any 1-endomorphism agree. In our
terminology, that situation is a planar pivotal 2-category C having just one object ∗, in
which for any 1-morphism f : ∗ −→ ∗ and 2-morphism α : f =⇒ f , the left planar trace
trL(α) : ∗ =⇒ ∗ is equal to the right planar trace trR(α) : ∗ =⇒ ∗.
In a general planar pivotal 2-category, it does not make sense to ask that the left planar
trace and right planar trace are equal, as when the 1-morphism f : A −→ B is not an
endomorphism, the left planar trace trL(α) : A =⇒ A and right planar trace trR(α) : B =⇒
B are 2-endomorphisms of different objects. However, when the planar pivotal 2-category
has a monoidal structure and is in fact pivotal, then we can compare the left and right planar
traces by putting each one on a 2-sphere and then comparing the resulting 2-endomorphisms
of the identity object.
Let C be a pivotal 2-category, and let f : A −→ B be a 1-morphism and α : f =⇒ f a
2-morphism in C. As before eB : B  B# −→ I denotes the counit of the object duality; the
composite eB ◦ (αB#) is an endomorphism of the 1-morphism eb ◦ (f B#) : AB# −→ I.
The right planar trace of this composite is therefore a 2-endomorphism of the identity object,
trR(eB ◦ (α B#)) : I =⇒ I
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and has the graphical representation
α
B
Similarly, using the unit iA# : I −→ AA#, we can form the composite (αA#)◦ iA# , which
is an endomorphism of the 1-morphism (f A#) ◦ iA# : I −→ B A#. The left planar trace
of this composite is therefore a 2-endomorphism of the identity object,
trL((α A#) ◦ iA#) : I =⇒ I
and has the graphical representation
α
A
As is evident from the graphical calculus (by pulling the wire around the back of the sphere),
these left and right traces always agree in a pivotal 2-category.
Proposition 2.2.9 (Equality of left and right traces [BMS12, Lem 7.6]). For an endomor-
phism α : f =⇒ f of a 1-morphism f : A −→ B in a pivotal 2-category, the following left and
right traces agree:
trR(eB ◦ (α B#)) = trL((α A#) ◦ iA#)
Proof. The cusp is a 2-isomorphism CA :
#(A#) =⇒ A. Given a 2-endomorphism β : A =⇒
A, define its wrinkle dual β
+ : A# =⇒ A# as follows:
β+ := CA# ◦ #β ◦ C−1A# .
(Graphically the wrinkle dual of a 2-endomorphism is obtained by taking a surface, intro-
ducing a ‘wrinkle’, that is a cusp and its inverse, and then drawing the 2-endomorphism on
‘the back side’ of the wrinkle.) By imitating the usual graphical proof that ribbon categories
are spherical, while keeping track of an underlying surface, one can show that the surface
ribbon condition implies the following crucial ‘circular wrinkle equation’:
trR(α
#) = trL(α)
+.
A graphical rendition of that argument (utilizing somewhat different conventions) appears
in [BMS12, Fig 63]. The swallowtail equation directly implies the following relation between
a 2-endomorphism β : A =⇒ A and its wrinkle dual:
(A  β+) ◦ iA# = (β A#) ◦ iA#
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The result now follows from a chain of equalities:
trR(eB ◦ (α B#)) = trR(eA ◦ (A  α#))
= trR(eA ◦ (A  trR(α#))
= trL((A  trR(α#)) ◦ iA#)
= trL((A  trL(α)+) ◦ iA#)
= trL((trL(α) A#) ◦ iA#)
= trL((α A#) ◦ iA#)
Here the first equality follows from planar pivotality and the cusp-induced equation
trR(
#(A#)) = trR(A). The third equality holds because trR(β) = trL(β
∗) for any 2-
morphism β, and the ∗-mate of a 2-endomorphism of an identity 1-morphism is exactly the
original 2-endomorphism. The fourth equality applies the circular wrinkle equation. The
fifth is the aforementioned consequence of the swallowtail equation. 
Definition 2.2.10 (Back 2-spherical trace). In a pivotal 2-category, the back 2-spherical
trace of an endomorphism α : f =⇒ f of a 1-morphism f : A −→ B is
TrB(α) := trR
[
eB ◦ (α B#)
]
= trL
[
(α A#) ◦ iA#
]
: I =⇒ I.
Remark 2.2.11 (Circular trace equality is not sphericality). One might be tempted to think
of the equivalence of the two traces in Definition 2.2.10 as a ‘sphericality’ condition on the
pivotal 2-category, but that is not the situation. Indeed, the equivalence of those traces
is a consequence purely of the pivotal structure on the 2-category, that is of the natural
object-level involutive duality structure. There is, as described in the next section, a fur-
ther sphericality condition that can be imposed on a pivotal 2-category, analogous to the
sphericality condition that can be imposed on a pivotal 1-category.
Remark 2.2.12 (Circular trace equality implies surface ribbon condition). That left and right
traces agree, from Proposition 2.2.9, is one of the main properties of pivotal 2-categories we
will use later in analyzing the state sum. We will not, in particular, directly use the surface
ribbon condition C8 from the Definition 2.2.4 of pivotal structures. It may therefore seem
like we have not used all the structure available in pivotal 2-categories, but that is not the
case: following [BMS12, Lem 7.6 & Lem 7.15], it can be shown, for a presemisimple monoidal
planar pivotal 2-category with a pivotal structure possibly not satisfying the surface ribbon
condition, that the surface ribbon condition is actually equivalent to the condition that left
and right traces agree. (This result is a generalization of the fact that a semisimple spherical
braided pivotal 1-category is always ribbon [HPT16, Prop A.4].)
2.3. Spherical 2-categories.
2.3.1. The definition of sphericality. Recall that a pivotal 1-category is called ‘spherical’
when the left and right ‘circular’ traces of a 1-endomorphism f : A −→ A agree:
f
A
= f
A
The terminology is motivated by the idea that those traces would agree if the corresponding
string diagrams could move freely on a 2-sphere. For emphasis then, we might say that the
‘sphericality’ condition on a pivotal 1-category is ‘2-sphericality’.
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The analogous condition on a pivotal 2-category C arises as follows. Given an object
A of C and a 2-endomorphism α : A =⇒ A, we may form the back 2-spherical trace
TrB(α) : I =⇒ I from Definition 2.2.10. The corresponding graphical picture is
α
A
As the terminology suggests, there is another possible construction, namely the front 2-
spherical trace:
α
A#
Definition 2.3.1 (Front 2-spherical trace). In a pivotal 2-category, the front 2-spherical
trace of an endomorphism α : f =⇒ f of a 1-morphism f : A −→ B is
TrF (α) := trR
[
eB# ◦ (B#  α)
]
= trL
[
(A#  α) ◦ iA
]
: I =⇒ I.
In a pivotal 2-category, it is not necessarily the case that the front and back traces coincide.
For instance, in the corresponding graphical surface calculus, the front trace TrF (1A) and
back trace TrB(1A) correspond to A labeled spheres of opposite coorientation in R3.
Thus, the natural sphericality condition on a pivotal 2-category is that the front and back
traces agree; this would be graphically sensible if, hypothetically, the corresponding surface
diagrams could move freely in a 3-sphere.11 We might therefore say that the ‘sphericality’
condition on a pivotal 2-category is ‘3-sphericality’.
Definition 2.3.2 (Spherical 2-category). A pivotal 2-category C is spherical if for every
object A of C and every 2-endomorphism α : A =⇒ A, the front and back traces of α agree:
TrF (α) = TrB(α)
Note that it is a consequence of the equality of front and back traces for 2-endomorphisms of
the form α : A =⇒ A that the front and back traces in fact agree for any 2-morphism of the
form α : f =⇒ f . We will refer to a pivotal 2-category that is spherical simply as a ‘spherical
2-category’. In a spherical 2-category, we will write Tr(α) for the front or equivalently back
2-spherical trace of a 2-morphism α : f =⇒ f and will refer to it simply as the ‘trace’.
Example 2.3.3 (2-group 2-representations). For a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2), we expect the
(symmetric) fusion 2-category 2Rep(pi1, pi2) := [(∗, pi1, pi2), 2Vect] (see Construction 2.1.12)
inherits a spherical structure from the spherical structure of 2Vect.
Example 2.3.4 (2-group-graded 2-vector spaces). For a finite 2-group (pi1, pi2) and a 4-cocycle
ω ∈ Z4((pi1, pi2); k∗), the fusion 2-category 2Vectω(pi1, pi2) of ω-twisted (pi1, pi2)-graded 2-
vector spaces (see Construction 2.1.16) should admit a canonical spherical structure as
follows. We expect that every 3-group, seen as a monoidal 2-category, admits a canon-
ical (up to an appropriate notion of equivalence) spherical structure. In particular, the
11Note that this idea of ‘isotopy of surfaces on a 3-sphere’ is merely a heuristic for understanding the
definition of ‘3-sphericality’; even in the classical case of ‘2-spherical’ 1-categories, it is not the case that
isotopy on the sphere faithfully represents the categorical structure in question [Sel11, Sec 4.3].
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3-group (pi1, pi2, k
∗) (determined by the twisting ω) has a spherical structure, which induces
a spherical structure on the linearization (pi1, pi2, k
∗)k and then in turn on its semisimple
completion 2Vectω(pi1, pi2). More concretely, this spherical structure is obtained by taking
a semi-strictification of the linear monoidal 2-category (pi1, pi2, k
∗)k and using the group
inverses of pi1 and pi2 to define the duals of objects and adjoints of 1-morphisms.
Example 2.3.5 (Ribbon categories). By Remark 2.2.8, the delooping of a ribbon category
is a pivotal 2-category. As there is only one object, the (self-dual) identity of the monoidal
2-category, this pivotal structure is evidently spherical.
Example 2.3.6 (Crossed-braided spherical categories). Construction 2.1.23 produces a fusion
2-category C from a crossed-braided fusion 1-category C. A spherical structure (in the
ordinary 1-categorical sense) on theG-crossed-braided category C induces a pivotal structure
(in the 2-categorical sense of Definition 2.2.4) on the corresponding fusion 2-category C. (See
Cui [Cui16, Sec 6] for a discussion of the duals of objects and adjoints of 1-morphisms in
this case.) Note well that the 1-categorical sphericality condition on the braided 1-category
C provides an equality of left and right traces, which corresponds to the equality of left
and right traces (see Proposition 2.2.9) in a pivotal 2-category; that spherical condition a
priori has nothing to do with 2-categorical sphericality. Nevertheless, in this particular case,
because the G-action fixes the tensor unit of the 1-category C, it follows that the pivotal
2-category C associated to a G-crossed-braided fusion category is in fact always a spherical
fusion 2-category.
Remark 2.3.7 (Mackaay’s notion of sphericality). Mackaay [Mac99, Def 2.8] defined a notion
of ‘spherical monoidal 2-category’; a presemisimple monoidal 2-category that is Mackaay-
spherical is spherical in our sense (Definition 2.3.2): conditions C1–C7 of Definition 2.2.4
follow from [Mac99, Def 2.3], condition C8 of Definition 2.2.4 follows using Remark 2.2.12
from [Mac99, Def 2.7 & Lem 2.12], and the sphericality condition of Definition 2.3.2 follows
from [Mac99, Lem 2.13].
However, note that Mackaay’s notion of ‘spherical monoidal 2-category’ is much more
restrictive than our (Definition 2.3.2) notion of sphericality (i.e. 3-sphericality) and Mack-
aay’s notion does not correspond to a graphical calculus of surface diagrams moving on a
3-sphere. Mackaay’s definition insists on the existence of a 2-isomorphism between the two
‘categorical traces’ eA# ◦ (A#f)◦ iA and eA ◦ (f A#)◦ iA# ; that 2-isomorphism would be
sensible if the corresponding surface diagrams lived in S2× [0, 1] rather than in S3, but that
is not always the case in relevant examples. For instance, as in Example 2.3.6, the monoidal
2-category associated to a crossed-braided category is spherical (in our 3-spherical sense)
but does not satisfy Mackaay’s S2 × [0, 1]-sphericality condition unless the G-action on the
identity-graded component C1 is trivial; see [Cui16, Sec 6].
2.3.2. Dimension in spherical prefusion 2-categories. In a prefusion 2-category C, the
monoidal unit I is simple, and hence the 1-morphism I is simple. We therefore may and
will identify EndC(I) with the base field k. In a spherical prefusion 2-category C, then, the
trace Tr(α) of any 2-morphism α : f =⇒ f may be canonically considered as an element of k.
Definition 2.3.8 (Dimensions of 1-morphisms and objects). In a spherical prefusion 2-
category, the dimension of a 1-morphism f : A −→ B is
dim(f) := Tr(1f ) ∈ k.
The dimension of an object A is
dim(A) := dim(A) = Tr(1A) ∈ k.
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Graphically, the dimension of an object A is represented by an A-labeled sphere; the di-
mension of a 1-morphism f is represented by an A-labeled sphere with an f -labeled loop
on it. By pivotality, the f -label may be placed either on the right or left of the loop,
and by sphericality, the A-label and the loop may be placed on either the front or back
of the sphere. Note that the conditions of planar pivotality ensure that the dimensions of
isomorphic 1-morphisms are the same.
Note well that while the dimension of an object or 1-morphism in a prefusion 2-category C
depends on the monoidal structure, the ‘dimension of C’ itself refers to the dimension of the
underlying presemisimple 2-category, see Definition 1.2.28, and therefore does not depend on
the monoidal structure; this is rather in contrast with what one might expect from the fact
that the dimension of a fusion 1-category certainly does depend on its monoidal structure.
Remark 2.3.9 (Pivotal adjoint equivalence preserves dimension). As mentioned in Warn-
ing 2.2.5, it is not in general the case that equivalent objects have the same dimension.
Indeed, two objects will have the same dimension only when they are equivalent in a way
compatible with the pivotal structure—we might call such an equivalence a ‘pivotal adjoint
equivalence’. In the constructions that follow, including in the formula for the state sum,
we will use dimensions of objects, and so these constructions depend on choices of represen-
tative objects in each equivalence class of objects—however, we will show that the overall
resulting state sum is independent of those choices.
We now show that in spherical prefusion 2-categories, the dimensions of simple objects and
1-morphisms do not vanish.
Lemma 2.3.10 (Planar trace is nonzero). For f : A −→ B a simple 1-morphism into
a simple object B, in a planar pivotal presemisimple 2-category C, the right planar trace
trR(1f ) ∈ EndC(B) = k is nonzero.
Proof. By definition, the trace in question is the composite of the unit ηf∗ : B =⇒ f ◦f∗ and
the counit f : f ◦ f∗ =⇒ B . Note that by adjunction HomC(f ◦ f∗, B) ∼= HomC(f, f) ∼= k
and similarly (or by semisimplicity) HomC(B , f ◦ f∗) ∼= k. Now both ηf∗ and f must be
nonzero, as they are a unit and a counit. By Proposition 1.2.14, the identity B is simple;
there must therefore be nonzero maps x : B =⇒ f ◦ f∗ and y : f ◦ f∗ =⇒ B whose composite
is the identity. Thus ηf∗ and f must be nonzero-proportional to x and y respectively,
and by bilinearity of composition, it follows that the trace is nonzero-proportional to the
identity, and therefore itself nonzero. 
Proposition 2.3.11 (Dimension of simple 1-morphism is nonzero). In a spherical prefusion
2-category C, the dimension of a simple 1-morphism f : A −→ B is nonzero.
Proof. By the duality between B and B#, we have HomC(eB ◦ (f B#), eB ◦ (f B#)) ∼=
HomC(f, f) = k. Thus eB ◦ (f B#) : A B# −→ I is a simple 1-morphism to the (simple)
identity. By Lemma 2.3.10, the right trace trR(1eB◦(fB#)) is nonzero; but the dimension
of f is Tr(1f ) = trR(eB ◦ (1f B#)) = trR(1eB◦(fB#)). 
Corollary 2.3.12 (Dimension of simple object is nonzero). In a spherical prefusion 2-
category C, the dimension of a simple object A is nonzero.
Proof. The dimension of the object is by definition the dimension of its identity, which is a
simple 1-morphism. 
In addition to nonzero dimensions, the trace also provides a nondegenerate pairing on 2-
morphism spaces.
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Definition 2.3.13 (Pairing on Hom sets). For 1-morphisms f, g : A −→ B in a spherical
prefusion 2-category, the pairing 〈·, ·〉 : HomC(f, g)⊗HomC(g, f) −→ k is given by
〈α, β〉 := Tr(α · β) = Tr(β · α).
Proposition 2.3.14 (Pairing on Hom is nondegenerate). In a spherical prefusion 2-category,
the pairing 〈·, ·〉 : HomC(f, g)⊗HomC(g, f) −→ k is nondegenerate.
Proof. Pick a collection {si} of simple 1-morphisms A −→ B, one in each isomorphism
class. Without loss of generality we may assume that f = ⊕i∈Iski and g = ⊕j∈Jslj . Let
pi : f  ski : ιi and p′j : g  slj : ι′j be the inclusion and projection 2-morphisms.
Suppose α : f =⇒ g is a 2-morphism such that 〈α, β〉 = 0 for all β : g =⇒ f . Every 2-
morphism g =⇒ f is a linear combination of the 2-morphisms ιi · p′j for which ki = lj . Given
i and j with ki = lj , by assumption and planar pivotality 0 = 〈α, ιi · p′j〉 = Tr(α · ιi · p′j) =
Tr(p′j ·α · ιi). Now p′j ·α · ιi : ski =⇒ slj is λi,j1sk for some scalar λi,j , where k = ki = lj . By
bilinearity of composition, Tr(p′j ·α · ιi) = λi,jTr(1sk) = λi,j dim(sk). As dim(sk) is nonzero,
the scalar λi,j is forced to be zero for all i and j. By local semisimplicity, p
′
j · α · ιi = 0 for
all i and j implies that α itself is zero. 
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3. A state-sum invariant of singular piecewise-linear 4-manifolds
Given a spherical prefusion 2-category C over an algebraically closed field k of char-
acteristic zero, we define a k-valued invariant of closed oriented singular piecewise-linear
4-manifolds. We expect that a prefusion 2-category is a 4-dualizable object of an appropri-
ate 4-category of linear monoidal 2-categories, and a spherical prefusion 2-category moreover
has a canonical SO(4)-fixed point structure. There would therefore be a corresponding ori-
ented local topological field theory, and we would expect our invariant restricts to the closed
4-manifold invariant of that field theory.
3.1. Combinatorial, piecewise-linear, and smooth manifolds.
Simplicial complexes and piecewise-linear maps. Recall that a finite simplicial complex K
is a finite set K0 (of ‘vertices’) together with a collection of subsets of K0 (the ‘simplices’
of K), such that a sub-subset of an element of the collection is again in the collection,
and such that all singleton sets are in the collection. Each simplex σ of K determines a
geometric simplex |σ| in RK0 , namely the convex hull of the basis vectors corresponding to
the vertices of that simplex; the standard geometric realization |K| of a simplicial complex
K is the union in RK0 of the geometric simplices corresponding to the simplices of K. More
generally, a geometric realization of the complex K in Rn is any subspace constructed as
follows: choose an embedding of the vertices K0 in Rn such that for any simplex σ of K,
the embedded vertices of σ are linearly independent (and thus determine a corresponding
geometric simplex as their convex hull), and such that for any two simplices σ and τ of
K, the intersection of the corresponding geometric simplices in Rn is a face of each; the
union of all the geometric simplices in Rn corresponding to simplices of K is the realization
determined by the given vertex embedding. A subdivision of a simplicial complex K is a
simplicial complex K ′ together with a geometric realization of K ′ that is, as a subspace
of RK0 , the standard geometric realization |K|. A piecewise-linear map from a simplicial
complex K to a simplicial complex L is a map f : |K| → |L| such that there exists a
subdivision K ′ of K such that the map f is linear when restricted to each simplex of K ′.
Combinatorial manifolds. A combinatorial n-ball is a simplicial complex piecewise-linearly
homeomorphic to the standard n-simplex, and a combinatorial n-sphere is a simplicial com-
plex piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to the boundary of the standard (n+ 1)-simplex.
Definition 3.1.1 (Combinatorial manifold). A combinatorial n-manifold is a finite simpli-
cial complex such that the link of every vertex is a combinatorial (n− 1)-sphere.
A ‘combinatorial n-manifold with boundary’ is allowed to have vertices with links that are
combinatorial (n−1)-balls; the boundary is the subcomplex of simplices whose vertices have
links that are balls. Note that in a combinatorial n-manifold with boundary, the link of every
k-simplex is necessarily a combinatorial (n−k−1)-sphere or a combinatorial (n−k−1)-ball.
Definition 3.1.2 (Singular combinatorial manifold). A singular combinatorial n-manifold
is a finite simplicial complex such that the link of every vertex is a combinatorial (n − 1)-
manifold.
A ‘singular combinatorial n-manifold with boundary’ is allowed to have vertices with links
that are combinatorial (n−1)-manifolds with boundary; the boundary is the subcomplex of
simplices whose vertices have links that have nonempty boundary. Note that in a singular
combinatorial n-manifold with boundary, the link of every k-simplex, for k ≥ 1, is necessarily
a combinatorial (n− k − 1)-sphere or a combinatorial (n− k − 1)-ball.
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An orientation on a singular combinatorial n-manifold with boundary is a choice of ori-
entation of each n-simplex such that for every (n − 1)-simplex not in the boundary, the
orientations induced from the two adjacent n-simplices are opposite.
Piecewise-linear manifolds. A piecewise-linear (PL) manifold is a triple (M,K, φ) consisting
of a topological manifold M , a finite simplicial complex K, and a homeomorphism φ : |K| →
M from the geometric realization of the complex to the manifold; a piecewise-linear map
(M,K, φ) → (M ′,K ′, φ′) is a map M −→ M ′ such that the induced map |K| −→ |K ′| is
piecewise-linear. Evidently, the category of PL manifolds and PL maps is equivalent to
the category of combinatorial manifolds and PL maps. For convenience, then, we will
work directly with combinatorial manifolds, and more generally with singular combinatorial
manifolds. By a ‘singular piecewise-linear manifold’, or by merely ‘singular manifold’, we
will mean a singular combinatorial manifold.
Piecewise-linear versus smooth 4-manifolds. In dimension 4 there is no functional differ-
ence between smooth and piecewise-linear structures on manifolds; thus our invariant of
piecewise-linear 4-manifolds immediately provides a corresponding invariant of smooth 4-
manifolds. More specifically, Whitehead [Whi40] proved that in any dimension, given a
compact closed smooth manifold M , there is a combinatorial manifold K for which there
exists a piecewise-differentiable homeomorphism from |K| to M , and moreover such a com-
binatorial manifold is unique up to piecewise-linear homeomorphism. (A homeomorphism
from a combinatorial manifold |K| to a smooth manifold M is piecewise-differentiable if it is
a smooth immersion when restricted to each simplex.) This association provides a canonical
map from the diffeomorphism classes of smooth manifolds to the piecewise-linear homeo-
morphism classes of piecewise-linear manifolds. By work of Cerf [Cer68], Smale [Sma59],
Munkres [Mun60], and Hirsch–Mazur [Hir63, HM74], this canonical map from smooth to
piecewise-linear manifolds is a bijection in dimension 4.
3.2. Stellar and bistellar equivalence of singular combinatorial manifolds.
Stellar subdivision and stellar equivalence of simplicial complexes. The stellar subdivision
S∆k of the standard k-simplex ∆k is obtained from the standard simplex by adding a
new vertex in the interior and coning the boundary simplices to it; the resulting simplicial
complex has (k+1)-many k-simplices and is concisely expressed as the join ∂∆k?{∗}. Given
a simplicial complex X and a k-simplex A of X, recall that the star of A can be expressed
as the join A ? lk(A) of the simplex with its link lk(A). The stellar subdivision SAX of the
complex X at A is obtained by replacing the star of A with the complex SA ? lk(A).
Two finite simplicial complexes are called stellar equivalent if they are related by a finite
zigzag of stellar subdivisions. One of the first fundamental results of piecewise-linear topol-
ogy is Alexander’s theorem that stellar subdivision generates piecewise-linear equivalence.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Stellar equivalence of simplicial complexes [Ale30, New26, Lic99]). Two
finite simplicial complexes are piecewise-linear homeomorphic if and only if they are stellar
equivalent.
To produce a piecewise-linear invariant, whether of manifolds or otherwise, it therefore
suffices to show that the invariant is unaffected by stellar subdivision. Unfortunately, even
in a fixed dimension and in the context of manifolds, there are infinitely many distinct types
of stellar subdivision, depending on the combinatorial structure of the link of the simplex
being subdivided. Thus it is typically impractical to check invariance via stellar subdivision
moves. Much more convenient is the finite collection of bistellar moves.
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Bistellar moves and bistellar equivalence of combinatorial manifolds. Given a combinatorial
n-manifold, one may obtain a piecewise-linearly homeomorphic combinatorial manifold by
cone-subdividing an n-simplex: remove an n-simplex σ and replace it with the (n + 1) n-
simplices produced by coning the boundary of σ. This top-dimensional stellar subdivision is
also called a ‘(1, n+ 1)-bistellar move’ and may be thought of as replacing a single simplex
by the complement of a simplex in the standard combinatorial n-sphere ∂∆n+1. More
generally, for (p, q) with p + q = n + 2, let P denote the codimension zero combinatorial
submanifold of ∂∆n+1 with p n-simplices, and let Q denote the complementary codimension
zero combinatorial submanifold with q n-simplices. Two combinatorial n-manifolds K and
K ′ are related by a (p, q)-bistellar (or ‘(p, q)-Pachner’) move if K ′ is obtained from K by
removing a codimension zero combinatorial submanifold isomorphic to P and replacing it
by one isomorphic to Q.
Two combinatorial manifolds are called bistellar equivalent if they are related by a fi-
nite series of bistellar moves. The fundamental result of combinatorial manifold theory is
Pachner’s theorem that bistellar moves generate piecewise-linear equivalence:
Theorem 3.2.2 (Bistellar equivalence of combinatorial manifolds [Pac91, Lic99]). Two
combinatorial n-manifolds are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic if and only if they are bis-
tellar equivalent.
To produce a piecewise-linear invariant of combinatorial manifolds, it therefore suffices to
check that the invariant is unaffected by each of the finitely many bistellar moves.
Bistellar equivalence of singular combinatorial 4-manifolds. In a combinatorial 3-manifold,
the link of a vertex is a 2-sphere; in a singular combinatorial 3-manifold, the link of a vertex
is allowed to be any surface. Barrett and Westbury proved that Pachner’s theorem extends
to singular combinatorial 3-manifolds.
Theorem 3.2.3 (Bistellar equivalence of singular 3-manifolds [BW96]). Two singular com-
binatorial 3-manifolds are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic if and only if they are bistellar
equivalent.
As the invariance of the Turaev–Viro–Barrett–Westbury state sum is established via in-
variance under bistellar moves, this result extended the state sum invariant to singular
3-manifolds.
In a singular combinatorial 4-manifold, the link of a vertex is allowed to be any combi-
natorial 3-manifold. We prove that Pachner’s theorem extends to this case.
Theorem 3.2.4 (Bistellar equivalence of singular 4-manifolds). Two singular combinatorial
4-manifolds are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic if and only if they are bistellar equvialent.
Proof. Of course bistellar equivalent singular combinatorial 4-manifolds are piecewise-linearly
homeomorphic. Given two piecewise-linearly homeomorphic singular combinatorial 4-mani-
folds, they are stellar equivalent by Theorem 3.2.1. It suffices therefore to show that any
stellar subdivision of a singular combinatorial 4-manifold M is a bistellar equivalence. Stel-
lar subdivision at a 0-simplex is trivial, and stellar subdivision at a 4-simplex is itself a
bistellar move. Let A be a k-simplex, with 1 ≤ k ≤ 3; note that the link lk(A) is a combina-
torial i-sphere, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, and is therefore shellable. (The first nonshellable spheres arise
in dimension 3 [Vin85].) Because the link lk(A) is shellable, the stellar subdivision SAM is
bistellar equivalent to M by the proof of [Lic99, Cor 5.8]. (Note that Lickorish’s proof of
bistellar equivalence given shellable links applies in our context of singular manifolds.) 
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Our state-sum will be invariant under bistellar moves, and though its invariance depends
crucially on the assumption that the links of 1-, 2-, and 3-simplices are spheres, it will not
require sphericality of vertex links. Thus, the state sum will give an invariant not only of
piecewise-linear 4-manifolds but also of singular piecewise-linear 4-manifolds.
Convention (Manifolds may be singular). In the remainder of the paper, every time we
refer to a ‘combinatorial 4-manifold’ we implicitly mean ‘singular combinatorial 4-manifold’.
The allowance of singularities will only be made explicit in certain key statements.
3.3. States, associated states, the 10j action, and the partition function. Given
a 4-dimensional topological field theory Z, the numerical invariant Z(M) of a closed 4-
manifold M may be thought of as the ‘partition function’ of the theory on that ‘spacetime’.
In the spirit of the path integral, we might imagine this invariant would be computed
as an integral of an appropriate action, integrated over all possible physical histories in
that spacetime and weighted by a normalization factor for each history. In the case of
a topological field theory ZC associated to a spherical prefusion 2-category C, a possible
‘physical history’ of a combinatorial 4-manifold M is given by an assignment of an object
of C to each 1-simplex of M , a compatible 1-morphism of C to each 2-simplex of M , and a
compatible 2-morphism to each 3-simplex of M .
In practice, instead of considering all such assignments, we may reduce the path integral
to a ‘path sum’, also called a ‘state sum’, by insisting that the labels be respectively by
simple objects, simple 1-morphisms, and elements of chosen bases of the 2-morphism vector
spaces. The ‘action’ term in the state sum will be given as a product of the 10j symbols
that give the pentagonator structure data of the fusion operation of the fusion 2-category.
The normalization factor will be an appropriate ratio of quantum dimensions of the simple
objects and simple 1-morphisms in the given labeling. The state sum, finally, is the average,
over all possible labelings of the manifold, weighted by these quantum dimension factors,
of a product of the 10j symbols of the fusion 2-category. (Compare the Barrett–Westbury–
Turaev–Viro state sum for combinatorial 3-manifolds based on a fusion 1-category, which
is an average, weighted by quantum dimensions of objects, of products of the 6j symbols
defining the associator data of the fusion category.)
States of a 4-manifold. Let C be a spherical prefusion 2-category and let K be an ori-
ented (singular) combinatorial 4-manifold. As mentioned, roughly speaking a ‘state’ of the
manifold would be a labeling of 1-simplices by simple objects, of 2-simplices by simple 1-
morphisms, and of 3-simplices by 2-morphism basis elements. In fact, to streamline later
proofs, we will proceed by only labeling 1-simples and 2-simplices, and implicitly sum over
the 2-morphism bases as part of an associated state construction. (One may think of this
‘partial state’, with only 1-simplices and 2-simplices labeled, as corresponding to a state
of the neighborhood of the 2-skeleton of the 4-manifold; the associated state construction
will account for the effect of filling in the 3-simplices, while the action term will encode the
process of filling in the 4-simplices.)
As the morphisms and 2-morphisms of the fusion 2-category C are of course directed, it is
convenient to also have a consistent choice of direction on the simplices of the combinatorial
4-manifold K; this is achieved by choosing an ordering on the vertices of K.
Definition 3.3.1 (Ordered combinatorial manifold). An ordered oriented combinatorial 4-
manifold Ko is an oriented combinatorial 4-manifold K with a choice of total order o on its
set of 0-simplices K0.
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Note that the ‘global’ order o on the vertices of K induces a ‘local’ order of the vertices of any
n-simplex τ ∈ Kn. For an order-preserving inclusion [k] := {0, 1, . . . , k} ↪→ {0, 1, . . . , n} =:
[n], with image {j0, . . . , jk} ⊂ [n], there is a well-defined k-face of τ determined by the
vertices {j0, . . . , jk} of τ ; that face will be denoted ∂o[j0,...,jk]τ ∈ Kk. These face maps
give the ordered oriented combinatorial 4-manifold Ko the structure of a semisimplicial set
Ko : ∆op+ → Set with Ko([n]) = Kn. (Here ∆+ is the category of non-empty ordered finite
sets with injective order-preserving maps.)
The total order o in an ordered oriented combinatorial manifold Ko is not required to
respect the orientation in any particular way, and so there are a collection of signs governing
how the order and the orientation interact: there is a function o : K4 −→ {+1,−1} with
o(µ) = +1 if and only if the orientation of the 4-simplex µ agrees with the orientation
induced by the vertex order o, and for every 4-simplex µ there is a function µo : {κ ∈ K3 | κ ⊆
µ} −→ {+1,−1} with µo (κ) = +1 if and only if the orientation of the face κ ⊆ µ induced
from the orientation of µ agrees with the one induced from the total vertex order. (Recall
that an orientation of an n-simplex is an even-permutation equivalence class of orderings
of its vertices; we will denote the orientation associated to the vertex order v0, . . . , vn by
〈v0, . . . , vn〉 and the opposite orientation by −〈v0, . . . , vn〉. The induced orientation of the
face of an n-simplex opposite to the vertex vi is (−1)i〈v0, . . . , v̂i, . . . vn〉.)
As we will only be labeling the 1-simplices and 2-simplices of K, we will only be concerned
with the associated 2-truncated semisimplicial set Ko(2) : ∆
op
+,2 → Set, which is the restriction
of Ko to the full subcategory ∆op+,2 on the objects {[0], [1], [2]}. A spherical prefusion 2-
category C also determines a 2-truncated semisimplicial set ∆C : ∆op+,2 → Set with ∆C0 =
{∗}, ∆C1 = {simple objects of C}, and
∆C2 = {(A,B,C, f) | A,B,C ∈ ∆C1, f a simple 1-morphism in Hom(A B,C)} .
Here the [01], [12], and [02] faces of (A,B,C, f) are respectively A, B, and C. (Note
that this truncated semisimplicial set is not finite—we address that issue later by picking a
skeleton of the prefusion 2-category—and that equivalent prefusion 2-categories may produce
nonisomorphic associated semisimplicial sets.)
Definition 3.3.2 (State of a combinatorial manifold). Given a spherical prefusion 2-
category C and an ordered oriented combinatorial 4-manifold Ko, a C-state of Ko is a
natural transformation Γ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C.
Concretely, a C-state is a function from the 1-simplices of K to simple objects of C and a
function from the 2-simplices of K to simple 1-morphisms of C compatible with the face
maps from 2- to 1-simplices. We will denote the set of C-states of Ko by [Ko,∆C].
Given a C-state Γ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C, the value of the state on a 1-simplex e or 2-simplex s
is written simply as Γ(e), respectively Γ(s); it is convenient to have a succinct notation for
the value of the state on the boundary simplices of 3- and 4-simplices.
Notation 3.3.3 (State labels of 1- and 2-simplices in 3- and 4-simplices). For a C-state Γ,
and τ ∈ Kp a p-simplex for p either 3 or 4:
[ij]τΓ := Γ
(
∂o[ij]τ
)
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ p
[ijk]τΓ := Γ
(
∂o[ijk]τ
)
for 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ p
Furthermore, in a 3-simplex the four 2-simplices naturally divide into two composable pairs;
following Mackaay [Mac99], we use a compact notation for the composites of those pairs of
2-simplices.
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Notation 3.3.4 (State labels of associated 3-simplices in 3- and 4-simplices). For a C-state
Γ, and τ ∈ Kp a p-simplex for p either 3 or 4:
[(ijk)l]τΓ := [ikl]
τ
Γ ◦
(
[ijk]τΓ  [kl]τΓ
)
for 0 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ p
[i(jkl)]τΓ := [ijl]
τ
Γ ◦
(
[ij]τΓ  [jkl]
τ
Γ
)
for 0 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ p
Finally we have a shorthand for duals and adjoints of state labels:
Notation 3.3.5 (Duals and adjoints of state labels). For a C-state Γ, and τ ∈ Kp a p-simplex
for p either 3 or 4:
[ij]
τ
Γ :=
(
[ij]τΓ
)#
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ p
[ijk]
τ
Γ :=
(
[ijk]τΓ
)∗
for 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ p
In all of these notations, we will often omit the super- and sub-scripts if the intended simplex
and C-labeling are clear.
The canonical associated state. As defined, a C-state Γ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C provides labels of the 2-
simplices of K by 1-morphisms. Given a 3-simplex, there are vector spaces of associator-like
2-morphisms compatible with the given labels.
Definition 3.3.6 (Associator state spaces). For a C-state Γ on an ordered oriented combi-
natorial 4-manifold, the (positive and negative) associator state spaces of a 3-simplex κ ∈ K3
are the vector spaces
V +(Γ, κ) := HomC
(
[(012)3]κΓ, [0(123)]
κ
Γ
)
V −(Γ, κ) := HomC
(
[0(123)]κΓ, [(012)3]
κ
Γ
)
Omitting the κ superscript and Γ subscript, vectors in these spaces are denoted graphically
as follows:
[01]
[12]
[23]
[03]
[02]
[13]
[023]
[012]
[013] [123]
η
[01]
[12]
[23]
[03]
[02]
[13]
[013]
[123]
[023]
[012]
η
η ∈ V +(Γ, κ) η ∈ V −(Γ, κ)
If we were considering a state of the 4-manifold to include labelings of 3-simplices, those
labels would be by elements of chosen bases for these associator state spaces. Instead
we implicitly rather than explicitly sum over such bases by using a canonical copairing
between the associator spaces, as follows. The pairing between Hom(f, g) and Hom(g, f)
in a spherical prefusion 2-category, from Definition 2.3.13, gives, for any 3-simplex κ and
labeling Γ, a pairing
〈·, ·〉Γ,κ : V −(Γ, κ)⊗ V +(Γ, κ) −→ k
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By Proposition 2.3.14, this pairing is nondegenerate; there is therefore a canonically deter-
mined copairing
∪Γ,κ : k −→ V +(Γ, κ)⊗ V −(Γ, κ)
providing, with the pairing, a duality between V +(Γ, κ) and V −(Γ, κ). We can tensor over
all the 3-simplices of the manifold to obtain a ‘global copairing’:
∪Γ :=
⊗
κ∈K3
∪Γ,κ : k −→
⊗
κ∈K3
(
V +(Γ, κ)⊗ V −(Γ, κ))
Definition 3.3.7 (Canonical associated state). For a C-state Γ on an ordered oriented
combinatorial 4-manifold, the canonical associated state is
∪Γ(1) ∈
⊗
κ∈K3
(
V +(Γ, κ)⊗ V −(Γ, κ))
Notice that this associated state may be thought of as a sum of ‘complete states’ of the
manifold, where a complete state is a C-state Γ labeling 1- and 2-simplices as before, and
also a labeling of each 3-simplex κ by an element of a chosen basis of V +(Γ, κ).
The 10j symbol and the 10j action. Given a C-state Γ on a 4-manifold K, a chosen 4-simplex
µ ∈ K4, and for each 3-simplex κ ⊂ µ an ‘associator vector’ vκ ∈ V µo (κ)(Γ, κ), we can
compose these five vectors (which are 2-morphisms in the prefusion 2-category) to obtain
a ‘pentagonator endomorphism’. The (numerical) 2-spherical trace of this pentagonator
endomorphism is the ‘10j symbol’ of that collection of associator vectors—these 10j symbols
are the core linear-algebraic structure data of the prefusion 2-category.
Definition 3.3.8 (The 10j symbol). For a C-state Γ on an ordered oriented combinatorial
4-manifold K, and a chosen 4-simplex µ ∈ K4, the 10j symbol is a map
z(Γ, µ) :
⊗
κ∈K3,κ⊂µ
V 
µ
o (κ)(Γ, κ) −→ k
determined by the 2-spherical trace (Defintion 2.2.10) of the pentagonator endomorphism
depicted in Figure 1.
(In the figure, the labels [ijkl] denote elements of V +(Γ, ∂o[ijkl]µ) and the labels [ijkl] denote
elements of V −(Γ, ∂o[ijkl]µ). As the monoidal unit I of the prefusion 2-category C is simple,
and therefore the 1-morphism I is also simple, we may and will identify the target EndC(I)
of the trace with the base field k.)
Explicitly, if the orientation of the 4-simplex agrees with the global order, i.e. o(µ) = +1,
then the map z(Γ, µ) has the form
z(Γ, µ) : V +(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ) −→ k
and is defined by the trace on the left side of the figure; if by contrast the orientation of the
4-simplex does not agree with the global order, i.e. o(µ) = −1, then the map z(Γ, µ) has
the form
z(Γ, µ) : V +(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ) −→ k
and is defined by the trace on the right side of the figure.
Tensoring together the 10j symbols of all the 4-simplices of K, we obtain a global 10j
symbol map, which we think of as playing the role of an action, applied to the state specified
by Γ and a given collection of associator vectors.
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z(Γ, µ) if o(µ) = +1 z(Γ, µ) if o(µ) = −1
Figure 1. The definition of the 10j symbol z(Γ, µ).
Definition 3.3.9 (The 10j action). For a C-state Γ on an ordered oriented combinatorial
4-manifold K, the 10j action is the map
z(Γ) :=
( ⊗
µ∈K4
z(Γ, µ)
)
:
⊗
κ∈K3
(
V +(Γ, κ)⊗ V −(Γ, κ)) −→ k
In writing the domain of this linear map, we have used the fact that every 3-simplex κ ∈ K3
appears as a face of precisely two 4-simplices µ1, µ2 ∈ K4, and that µ1o (κ) = −µ2o (κ). (We
have also suppressed some swap maps reordering the factors in the tensor product in the
domain.) In particular, we can and will consider the following numerical invariant of the
state:
Definition 3.3.10 (The 10j action of the canonical associated state). For a C-state Γ on
an ordered oriented combinatorial 4-manifold K, the 10j action of the canonical associated
state is the number
Z(Γ) := z(Γ) ◦ ∪Γ(1) ∈ k,
where z(Γ) is the 10j action and ∪Γ(1) is the canonical associated state of the state Γ.
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The partition function. We think of a combinatorial 4-manifold K being built up progres-
sively as the sequence of its i-skeleta K(i):
∅ = K(−1)  K(0)  K(1)  K(2)  K(3)  K(4) = K
In keeping with the path-integral inspiration, the state sum invariant can be seen as a result
of a corresponding sequence of progressive transformations:
-1. The initial empty state is represented by the unit of the base field:
K(−1) 7→ 1.
0. There are no possible labels of vertices of K, and so a state of the 0-skeleton is simply
a scalar multiple of the collection of unlabeled vertices. Really, though, the vertices
are labeled by the unique object in the 3-category that deloops the fusion 2-category,
and in effect this amounts to labeling these vertices by the prefusion 2-category C
itself. For some to-be-determined normalization factor φ(C) ∈ k, the canonical state
of the 0-skeleton can therefore be seen as
K(0) 7→
(∏
K0
φ(C)
)
[KC0 ].
Here [KC0 ] denotes the collection of vertices, each labeled by the prefusion 2-category
C.
1. A state of the 1-skeleton is a weighted sum of all possible labelings γ : Ko(1) =⇒
(∆C)(1) of the 1-simplices e ∈ K1 by simple objects γ(e) of C. Given a second to-be-
determined scalar factor φ(γ(e)) ∈ k associated to each labeling object γ(e), we may
therefore think of the canonical state of the 1-skeleton as
K(1) 7→
∑
γ:Ko
(1)
=⇒(∆C)(1)
(∏
K0
φ(C)
)( ∏
e∈K1
φ(γ(e))
)
[Kγ1 ].
Here [Kγ1 ] denotes the 1-skeleton with the 1-simplices labeled according to the as-
signment γ.
2. Similarly a state of the 2-skeleton is a weighted sum of all possible labelings Γ :
Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C of the 1-simplices e ∈ K1 by simple objects Γ(e) and of the 2-simplices
s ∈ K2 by simple 1-morphisms Γ(s). Given a third to-be-determined scalar factor
φ(Γ(s)) ∈ k associated to each labeling 1-morphism Γ(s), we imagine the canonical
state of the 2-skeleton being
K(2) 7→
∑
Γ:Ko
(2)
=⇒∆C
(∏
K0
φ(C)
)( ∏
e∈K1
φ(Γ(e))
)( ∏
s∈K2
φ(Γ(s))
)
[KΓ2 ].
Here [KΓ2 ] denotes the 2-skeleton itself labeled according to Γ.
We have already discussed, in Definition 3.3.7, the 3-skeleton ‘canonical associated state’
coming from a state of the 2-skeleton, and in turn, in Definition 3.3.9, the 4-skeleton ‘10j
action’ coming from a state of the 3-skeleton.
The three scalar factors for 0-, 1-, and 2-simplex labels are forced by asking the resulting
state sum to be piecewise-linear homeomorphism invariant—more specifically by asking for
the invariance of the state sum of a ball under the bistellar moves. The (3,3)-bistellar move
(replacing a triangulation of a 4-ball with three 4-simplices by a different triangulation
with three 4-simplices) involves summing over the 1-morphism labels Γ(s) of 2-simplices s
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interior to the triangulations; this relation is satisfied if φ(Γ(s)) = dim(Γ(s)). The (2,4)-
bistellar move (replacing a triangulation of a 4-ball with two 4-simplices by one with four 4-
simplices) involves summing over the object labels Γ(e) of a 1-simplex e interior to one of the
triangulations; this relations is satisfied if φ(Γ(e)) = (dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e)))
−1
.
Here dim(EndC(Γ(e))) denotes the global dimension of the fusion category EndC(Γ(e)),
and n(Γ(e)) denotes the number of equivalence classes of simple objects in the connected
component of Γ(e). Finally, the (1,5)-bistellar move (replacing a triangulation of a 4-ball
with one 4-simplex by one with five 4-simplices) involves ‘summing over’ the unique label
C of an interior vertex of one of the triangulations; the resulting relation is satisfied if
φ(C) = dim(C)−1. See Section 4.3.2 for a more detailed discussion of the 4-dimensional
bistellar moves, and Lemmas 4.3.4, 4.3.5, and 4.3.6 for the statements of respectively the
(3,3)-bistellar, (2,4)-bistellar, and (1,5)-bistellar relations that determine the scalar factors
in the state sum.
These ingredients would piece together into a state sum expression for the whole 4-
manifold, except that there are potentially infinitely many possible labelings Γ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C;
we ensure that the sum is finite by restricting the labels to live in a skeletal subsemisimplicial
set of ∆C, as follows.
Definition 3.3.11 (Simplicial skeleton for a prefusion 2-category). A simplicial skeleton
for a prefusion 2-category C is a subsemisimplicial set ∆Cω ⊆ ∆C such that (∆Cω)1 contains
precisely one object from each equivalence class of simple objects of C, and the set of
elements of (∆Cω)2 with faces A,B,C ∈ (∆Cω)1 contains precisely one 1-morphism from
each isomorphism class of simple 1-morphisms of C from A B to C.
Altogether, the 10j action of the associated state of the canonical skeletally-labeled state
of the 2-skeleton gives our desired 4-manifold invariant.
Definition 3.3.12 (The state sum). Given an oriented singular combinatorial 4-manifold
K, with a chosen total order o on its vertices, and a spherical prefusion 2-category C, with
a chosen simplicial skeleton ∆Cω, the state sum is the number
ZC(K)o,ω :=
∑
Γ:Ko
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
(∏
K0
dim(C)−1
)( ∏
e∈K1
(
dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e))
)−1)( ∏
s∈K2
dim(Γ(s))
)
Z(Γ).
Here the sum is over natural transformations Γ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆Cω that label the 1-simplices,
respectively 2-simplices, of K by simple objects, respectively 1-morphisms, of the simplicial
skeleton for C. The dimension dim(C) is the dimension of the underlying presemisimple 2-
category of C, from Definition 1.2.28, the dimension dim(Γ(e)) is the dimension of the object
of the prefusion 2-category C, from Definition 2.3.8, the dimension dim(Γ(s)) is the dimension
of the 1-morphism of the prefusion 2-category C, also from Definition 2.3.8, the dimension
dim(EndC(Γ(e))) is the dimension of the fusion 1-category EndC(Γ(e)), the number n(Γ(e)
is the number of equivalence classes of simple objects in the connected component of the
object Γ(e), and the number Z(Γ) is the 10j action of the canonical associated state of Γ,
from Definition 3.3.10.
Theorem 3.3.13 (The state sum is an invariant of the manifold). Let M be an oriented
singular piecewise-linear 4-manifold and let C be a spherical prefusion 2-category over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. The number ZC(K)o,ω is independent of the
choice of triangulation K of M , of the choice of order o on K, and of the choice of simplicial
skeleton ω for C, and therefore defines an oriented piecewise-linear invariant ZC(M) of the
singular 4-manifold M .
The proof occupies all of Section 4.
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Remark 3.3.14 (The state sum over other base fields). We expect Theorem 3.3.13 could be
extended to arbitrary perfect fields; for fields that are not algebraically closed, one must
insist that every endomorphism algebra of a simple 1-morphism in the spherical prefusion
2-category is the base field, and for fields of nonzero characteristic, one must insist the
spherical prefusion 2-category be nondegenerate in the sense of Remark 1.2.30.
3.4. Special cases of the state sum invariant. The state sum invariant of Theorem 3.3.13
applies of course to any spherical prefusion 2-category. We now observe that this invariant
simultaneously generalizes all previously known state-sum invariants of piecewise linear 4-
manifolds, except possibly the dichromatic invariant for a pivotal functor with modularizable
target.
3.4.1. Ribbon categories (the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariant). The first state-
sum invariant for 4-manifolds was constructed by Crane–Yetter [CY93] using the data
of the modular category of representations of quantum sl2; subsequently Crane–Yetter–
Kauffman [CKY97] generalized this state sum to use the data of any semisimple ribbon
category. This Crane–Yetter–Kauffman 4-manifold invariant for the semisimple ribbon cat-
egory C agrees with our invariant for the unfolded spherical prefusion 2-category C associated
to C, cf Constructions 1.2.12 and 2.1.19 and Example 2.3.5. This agreement can be seen
directly by comparing the state sum constructions in that case, or as a corollary of the fact,
discussed below, that our invariant generalizes the Cui invariant, which in turn generalizes
the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariant.
3.4.2. Finite 2-groups (the Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant). Given the data
of a finite 2-group, Yetter [Yet93] defined a ‘finite 2-gauge theory’ state-sum invariant
of n-manifolds, generalizing the Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant associated to a finite group.
Later, Faria Martins–Porter [FMP07] extended Yetter’s construction to accommodate a
twisting n-cocycle (thereby generalizing the twisted Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant). In the
case of 4-manifolds, the (twisted) Yetter–Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant for the finite 2-group
(pi1, pi2) with 4-cocycle ω agrees with our invariant for the spherical prefusion 2-category
2Vectω(pi1, pi2) of (twisted) 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces, cf Constructions 2.1.13 and 2.1.16
and Example 2.3.4. This agreement can be seen directly, or, again, by observing below that
our invariant generalizes the Cui invariant which in turn generalizes the Yetter–Dijkgraaf–
Witten invariant.
3.4.3. Endotrivial fusion 2-categories (the Mackaay invariant). Recall that an en-
dotrivial fusion 2-category is one where the endomorphism fusion category of every inde-
composable object is the trivial fusion category Vect. Given the data of an endotrivial
spherical fusion 2-category (cf Remark 2.3.7), Mackaay [Mac99] defined a state-sum invari-
ant of 4-manifolds; in the endotrivial case, our state sum directly simplifies to Mackaay’s
formula [Mac99, Def 3.2]. (Note though, as in Remark 2.1.26, that we are not aware of
any examples of endotrivial fusion 2-categories besides the 2-catgory 2Vectω(pi1) of twisted
1-group-graded 2-vector spaces, that is the twisted Dijkgraaf-Witten case. In particular,
the examples coming from braided fusion categories, graded braided fusion categories, mod-
ule tensor categories, 2-representations of 2-groups, and 2-group-graded 2-vector spaces, all
have nontrivial endomorphism fusion categories.)
3.4.4. Crossed-braided fusion categories (the Cui invariant). Given the data of a
crossed-braided spherical fusion category, Cui [Cui16] defines a state-sum invariant of 4-
manifolds, simultaneously generalizing the Crane–Yetter–Kauffman invariant and the Yetter–
Dijkgraaf–Witten invariant. Recall from Construction 2.1.23 and Example 2.3.6 that a
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G-crossed-braided spherical fusion category can be interpreted as a spherical prefusion 2-
category whose set of objects is the finite group G.
Cui’s state-sum for a crossed-braided spherical fusion category C agrees with our state-
sum for the corresponding spherical prefusion 2-category C, as follows. (We will use the
notation dimC to refer to dimensions of morphisms thought of in the spherical fusion cate-
gory C and by contrast dimC for the dimensions of objects and morphisms in the spherical
fusion 2-category C.) The 10j action term Z(Γ) in our state sum agrees with the expression
associated to the 4-simplices in Cui [Cui16, Eq 22]. Observe that in the special case in
question, the dimension dimC(g) of every simple object g ∈ C is 1, and therefore the dimen-
sion of any 1-morphism f : g −→ h is dimC(f) = 〈trR(f)〉 = dimC(f). Hence, the 2-simplex
normalization factor dimC(Γ(s)) in our state sum agrees with the corresponding factor in
Cui’s formula.
Next, recall that the endomorphism category of any object g ∈ C is EndC(g) = Ce,
that is the identity-graded piece of the crossed-braided fusion 1-category C. More gen-
erally, the morphism category between objects g, h ∈ C is HomC(g, h) = Chg−1 , and so
the number of objects in the component of g is n(g) = |{h ∈ G |Chg−1 6= 0}| = |{h ∈
G |Ch 6= 0}|. In particular, in this special case, neither the dimension dimC(g), nor the
dimension dim(EndC(g)), nor the number n(g), depends on the object g. Hence, our 1-
simplex normalization factor
(∏
e∈K1(dimC(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e)))
−1) drastically
simplifies to
(
dim(Ce) |{h ∈ G |Ch 6= 0}|
)−|K1|
. Mu¨ger [Mu¨g10] proves that in a crossed-
braided fusion category C, the dimension of every nonzero graded piece is the same. Thus
dim(C) = |{h ∈ G |Ch 6= 0}|dim(C1) and the normalization factor in question is simply
(dim(C))−|K1|, which indeed agrees with the 1-simplex factor in Cui’s state sum.
Finally, observe that because there are |{h ∈ G |Ch 6= 0}| objects in each component of
C, the number of components of C is |G|/|{h ∈ G |Ch 6= 0}|. The dimension of the whole
prefusion 2-category C is therefore
dim(C) :=
∑
[x]∈pi0C
dim(EndC(x))−1 = |G||{h ∈ G |Ch 6= 0}|−1 dim(Ce)−1 = |G|dim(C)−1.
In this case, our 0-simplex normalization factor is therefore
(|G|dim(C)−1)−|K0|, which
agrees with the corresponding factor in Cui’s formula.
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4. The state sum is a piecewise-linear homeomorphism invariant
As defined, the state sum expression ZC(K)o,ω depends on the chosen labeling skeleton
∆Cω of the semisimplicial labeling category ∆C, on the total order o on the vertices of the
combinatorial 4-manifold K, and of course on the given combinatorial structure of K. We
prove in turn that the numerical value of the state sum does not depend on each of these
choices, and so, altogether, the state sum is an invariant of a piecewise-linear 4-manifold.
(Recall from Section 3.2 that whenever we refer to a ‘4-manifold’ we implicitly allow vertex
singularities.)
4.1. The state sum is independent of the labeling skeleton. The state sum expression
may be written as the sum over states
ZC(K)o,ω :=
∑
Γ:Ko
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
N(Γ)
where
N(Γ) :=
(∏
K0
dim(C)−1
)( ∏
e∈K1
(dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e)))−1
)( ∏
s∈K2
dim(Γ(s))
)
Z(Γ)
is the normalized 10j action.
Definition 4.1.1 (Equivalent states). Given a spherical prefusion 2-category C and an
ordered oriented combinatorial 4-manifold Ko, two C-states Γ,Γ′ : Ko(2) =⇒ ∆C are equivalent
if for every edge e ∈ K1, there are inverse equivalences
he : Γ(e) Γ′(e) : ke
and for every 2-simplex s ∈ K2, there are 2-isomorphisms
Γ(s) ∼= k∂o02s ◦ Γ′(s) ◦
(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
.
Lemma 4.1.2 (Equivalent states have the same normalized 10j action). If the C-states Γ
and Γ′ are equivalent, then their normalized 10j actions are the same: N(Γ) = N(Γ′).
This lemma will be established below. Given two distinct labeling skeleta ∆Cω1 and ∆Cω2 ,
for each object A ∈ (∆Cω1)1, choose inverse equivalences hA : A  A′ : kA between A and
the unique equivalent object A′ ∈ (∆Cω2)1; similarly for each 1-morphism (g : A  B −→
C) ∈ (∆Cω1)2, choose an isomorphism hC ◦ g ◦ (kA  kB) ∼= g′, where g′ is the unique
isomorphic 1-morphism (g′ : A′ B′ −→ C ′) ∈ (∆Cω2)2. Composing with these equivalences
and isomorphisms provides a bijection [Ko(2),∆Cω1 ] ∼= [Ko(2),∆Cω2 ] between the set of C-
states with labels in the first skeleton and the set of C-states with labels in the second
skeleton; and of course this bijection takes each state to an equivalent state.
Corollary 4.1.3 (The state sum is invariant under change of labeling skeleton). Given
a spherical prefusion 2-category C, an oriented (singular) combinatorial 4-manifold K, a
chosen total order o on its vertices, and any two simplicial skeleta ∆Cω1 and ∆Cω2 for C,
the corresponding state sums agree:
ZC(K)o,ω1 = ZC(K)o,ω2 .
In light of this independence of the choice of simplicial skeleton, we will henceforth denote
the state sum, associated to a spherical prefusion 2-category C, an oriented combinatorial
4-manifold K, and a chosen total order o on vertices, by ZC(K)o.
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4.1.1. The 10j action is invariant under 1-morphism state changes. We begin by
considering the situation where Γ and Γ′ are equivalent C-states, and in fact the object
labels of the two states are equal, that is Γ(e) = Γ′(e) for all 1-simplices e ∈ K1.
Lemma 4.1.4 (Object-equal equivalent states have the same 10j action). If the C-states Γ
and Γ′ are equivalent and moreover the equivalences he : Γ(e)  Γ′(e) : ke are identities,
then the corresponding 10j actions are equal: Z(Γ) = Z(Γ′).
Proof. The two states differ only by a collection of 2-isomorphisms αs : Γ(s) =⇒ Γ′(s), for
s ∈ K2. These chosen isomorphisms αs induce, by pre- and post-composition, isomorphisms
of the corresponding associator state spaces of every 3-simplex κ ∈ K3:
l+κ :V
+(Γ, κ) −→ V +(Γ′, κ)
l−κ :V
−(Γ, κ) −→ V −(Γ′, κ)
The first of these isomorphisms, for instance, may be depicted as follows, where each white
dot denotes either an αs isomorphism or its inverse:
7→
Recall that the pairing 〈·, ·, 〉Γ,κ : V −(Γ, κ) ⊗ V +(Γ, κ) −→ k between the negative and
positive associator state spaces is defined, see Definitions 2.3.13 and 2.2.10, as the 2-spherical
trace of the composition. By the cyclicity of the planar trace (used in the definition of
the 2-spherical trace), the various comparison isomorphisms αs cancel out in the trace
construction, and the associator state space isomorphisms l+ and l− therefore intertwine
the pairings:
〈·, ·〉Γ,κ = 〈·, ·〉Γ′,κ ◦
(
l−κ ⊗ l+κ
)
: V −(Γ, κ)⊗ V +(Γ, κ) −→ k
It follows that the inverse isomorphisms intertwine the corresponding copairing:
∪Γ,κ =
(
l+κ ⊗ l−κ
)−1 ◦ ∪Γ′,κ : k −→ V +(Γ, κ)⊗ V −(Γ, κ)
Of course, these isomorphisms then intertwine the global copairings ∪Γ :=
⊗
κ∈K3 ∪Γ,κ and∪Γ′ :=
⊗
κ∈K3 ∪Γ′,κ.
Next, recall that the 10j action is defined, see Definition 3.3.9 and Figure 1, as a product
of 2-spherical traces of pentagonator composites. Again by the cyclicity of the planar trace,
the comparison isomorphisms αs will cancel pairwise in this trace construction, and so the
associator state space isomorphisms also intertwine the 10j action:
z(Γ) = z(Γ′) ◦ ( ⊗
κ∈K3
l+κ ⊗ l−κ
)
Altogether then we find that the 10j actions for the states Γ and Γ′ agree:
Z(Γ) := z(Γ) ◦ ∪Γ(1) = z(Γ′) ◦ ∪Γ(1) =: Z(Γ′) 
Of course, none of the normalization factors in the normalized 10j action are affected by
changing 1-morphism labels by isomorphisms, so the normalized 10j action is similarly
unaffected by changes of 1-morphism labels.
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4.1.2. The normalized 10j action is invariant under object state changes. Next we
consider the situation where Γ and Γ′ are equivalent C-states, for which the 2-isomorphisms
may be taken to be equalities and moreover for which the object inverse equivalences are
given by a morphism and its chosen (planar pivotal) adjoint; that is, for every edge e ∈ K1,
there are inverse equivalences he : Γ(e)  Γ′(e) : h∗e such that Γ(s) = h∗∂o02s ◦ Γ′(s) ◦(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
.
Lemma 4.1.5 (Morphism-conjugate equivalent states have the same normalized 10j action).
If the C-states Γ and Γ′ are equivalent, with inverse equivalences he : Γ(e)  Γ′(e) : h∗e
between object labels, and equalities Γ(s) = h∗∂o02s◦Γ′(s)◦
(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
relate the 1-morphism
labels, then the corresponding normalized 10j actions are equal: N(Γ) = N(Γ′).
The normalized 10j action may be considered to have five factors, the 0-simplex factor(∏
K0
dim(C)−1
)
, the 1-simplex factor
(∏
e∈K1(dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e)))
−1
)
,
the 2-simplex factor
(∏
s∈K2 dim(Γ(s))
)
, the 3-simplex factor ∪Γ :=
⊗
κ∈K3 ∪Γ,κ, and
the 4-simplex factor z(Γ) :=
(⊗
µ∈K4 z(Γ, µ)
)
. The 0-simplex factor is certainly unaffected
by changing state labels. We address the other factors in turn.
The 1-simplex factor. The 1-simplex factor has three terms for each 1-simplex e ∈ K1, the
number n(Γ(e)) of equivalence classes of simple objects in the component, the dimension
dim(EndC(Γ(e))) of the endomorphism fusion category, and the dimension dim(Γ(e)) of the
object label itself. Given an equivalence of simple objects he : Γ
′(e) ' Γ(e), the two objects
Γ(e) and Γ′(e) are in the same connected component and so the number of equivalence
classes of simple objects in that component is evidently unchanged: n(Γ(e)) = n(Γ′(e)).
Similarly, the endomorphism categories of Γ′(e) and Γ(e) are equivalent fusion 1-categories
and therefore have the same dimension: dim(EndC(Γ′(e))) = dim(EndC(Γ(e))). The dimen-
sion of the simple object Γ(e) itself is not, however, invariant under equivalence, rather it
transforms according to the square of the planar trace of the chosen equivalence:
dim(Γ(e)) := dim(Γ(e))
= dim(h∗e ◦ he) [Γ(e) ∼= h∗e ◦ he]
= 〈trR(he)〉dim(h∗e) [Γ′(e) simple]
= 〈trR(he)〉dim(he) [Prop. 2.2.9]
= 〈trR(he)〉2 dim(Γ′(e)) [Γ′(e) simple]
= 〈trR(he)〉2 dim(Γ′(e))
As this planar trace recurs as a scalar transformation factor, it is worth having a compact
notation for it:
λe := 〈trR(he)〉
Recall that this trace of a simple 1-morphism between simple objects is nonzero by Lemma
2.3.10. Altogether, the 1-simplex factor transforms by the square inverse of that trace factor:
(dim(Γ(e)) dim(EndC(Γ(e)))n(Γ(e)))
−1
= λ−2e (dim(Γ
′(e)) dim(EndC(Γ′(e)))n(Γ′(e)))
−1
.
The 2-simplex factor. The 2-simplex factor has just one term for each 2-simplex s ∈ K2,
namely the dimension dim(Γ(s)) of the simple 1-morphism label. Given labels Γ(s) and Γ′(s)
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related by the equality Γ(s) = h∗∂o02s ◦ Γ′(s) ◦
(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
, the corresponding dimensions
are related by a trace factor for each edge of the 2-simplex:
dim(Γ(s)) = dim
(
h∗∂o
[02]
s ◦ Γ′(s) ◦ (h∂o[01]s  h∂o[12]s)
)
= dim
(
h∗∂o
[02]
s ◦ Γ′(s)
)
λ∂o
[01]
s λ∂o
[12]
s [Γ
′(∂o[01]s),Γ
′(∂o[12]s) simple]
= λ∂o
[01]
s λ∂o
[12]
s λ∂o
[02]
s dim(Γ
′(s)) [Prop 2.2.9]
The 3-simplex factor. The 3-simplex factor is a tensor over the 3-simplices κ ∈ K3 of the
copairing ∪Γ,κ : k −→ V +(Γ, κ) ⊗ V −(Γ, κ). To relate the copairing ∪Γ,κ and the copairing
∪Γ′,κ, we need to relate the corresponding associator state spaces V +(Γ, κ) and V +(Γ′, κ),
respectively V −(Γ, κ) and V −(Γ′, κ). To that end, for each 1-simplex e ∈ K1, choose a
2-isomorphism βe : h
∗
e ◦ he =⇒ Γ(e), and define, for each 3-simplex κ ∈ K3, an isomorphism
of associator state spaces as follows:
r+κ : V
+(Γ, κ) −→ V +(Γ′, κ)
7→
Here, the dashed lines denote the equivalence he : Γ(e) −→ Γ′(e) or its adjoint, and the two
black dots denote the 2-isomorphism βe : h
∗
e ◦ he ∼= Γ(e) and its inverse. The isomorphism
r−κ : V
−(Γ, κ) −→ V −(Γ′, κ) is defined analogously.
Recall that the pairing 〈·, ·〉Γ,κ : V −(Γ, κ) ⊗ V +(Γ, κ) −→ k is given by composing and
taking a spherical trace. Precomposing this pairing with the isomorphisms of associator
state spaces, we see that the pairings for the labelings Γ and Γ′ are related by a scalar factor
for each 1-simplex in the 3-simplex in question:
〈·, ·〉Γ,κ =
(
λ∂o
[01]
κλ∂o
[12]
κλ∂o
[23]
κλ∂o
[03]
κ
)
〈·, ·〉Γ′,κ ◦
(
r−κ ⊗ r+κ
)
.
It follows immediately that the corresponding copairings are related by the inverse scalar
factors:
∪Γ,κ =
(
λ∂o
[01]
κλ∂o
[12]
κλ∂o
[23]
κλ∂o
[03]
κ
)−1 (
r+κ ⊗ r−κ
)−1 ◦ ∪Γ′,κ.
The 4-simplex factor. The 4-simplex factor is a tensor over the 4-simplices µ ∈ K4 of 10j
symbols such as
z(Γ, µ) : V +(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ) −→ k
or
z(Γ, µ) : V +(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ)⊗ V +(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ)⊗ V −(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ) −→ k
depending on orientation. Recall that this 10j symbol z(Γ, µ) is defined as the spherical trace
of one of the pentagonator composites depicted in Figure 1. To compare the 10j symbol
z(Γ, µ) with the 10j symbol z(Γ′, µ) for the alternative labeling Γ′, we precompose with an
appropriate tensor product of the isomorphisms r+κ and r
−
κ of associator state spaces. In
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the resulting spherical trace expression, after cancelling various βe isomorphisms, exactly
five planar trace scalar factors remain, one for each edge of the 4-simplex:
z(Γ, µ) =
(
λ∂o
[01]
µλ∂o
[12]
µλ∂o
[23]
µλ∂o
[34]
λ∂o
[04]
µ
)
z(Γ′, µ) ◦
( ⊗
κ∈K3,κ⊆µ
r
µo (κ)
κ
)
.
Spherical links cause factor cancellation. Combining the scalar factors calculated above, we
see that the normalized 10j actions for the states Γ and Γ′ are related by N(Γ) = γN(Γ′)
where
γ =
( ∏
e∈K1
λ−2e
)
·
( ∏
s∈K2
λ∂o
[01]
sλ∂o
[12]
sλ∂o
[02]
s
)
·
( ∏
κ∈K3
λ∂o
[01]
κλ∂o
[12]
κλ∂o
[23]
κλ∂o
[03]
κ
)−1
·
( ∏
µ∈K4
λ∂o
[01]
µλ∂o
[12]
µλ∂o
[23]
µλ∂o
[34]
µλ∂o
[04]
µ
)
We can now observe that the terms of this scalar factor cancel precisely when the link of
every k-simplex, for k ≥ 1, is a combinatorial sphere.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.5. As a convenient compact notation, when τ ∈ Kp is a p-simplex, for p
equal to 2 or 3, define λτ := λ∂o
[0,p]
τ , that is λτ is the trace factor associated to the maximal
edge of the simplex τ . By direct combinatorial rearrangement, we may rewrite the products
appearing in the factor γ as follows:
For s ∈ K2: λ∂o
[01]
sλ∂o
[12]
sλ∂o
[02]
s =
( ∏
e∈K1,e⊆s
λe
)
For κ ∈ K3: λ∂o
[01]
κλ∂o
[12]
κλ∂o
[23]
κλ∂o
[03]
κ =
( ∏
e∈K1,e⊆κ
λe
)( ∏
s∈K2,s⊆κ
λs
)−1
(λ2κ)
For µ ∈ K4: λ∂o
[01]
µλ∂o
[12]
µλ∂o
[23]
µλ∂o
[34]
µλ∂o
[04]
µ =
( ∏
e∈K1,e⊆µ
λe
)( ∏
s∈K2,e⊆µ
λs
)−1( ∏
κ∈K3,κ⊆µ
λκ
)
Collecting terms we have
γ =
( ∏
e∈K1
λφee
)( ∏
s∈K2
λφss
)( ∏
κ∈K3
λφκκ
)
where
φe = −2 +
∣∣{s ∈ K2 ∣∣ e ⊆ s}∣∣− |{κ ∈ K3 | e ⊆ κ}|+ |{µ ∈ K4 | e ⊆ µ}| = −2 + χ(lk(e))
φs =
∣∣{κ ∈ K3 ∣∣ s ⊆ κ}∣∣− |{µ ∈ K4 | s ⊆ µ}| = χ(lk(s))
φκ = −2 +
∣∣{µ ∈ K4 ∣∣ κ ⊆ µ}∣∣ = −2 + χ(lk(κ))
Here lk(τ) denotes the link of the simplex τ and χ(lk(τ)) denotes the Euler characteristic
of that link. Because by assumption K is a closed singular combinatorial 4-manifold, the
link of every 1-, 2-, and 3-simplex is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to a combinatorial
sphere, and therefore has Euler characteristic 2 or 0 depending on parity; the exponents in
the transformation factor γ vanish accordingly. 
Note crucially that the preceding proof did not use the Euler characteristic of the link
of a vertex of the triangulation, and therefore applies to singular (that is vertex-singular)
combinatorial 4-manifolds.
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4.1.3. Equivalences of states factor into 1-morphism-only and object-only equiv-
alences. We can wrap up the proof of independence of the choice of simplicial skeleton by
factoring any equivalence of states into one that changes only the 1-morphism labels and
one that appropriately changes only the object labels.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.2. Observe that if two C-states Γ and Γ′ are equivalent, then (by com-
posing with the 2-isomorphism between the chosen inverse equivalence ke and the adjoint
inverse h∗e) they are equivalent by a collection of adjoint inverse equivalences he : Γ(e) 
Γ′(e) : h∗e and isomorphisms Γ(s) ∼= h∗∂o02s ◦ Γ′(s) ◦
(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
. There is then a C-state
Γ′′ with Γ′′(e) = Γ(e) and Γ′′(s) = h∗∂o02s ◦Γ′(s)◦
(
h∂o01s  h∂o12s
)
. As Γ and Γ′′ are equivalent
with identity 1-equivalences, and Γ′′ and Γ′ are equivalent with adjoint inverse equivalences
and an equality of appropriate 2-simplex labels, the result follows from Lemma 4.1.4 and
Lemma 4.1.5. 
4.2. The state sum is independent of the vertex ordering. Recall that in the state
sum for an ordered oriented combinatorial 4-manifold Ko, the sum is over states Γ : Ko(2) =⇒
∆Cω, that is labelings of the 1-simplices and 2-simplices of the semisimplicial 2-skeleton
Ko(2) by elements of the skeletal labeling semisimplicial set ∆Cω. We will show that for any
two choices of global vertex ordering, there is a bijection of the two sets of (skeletal) states
and that corresponding states have the same normalized 10j action.
Lemma 4.2.1 (Reordering yields a 10j-preserving bijection of skeletal states). If o and
o′ are global vertex orderings of the combinatorial 4-manifold K, then there is a bijection
τ : [Ko(2),∆Cω] ∼= [Ko
′
(2),∆Cω] of skeletal states for the two orderings, such that the bijection
preserves the normalized 10j action: N(τ(Γ)) = N(Γ).
Corollary 4.2.2 (The state sum is invariant under vertex reordering). Given a spherical
prefusion 2-category, an oriented combinatorial 4-manifold K, and any two orderings o and
o′ on the vertices of K, the corresponding state sums agree:
ZC(K)o = ZC(K)o′ .
Accordingly, we will henceforth denote the state sum simply by ZC(K).
4.2.1. Transposition of states and associator states. Of course it suffices to prove
Lemma 4.2.1 when the two orderings are related by a single transposition of the order
of two order-adjacent vertices. Let σ denote the permutation corresponding to such a
transposition, and let στ denote the permutation of 0, . . . , p induced by the restriction of σ
to the p-simplex τ . The only relevant difference between the orderings o and o′ are the face
maps of simplices, which control the structure of the corresponding states; these face maps
are related by ∂o
′
[i1···ir]τ = ∂
o
[στ (i1)···στ (ir)]τ , where 0 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir ≤ p. Given a state for
the order o, we define a corresponding state for a transposed order o′, and then define an
isomorphism of the corresponding associator state spaces.
State transposition. As before, let o and o′ be vertex orderings related by a single adjacent
transposition σ. Define a state transposition map
[Ko(2),∆C]→ [Ko
′
(2),∆C]
Γ 7→ Γσ
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where for e ∈ K1, the transposed state label is
Γσ(e) =
{
Γ(e) if σe = id
Γ(e)# if σe = (01)
and for s ∈ K2, the transposed state label Γσ(s) is shown in Figure 2, for each relevant
restriction of the transposition σ to the 2-simplex s. In that figure, as in Notation 3.3.3
and Notation 3.3.5, for instance [01]Γ is shorthand for Γ(∂
o
[01]s)
# and [12]Γσ is shorthand
for Γσ(∂o
′
[12]s). Henceforth, when we write [ij] without a subscript, it refers implicitly to
[ij]Γ. (Note that the dual of a simple object in a prefusion 2-category is again simple:
an object is simple if and only if its identity is a simple 1-morphism, and taking mates
induces an isomorphism between the endomorphisms of the identity of an object and the
endomorphisms of the identity of its dual.)
Γ(s)
[12]Γ[01]Γ
[12]Γ
if σs = id
Γ(s)∗
[12]Γσ = [02]Γ
[02]Γσ = [12]Γ
[01]Γσ = [01]Γ
if σs = (01)
Γ(s)∗
[01]Γσ = [02]Γ
[02]Γσ = [01]Γ
[12]Γσ = [12]Γ
if σs = (12)
Figure 2. The transposed state label Γσ(s), for each transposition σs of
the 2-simplex s.
Associator state transposition. Recall from Definition 3.3.6 that for a state Γ and a 3-simplex
κ ∈ K3, the positive associator state space is V +(Γ, κ) := HomC ([(012)3]κΓ, [0(123)]κΓ), where
the 1-morphisms [(012)3]κΓ and [0(123)]
κ
Γ are each composites of two 2-simplex labels, as in
Notation 3.3.4. The negative associator state space is similar, taking Hom in the opposite
direction. Representative elements of these associator state spaces are depicted just after
Definition 3.3.6.
For a vertex transposition σ and the corresponding transposed state Γσ, the associator
state spaces are Hom-spaces between pairwise composites of the transposed state labels
Γσ(s) defined above. For instance, the negative associator state space V −(Γσ, κ) is shown
in Figure 3, for the various restrictions of the transposition σ to the particular 3-simplex κ.
We now define isomorphisms of associator state spaces
Φ±κ,σκ : V
±(Γ, κ) −→ V ±sgn(σκ) (Γσ, κ)
from the spaces for labeling Γ to the spaces for transposed labeling Γσ. Here sgn(σκ)
denotes the sign of the permutation σκ. When σκ = id, we set Φ
±
κ,id := idV ±(Γ,κ). When
σ restricts nontrivially to the 3-simplex κ, the isomorphism Φ+κ,σκ takes an associator state
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HomC

[01] [02] [23]
[13]
[023]
[013] ,
[01] [02] [23]
[13]
[012]
[123]
 if σκ = (01)
HomC

[13][12][02]
[03]
[123]
[023]
,
[02] [12] [13]
[03]
[012]
[013]
 if σκ = (12)
HomC

[01][02][23]
[13]
[012]
[123]
,
[01][02][23]
[13]
[023]
[013]
 if σκ = (23)
Figure 3. The negative associator state space V −(Γσ, κ), for the transpo-
sitions σκ of the 3-simplex κ.
α ∈ V +(Γ, κ) to one of the three composites Φ+κ,σκ(α) ∈ V −(Γσ, κ) depicted in Figure 4,
according to the particular transposition σκ. The negative isomorphism Φ
−
κ,σκ is defined
analogously by the vertical reflections of the diagrams in that figure.
4.2.2. State transposition preserves the normalized 10j action. We now show that
the transposition of a state has the same normalized 10j action as the original state.
Lemma 4.2.3 (State transposition preserves the normalized 10j action). Let o and o′ be
global vertex orderings of the oriented combinatorial 4-manifold K, related by an adjacent
vertex transposition σ. For any state Γ of K with ordering o and transposed state Γσ of K
with ordering o′, the normalized 10j actions agree: N(Γσ) = N(Γ).
As the normalized 10j action is a normalization factor times the composite of the 10j symbol
with the copairing of associator state spaces, it suffices to check that each of these three
elements is appropriately preserved by state transposition.
The copairing intertwines the associator state transposition.
Lemma 4.2.4 (The copairing intertwines the associator state transposition). For Γ a state
of the 4-manifold K with ordering o, a 3-simplex κ ∈ K3, and an adjacent vertex transpo-
sition σ, the isomorphisms of associator state spaces Φ±κ,σκ : V
±(Γ, κ) −→ V ±sgn(σκ) (Γσ, κ)
intertwine the copairings ∪Γ,κ : k −→ V +(Γ, κ) ⊗ V −(Γ, κ) and ∪Γσ,κ : k −→ V +(Γσ, κ) ⊗
V −(Γσ, κ) in the sense that:
swσκ ◦ (Φ+κ,σκ ⊗ Φ−κ,σκ) ◦ ∪Γ,κ = ∪Γσ,κ.
Here swσκ is trivial when σκ is trivial and is the swap of the two tensor factors when σκ is
nontrivial.
To establish this relation we will use a more compact graphical notation where we omit
explicitly drawing the horizontal slices (that show the objects), instead recording only the
nontrivial 1-morphisms as black wires (when they are elements of the state labeling) and gray
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[01]
[02]
[23][13]
α
[013] [023]
[012]
[123]
α
[02]
[12]
[13]
[03]
[023]
[013]
[012]
[123]
[01]
[13]
[23]
[02]
α
[012]
[023] [013]
[123]
Φ+κ,(01)(α) Φ
+
κ,(12)(α) Φ
+
κ,(23)(α)
Figure 4. The definition of the transposed associator state Φ+κ,σκ(α) ∈
V −(Γσ, κ) for α ∈ V +(Γ, κ).
wires (when they are fold 1-morphisms). For an object [ij] (that is Γ(∂o[ij]κ)), we graphically
distinguish the four fold types e[ij], i[ij] = e
∗
[ij], e[ij] = i
∗
[ij], and i[ij] by an orientation arrow
and a thin corona indicating the side of the fold with two sheets, as follows:
!
[ij]
[ij]
!
[ij]
[ij]
!
[ij]
[ij]
!
[ij]
[ij]
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.4. This relation of the copairings of course follows from the correspond-
ing relation for the pairing, namely
〈·, ·〉Γ,κ ◦
(
Φ−κ,σκ ⊗ Φ+κ,σκ
)−1 ◦ swσκ = 〈·, ·〉Γσ,κ
Explicitly, we must show that for each of the three nontrivial transpositions σκ = (01), (12),
or (23), and for α ∈ V −(Γ, κ), β ∈ V +(Γ, κ), we have 〈Φ−κ,σκ(β),Φ+κ,σκ(α)〉Γσ,κ = 〈α, β〉Γ,κ.
For the transposition σκ = (01), the proof appears as the first equation in Figure 5. There,
‘isotopy’ refers to moves allowed by Definition 2.1.1. Note that in this isotopy step the two
grey circles interchange which one is on the outside. In the step using Proposition 2.2.9,
note that the proposition is applied to the endomorphism obtained from the composite of
α and β with just the right-hand wire traced out; in particular, this is an endomorphism of
a 1-morphism from a tensor of two objects to a single object, so the left trace is enclosed
by two grey fold circles while the right trace is enclosed by only one grey fold circle. For
the transpositions σκ = (12) and σκ = (23), the proof appears as the second and third
equations, respectively, in Figure 5. 
The 10j symbol intertwines the associator state transposition.
Lemma 4.2.5 (The 10j symbol intertwines the associator state transposition). For Γ a
state of the 4-manifold K with ordering o, a 4-simplex µ ∈ K4, and an adjacent vertex
transposition σ, the isomorphisms Φ±κ,σκ of associator state spaces intertwine the 10j symbols
in the sense that
z(Γσ, µ) ◦
 ⊗
κ∈K3,κ⊆µ
Φ
µ
o′ (κ) sgn(σκ)
κ,σκ
 = z(Γ, µ).
Proof. Note that the two sides of the equation do have the same domain, because
µo′(κ) sgn(σκ) = 
µ
o (κ). Assume σµ is nontrivial and o′(µ) = +1 (thus o(µ) = −1); the
case o′(µ) = −1 is analogous. Abbreviate σijkl := σ∂o′
[ijkl]
µ ∈ S4 for 0 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ 4.
We need to show
z(Γσ, µ) ◦
(
Φ
sgn(σ0123)
∂o
′
[0123]
µ,σ0123
⊗ Φsgn(σ0134)
∂o
′
[0134]
µ,σ0134
⊗ Φsgn(σ1234)
∂o
′
[1234]
µ,σ1234
⊗ Φ−sgn(σ0124)
∂o
′
[0124]
µ,σ0124
⊗ Φ−sgn(σ0234)
∂o
′
[0234]
µ,σ0234
)
∼ z(Γ, µ)
where by “∼” we mean they are equal up to some unspecified swap of the domain factors,
depending on the particular permutation σµ in question.
Suppose σµ = (01) ∈ S5. The permutations σijkl ∈ S4 of the boundary faces are
σ0123 = (01) σ0134 = (01) σ1234 = id σ0124 = (01) σ0234 = id
The desired equation, with the appropriate swap accounted for, is
z(Γσ, µ)
(
Φ−∂o
[0123]
µ,(01) (α) ,Φ
−
∂o
[0134]
µ,(01) (β) ,Φ
+
∂o
[0234]
µ,id (γ) ,Φ
+
∂o
[0124]
µ,(01) (δ) ,Φ
−
∂o
[1234]
µ,id ()
)
= z(Γ, µ) (γ, δ, , β, α)
Here α ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ), β ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ), γ ∈ V +(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ), δ ∈ V +(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ), and
 ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ). Note that since o′(µ) = +1 and o(µ) = −1, the expressions z(Γσ, µ)
and z(Γ, µ) are defined by respectively the left and right traces in Figure 1. The equation
is checked as in Figure 6.
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〈
Φ−κ,(01)(β),Φ
+
κ,(01)(α)
〉
Γσ,κ
= Tr

α
β

def+
cusp
=
α
β
isotopy
=
α
β
sphericality
=
α
β
Prop 2.2.9
=
α
β
def
= Tr
(
α
β
)
= 〈α, β〉Γ,κ
〈
Φ−κ,(12)(β),Φ
+
κ,(12)(α)
〉
Γσ,κ
= Tr

α
β

def+
cusp+
isotopy
=
α
β
planar
pivotality
+cuspinv
=
α
β
= 〈α, β〉Γ,κ
〈
Φ−κ,(23)(β),Φ
+
κ,(23)(α)
〉
Γσ,κ
= Tr

α
β

def+
isotopy
=
α
β
planar
pivotality
=
β
α
Prop. 2.2.9
=
β
α
= 〈α, β〉Γ,κ
Figure 5. Relating the pairing of associator state spaces and the pairings
of their transpositions.
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Tr
 α
β
γ
δ


def.+
cusp+
isotopy
=
β
α
γ
δ

isotopy+
Prop. 2.2.9
=
β
α
γ
δ

Prop. 2.2.9
=
β
α
γ
δ

planar
pivotality
=
β
α
γ
δ

Figure 6. Relating the 10j symbol of a state and its (01) transposition.
Next, when the permutation is σµ = (12) ∈ S5, the permutations of the faces are
σ0123 = (12) σ0134 = id σ1234 = (01) σ0124 = (12) σ0234 = id
The desired equation is
z(Γσ, µ)
(
Φ−∂o
[0123]
µ,(12)(α),Φ
+
∂o
[0234]
µ,id(β),Φ
−
∂o
[1234]
µ,(01)(γ),Φ
+
∂o
[0124]
µ,(12)(δ),Φ
−
∂o
[0134]
µ,id()
)
= z(Γ, µ) (β, δ, γ, , α)
where α ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[0123]µ), β ∈ V +(Γ, ∂o[0234]µ), γ ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[1234]µ), δ ∈ V +(Γ, ∂o[0124]µ),
and  ∈ V −(Γ, ∂o[0134]µ). This is established as in Figure 7.
The cases σµ = (23) and σµ = (34) are analogous. 
The 10j normalization factors are preserved by state transposition.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.3. Composing Lemma 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.5, we see that the unnor-
malized 10j action is invariant under transposition: Z(Γσ) = Z(Γ). To check that the
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Tr
 αβ
γ
δ


def.+
cusp+
isotopy
=
α
β
δ
γ

cuspinv+
planar
pivotality
=

α
β
δ
γ
Figure 7. Relating the 10j symbol of a state and its (12) transposition.
normalized 10j action is similarly invariant, it remains only to see that the normalization
factors are unaffected by transposition.
For a 1-simplex e ∈ K1, the transposed labeling Γσ(e) is either Γ(e) or Γ(e)#. By
sphericality, therefore, we have dim(Γσ(e)) = dim(Γ(e)). Next, observe that for any object
A ∈ C, dualizing (−)# defines an equivalence from the multifusion category EndC(A) to
EndC(A#)mp, where (−)mp denotes the opposite monoidal product. As the global dimen-
sion of a multifusion category is the same as the global dimension of its monoidal opposite, it
follows that dim(EndC(Γσ(e))) = dim(EndC(Γ(e))) for any 1-simplex e. Evidently two sim-
ple objects are in the same component if and only if their duals are in the same component,
so also the number of simple objects is unchanged by transposition: n(Γσ(e)) = n(Γ(e)).
Finally, note that for any 2-simplex s ∈ K2, from Proposition 2.2.9 and sphericality, it
follows that dim(Γσ(s)) = dim(Γ(s)). 
4.2.3. Transposition is a bijection of skeletal states. We have seen that give a state Γ
of a given vertex-ordered 4-manifold, there is a corresponding state Γσ for the manifold with
a permuted vertex order, and that Γ and Γσ have the same normalized 10j action. Equipped
with that fact, we can now establish Lemma 4.2.1, that there is a bijection between skeletal
states of a manifold and of the reordered manifold, such that the normalized 10j action is
preserved, and therefore complete the proof of Corollary 4.2.2, that the state sum is invariant
under vertex reorderings.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1. Recall that o and o′ are global vertex orders related by a permutation
σ, and ∆Cω is a simplicial skeleton for C. For every simple object A of C, let A0 denote the
unique simple object of ∆Cω equivalent to A; choose inverse equivalences hA : A A0 : kA
such that when A = A0, the equivalences hA and kA are identities. There is a natural
transformation X : ∆C =⇒ ∆Cω taking an object A to A0 and taking a simple 1-morphism
f : AB → C to the unique 1-morphism isomorphic to hC◦f◦(kAkB). This transformation
induces a map X∗ : [Ko,∆C] → [Ko,∆Cω], and note that by Lemma 4.1.2, this map
preserves the normalized 10j action. The composite X∗((−)σ) : [Ko,∆Cω] → [Ko′ ,∆Cω]
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taking a state Γ to X∗(Γσ) therefore also preserves the normalized 10j action. It suffices to
see that this composite is a bijection.
Define a map Yσ : [K
o′ ,∆Cω]→ [Ko′ ,∆C] on 1-simplices e ∈ K1 by
Yσ(Γ)(e) =
{
Γ(e) if σe = id
((Γ(e)#)0)
# if σe = (01)
and on 2-simplices s ∈ K2 by
Yσ(Γ)(s) =

Γ(s) if σs = id
Γ(s) ◦ (h((∂01Γ(s)#)0)#  ∂12Γ(s)) if σs = (01)
Γ(s) ◦ (∂01Γ(s)  h((∂12Γ(s)#)0)#) if σs = (12)
This map is well defined on 2-simplices because (((A#)0)
#)0 = A for any object A in the
skeleton ∆Cω. Finally observe that the composite X∗((Yσ(−))σ) : [Ko′ ,∆Cω]→ [Ko,∆Cω]
is an inverse to X∗((−)σ) : [Ko,∆Cω]→ [Ko′ ,∆Cω], as required. 
4.3. The state sum is independent of the combinatorial structure. Lastly, we show
that the state sum ZC(K) is independent of the combinatorial structure of K.
Recall that, by Theorem 3.2.4, two singular combinatorial 4-manifolds are piecewise-
linearly homeomorphic if and only if they are bistellar equivalent, that is if and only if there
is a finite series of bistellar moves transforming one into the other. Hence, Theorem 3.3.13
is a direct consequence of the following lemma, which we prove in this section.
Lemma 4.3.1 (The state sum is invariant under bistellar equivalence). Let K and K ′ be
bistellar equivalent oriented (singular) combinatorial 4-manifolds. Then, the corresponding
state sums agree:
ZC(K) = ZC(K ′)
To simplify notation, we will use the following abbreviations for simple objects X and 1-
morphisms f in the spherical prefusion 2-category C:
d(X) := dim(X) dim (EndC(X)) n(X)
d(f) := dim(f)
4.3.1. The state sum for combinatorial manifolds with boundary. Invariance under
bistellar moves is most easily established if we extend the definition of ZC to combinatorial
manifolds with boundary. Let T be a closed oriented combinatorial 3-manifold, and let o
be a total order on the vertices of T . Let o : T3 −→ {+1,−1} be such that o(κ) = +1 if
and only if the orientation of the 3-simplex κ ∈ T3 coincides with the one induced from the
order oκ. To such a combinatorial 3-manifold we assign the following vector space:
WC(T, o,∆Cω) :=
⊕
Γ:T o
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
⊗
κ∈T3
V o(κ)(Γ, κ)
Remark 4.3.2 (The 3-manifold vector space is not an invariant). The vector space
WC(T, o,∆Cω) depends on the combinatorial structure of T and is not invariant under
piecewise linear homeomorphisms. In particular, the hypothesized topological field theory
extending the state sum ZC will assign a certain subspace of WC(T, o,∆Cω) to a 3-manifold
with triangulation T .
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Denote by T the combinatorial manifold T with the opposite orientation. We define a
nondegenerate pairing 〈·, ·〉T : WC
(
T , o,∆Cω)⊗WC (T, o,∆Cω) −→ k as follows:
〈·, ·〉T := dim(C)−|T0|
⊕
Γ:T o
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
(∏
e∈T1
d(Γ(e))
)−1(∏
s∈T2
d(Γ(s))
) ⊗
κ∈T3
〈·, ·〉Γ,κ
For an oriented combinatorial 4-manifold K with boundary, and with a total order o on its
vertices o, we define a linear map ZC (K, o,∆Cω) : k −→WC
(
∂K, o|∂K ,∆Cω
)
as follows:
dim (C)−|i(K)0|
⊕
Σ:∂Ko
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
∑
Γ:Ko(2)=⇒∆Cω
Γ|∂K=Σ
 ∏
e∈i(K)1
d(Γ(e))
−1
 ∏
s∈i(K)2
d(Γ(s))
⊗
µ∈K4
z(Γ, µ)
 ◦(⊗
κ∈K3
∪Γ,κ
)
Here, z(Γ, µ) and ∪Γ,κ are defined as before, and i(K)r denotes the finite set of r-simplices
in the interior of K, that is i(K)r := {τ ∈ Kr | τ 6∈ ∂Kr}. The composition ◦ is over all
vector spaces appearing both in the domain of
(⊗
µ∈K4 z(Γ, µ)
)
and in the codomain of(⊗
κ∈K3 ∪Γ,κ
)
. Therefore, the codomain of ZC(K, o,∆Cω) is the vector space⊕
Σ:∂Ko
(2)
=⇒∆Cω
⊗
κ∈K3 s.t.∃!µ∈K4 with κ⊆µ
V −
µ
o (κ)(Σ, κ)
which indeed agrees with WC(∂K, o|∂K ,∆Cω).
Lemma 4.3.3 (The state sum is the pairing of with-boundary state sums). Let K and K ′ be
oriented combinatorial 4-manifolds with boundary and let f : ∂K −→ ∂K ′ be an orientation
reversing simplicial isomorphism. Let o and o′ be total orders on K0 and K ′0 such that the
simplicial isomorphism f : ∂K −→ ∂K ′ preserves the induced orders. Then,
ZC(K ∪f K ′) = 〈ZC (K, o,∆Cω) , ZC (K ′, o′,∆Cω)〉∂K ,
where we used f to identify the vector spaces WC(∂K ′, o′|∂K′ ,∆Cω) and WC(∂K, o|∂K ,∆Cω).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the definition of ZC (K, o,∆Cω) for combinatorial
manifolds with boundary. 
4.3.2. The 4-dimensional bistellar moves. Recall that a bistellar move replaces a com-
binatorial n-manifold K by a combinatorial manifold obtained from replacing a codimension
zero submanifold of K simplicially isomorphic to a subcomplex I ⊆ ∂∆n+1 with the comple-
mentary subcomplex J ⊆ ∂∆n+1. To show invariance of ZC under such a move, it suffices
by Lemma 4.3.3 to prove that the following linear maps k −→WC (∂I, o|∂I ,∆Cω) are equal:
ZC (I, o|I ,∆Cω) = ZC (J, o|J ,∆Cω)
Here, o is some fixed order on the vertices of ∆n+1, which induces an orientation on ∆n+1,
and thus an orientation on the boundary ∂∆n+1. The subcomplex I ⊆ ∂∆n+1 carries the
orientation induced by this orientation on ∂∆n+1 and J ⊆ ∂∆n+1 carries the opposite of
the orientation induced by ∂∆n+1.
For the three relevant 4-dimensional bistellar moves, we pick an order o on ∆5 such
that I4 and J4 contain the following 4-simplices, where we have labeled the vertices of ∆
5
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according to the order o by 0 . . . 5 and indicated the orientation of each 4-simplex relative to
the one induced from the order by a sign (these signs agree with the signs o|I (µ) or o|J (µ),
respectively, introduced in Section 3.3):
I4 J4
(3, 3)-move 〈01235〉 〈01345〉 〈12345〉 〈01234〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉
(2, 4)-move 〈01235〉 〈01345〉 〈02345〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉 −〈12345〉
(1, 5)-move 〈01235〉 〈02345〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉 −〈12345〉 −〈01345〉
In this notation, the relative sign µ(κ) for a 4-simplex µ = λ〈v0 · · · v4〉 with λ = ±1, and a 3-
simplex κ = 〈v0 · · · v̂i · · · v4〉 is µ(κ) = λ(−1)i, for both ordered oriented complexes I and J .
The simplices in the interior of I and J are listed in Figures 8, 9 and 10.
i(I)k i(J)k
k = 4 〈01235〉 〈01345〉 〈12345〉 〈01234〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉
k = 3 〈0135〉 〈1235〉 〈1345〉 〈0124〉 〈0234〉 〈0245〉
k = 2 〈135〉 〈024〉
Figure 8. k-simplices in the interior of I and J for the (3, 3)-bistellar move.
i(I)k i(J)k
k = 4 〈01235〉 〈01345〉 〈01234〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉 〈12345〉
k = 3 〈0135〉 〈0124〉 〈0234〉 〈0245〉 〈2345〉 〈1245〉 〈1234〉
k = 2 〈024〉 〈245〉 〈234〉 〈124〉
k = 1 〈24〉
Figure 9. k-simplices in the interior of I and J for the (2, 4)-bistellar move.
i(I)k i(J)k
k = 4 〈01235〉 〈01234〉 〈01245〉 〈02345〉 〈01345〉 〈12345〉
k = 3 〈0124〉 〈0234〉 〈0245〉 〈2345〉 〈1245〉 〈1234〉 〈0134〉 〈0145〉 〈1345〉 〈0345〉
k = 2 〈024〉 〈245〉 〈234〉 〈124〉 〈034〉 〈014〉 〈134〉 〈045〉 〈145〉 〈345〉
k = 1 〈24〉 〈04〉 〈14〉 〈34〉 〈45〉
k = 0 〈4〉
Figure 10. k-simplices in the interior of I and J for the (1, 5)-bistellar move.
From now on, we omit the choice of order from the notation and explicitly work with the
simplices in Figures 8, 9 and 10 and the sign conventions outlined above. Given a C-state
∆5(2) =⇒ ∆C, we denote the simple object assigned to a 1-simplex 〈ij〉 by [ij] and the simple
1-morphism assigned to a 2-simplex 〈ijk〉 by [ijk]. Contrary to our previous notation, we
henceforth almost always let the state be implicit and omit it from the notation. For a
3-simplex 〈ijkl〉 ∈ ∆53, we recall Notation 3.3.4 and reintroduce the vector spaces from
Definition 3.3.6:
V +(ijkl) := HomC ([(ijk)l], [i(jkl)]) V −(ijkl) := HomC ([i(jkl)], [(ijk)l])
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For a 4-simplex 〈ijklm〉 ∈ ∆54, we recall the linear maps defined in Figures 1a and 1b (with
again the state left implicit):
z+(ijklm) : V
+(ijkl)⊗ V +(ijlm)⊗ V +(jklm)⊗ V −(ijkm)⊗ V −(iklm) −→ k
z−(ijklm) : V +(iklm)⊗ V +(ijkm)⊗ V −(jklm)⊗ V −(ijlm)⊗ V −(ijkl) −→ k
Precomposing z±(ijklm) with the appropriate maps ∪abcd : k −→ V +(abcd) ⊗ V −(abcd)
(determined by the nondegenerate pairings 〈·, ·〉abcd : V −(abcd) ⊗ V +(abcd) −→ k), leads to
linear maps of the following type for every 4-simplex 〈ijklm〉 ∈ ∆54:
Z+(ijklm) : V
+(ijkl)⊗ V +(ijlm)⊗ V +(jklm) −→ V +(iklm)⊗ V +(ijkm)
Z−(ijklm) : V +(iklm)⊗ V +(ijkm) −→ V +(ijkl)⊗ V +(ijlm)⊗ V +(jklm)
Using these maps, invariance under the various bistellar moves can then explicitly be reex-
pressed as the following lemmas.
In the following, all expressions are already postcomposed with appropriate pairings
〈·, ·〉 to undo superfluous ∪-maps appearing on either side of the equations. To unclutter
notation, the concatenation A1 · · ·An of linear maps A1, . . . , An denotes composition over
all vector spaces appearing both in the domain of some Ai and the codomain of some Aj
with j > i. Here, and in the following proofs, we will use this concatenation notation, and
we will therefore omit all swap maps, all tensor product symbols, and all tensor products
with identities.
Lemma 4.3.4 (Invariance under the (3, 3)-bistellar move). Let I and J be as in Figure 8.
Then, the following holds for every C-state ∂I(2) =⇒ ∆Cω of ∂I:∑
[135]
d([135])Z+(01235)Z+(01345)Z+(12345) =
∑
[024]
d([024])Z+(02345)Z+(01245)Z+(01234)
The sums are over simple 1-morphisms ∆Cω2 3 [ijk] : [ij]  [jk] −→ [ik].
Lemma 4.3.5 (Invariance under the (2, 4)-bistellar move). Let I and J be as in Figure 9.
Then, the following holds for every C-state ∂I(2) =⇒ ∆Cω of ∂I:
Z+(01235)Z+(01345)
=
∑
[24],[024],[245],
[234],[124]
d([024]) d([245]) d([234]) d([124])
d([24])
Z+(02345)Z+(01245)Z+(01234)Z−(12345)
The sums are over simple objects [24] ∈ ∆Cω1 , and simple 1-morphisms ∆Cω2 3 [ijk] :
[ij]  [jk] −→ [ik].
Lemma 4.3.6 (Invariance under the (1, 5)-bistellar move). Let I and J be as in Figure 10.
Then, the following holds for every C-state ∂I(2) =⇒ ∆Cω of ∂I:
Z+(01235) = dim (C)−1
∑
[ij],0≤i<j≤5
i=4 or j=4
∑
[ijk],0≤i<j<k≤5
j=4 or k=4
 ∏
[ij],i<j
i=4 or j=4
d([ij])

−1 ∏
[ijk],i<j<k
j=4 or k=4
d([ijk])

TrV +(0345)
(
Z+(02345)Z+(01245)Z+(01234)Z−(12345)Z−(01345)
)
The sum is over simple objects [ij] ∈ ∆Cω1 and simple 1-morphisms ∆Cω2 3 [ijk] : [ij][jk] −→
[ik], and the (partial) trace is over the vector space V +(0345).
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The range of the sums and the appearance of the trace in the preceeding lemmas follow
directly from comparing the explicit expressions for ZC(I, o|I ,∆Cω) and ZC(J, o|J ,∆Cω),
where we consider I and J as oriented combinatorial manifolds with common boundary ∂I.
Note that the expressions for ZC(J, o|J ,∆Cω) in Section 4.3.1 are written in terms of the
maps z± instead of the maps Z±, which are precomposed with ∪-maps. For example, the
trace in Lemma 4.3.6 arises explicitly from the fact that both vector spaces V +(0345) and
V −(0345) appear in the codomain of
⊗
κ∈J3 ∪Γ,κ and the domain of
⊗
µ∈J4 z(Γ, µ) (explic-
itly, in the domain of z−(01345) and z+(02345), respectively) and are hence composed over,
but the vector space V −(0345) in the domain of z+(02345) is transformed into the vector
space V +(0345) in the codomain of Z+(02345). The formula in Lemma 4.3.6 therefore in-
volves a trace over the vector space V +(0345) in the domain of Z−(01345) and the codomain
of Z+(02345).
4.3.3. Pentagonator compositions in prefusion 2-categories. The ‘10j symbol’ linear
map z(Γ, µ) defined in Figure 1 extracts the matrix coefficients of the pentagonator of the
monoidal 2-category C. The corresponding ‘partially dualized 10j symbol’ maps Z±(ijklm)
(defined in Section 4.3.2) can be thought of as first ‘composing associators’ along one side of
the pentagon, and then ‘uncomposing’ along the other side of the pentagon. More precisely,
we will express Z+(ijklm) as the composite of a linear map LC+(ijklm) (that composes
associators along the long side of the pentagon), followed by the dual of a linear map
SC−(ijklm) (that composes associators along the short side of the pentagon); similarly
Z−(ijklm) will be a composite of a linear map SC+(ijklm) and the dual of a linear map
LC−(ijklm). We will show that the dual of SC−(ijklm) is proportional to the inverse of
SC+(ijklm) (this inverse may be though of as ‘uncomposing along the short side of the
pentagon’) and that the dual of LC−(ijklm) is proportional to a section of LC+(ijklm)
(this section is thus ‘uncomposing along the long side of the pentagon’). This detailed
decomposition of the 10j symbols will be crucial in proving invariance under the bistellar
moves in Section 4.3.4.
Composing along the pentagon. For a 4-simplex 〈ijklm〉 ∈ ∆54, we extend Notation 3.3.4 as
follows:
[((ijk)l)m] := [ilm] ◦ ([ikl]  [lm]) ◦ ([ijk]  [kl]  [lm])
The alternative parenthesizations [(i(jkl))m], [i((jkl)m)], [i(j(klm))] are defined analo-
gously. We define the following vector spaces:
V +(ijklm) := HomC ([((ijk)l)m], [i(j(klm))])
V −(ijklm) := HomC ([i(j(klm))], [((ijk)l)m])
As mentioned, the linear maps Z±(ijklm) can be considered as first ‘composing asso-
ciators’ along one side of the pentagon, factoring through the vector spaces V +(ijklm) or
V −(ijklm) respectively, and then ‘uncomposing’ along the other side of the pentagon. In
Figures 11 and 12 we therefore define linear maps
SC±(ijklm) :
⊕
[ikm]
V ±(iklm)⊗ V ±(ijkm) −→ V ±(ijklm)
LC±(ijklm) :
⊕
[jl],[ijl]
[jkl],[jlm]
V ±(ijkl)⊗ V ±(ijlm)⊗ V ±(jklm) −→ V ±(ijklm)
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for 4-simplices 〈ijklm〉 ∈ ∆54, expressing the composition of associators along the short (SC)
or long side (LC) of the pentagon.
β+
α+
[ij]
[jk]
[kl]
[lm]
[im]
[ilm]
[ikl]
[ijk]
[klm]
[ikm]
[ijm] [jkm]
β−
α−
[ij]
[jk]
[kl]
[lm]
[im]
[ijm]
[jkm]
[klm]
[ikm]
[ilm]
[ikl]
[ijk]
SC+(ijklm)(α
+, β+) SC−(ijklm)(α−, β−)
Figure 11. SC±(ijklm) for α± ∈ V ±(iklm) and β± ∈ V ±(ijkm).
[ij]
[jk]
[kl]
[lm]
[im]
α+
β+
γ+
[ilm] [ikl] [ijk]
[jkl]
[ijl]
[ijm]
[jkm] [klm]
[jlm]
α−
β−
γ−
[ij]
[jk]
[kl]
[lm]
[im]
[ijm]
[jkm] [klm]
[jkl]
[jlm]
[ilm]
[ikl]
[ijk]
[ijl]
LC+(ijklm)(α
+, β+, γ+) LC−(ijklm)(α−, β−, γ−)
Figure 12. LC±(ijklm) for α± ∈ V ±(ijkl), β± ∈ V ±(ijlm), and γ± ∈ V ±(jklm).
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We denote the duals of these linear maps with respect to the non-degenerate pairing
between V + and V − by
SC∨±(ijklm) : V
∓(ijklm) −→
⊕
[ikm]
V ∓(iklm)⊗ V ∓(ijkm)
LC∨±(ijklm) : V
∓(ijklm) −→
⊕
[jl],[ijl]
[jkl],[jlm]
V ∓(ijkl)⊗ V ∓(ijlm)⊗ V ∓(jklm).
By definition, Z+(ijklm) and Z−(ijklm) are the direct sum coefficients of the following
linear maps, respectively:
SC∨−(ijklm) ◦ LC+(ijklm) LC∨−(ijklm) ◦ SC+(ijklm)
Invertibility of the shortside pentagon composite. The aforementioned heuristic, that the
map Z+ is given by composing associators along one side of the pentagon and then ‘uncom-
posing’ along the other side, of course only makes sense if one of the composition maps LC
or SC is indeed invertible. This is the content of the following lemma.
In the following, we will often write expressions such as λiF , where λi ∈ k, i ∈ I, I is
a finite set, F is a linear map with (co)domain
⊕
i∈IWi and {Wi}i∈I is a family of vector
spaces indexed by I. This is shorthand notation for the composite of F with the diagonal
map
⊕
i∈I λiidWi :
⊕
i∈IWi −→
⊕
i∈IWi.
Lemma 4.3.7 (The shortside pentagon composite is invertible). The function SC+(ijklm)
is invertible with inverse d([ikm]) SC∨−(ijklm).
Proof. We first prove that SC+(ijklm) is invertible. Consider the factorization of SC+(ijklm)
in Figure 13. The top vertical map and the horizontal map are evidently isomorphisms, the
bottom vertical map is an isomorphism since C is locally semisimple. Hence, SC+(ijklm) is
invertible.
To show that d([ikm]) SC∨−(ijklm) is an inverse, it therefore suffices to prove that
d([ikm]) SC∨−(ijklm) ◦ SC+(ijklm) = id.
This follows from the calculation in Figure 14, for α, β, γ and δ of appropriate type, such
that α⊗ β and γ ⊗ δ are in a direct summand labeled by a simple object [ikm] and [ikm]′,
respectively. 
Right invertibility of the longside pentagon composite. While SC+ is invertible, allowing us
to express Ẑ⊕+ as a ‘composition around the pentagon’, by contrast LC+ is not in general
invertible. This situation is in contrast to the situation with endotrivial fusion categories,
in which both SC+ and LC+ are invertible [Mac99]. However, we will show below that LC+
has a section, or a right inverse, and that Ẑ⊕− can indeed be expressed as a composite of SC+
and this section; hence Ẑ⊕− is itself a section of Ẑ
⊕
+ . This suffices later to verify invariance
under bistellar moves.
Lemma 4.3.8 (The longside pentagon composite is right invertible). The linear map
LC+(ijklm) fulfills the following equation:
LC+(ijklm) ◦
(
d([ijl]) d([jkl]) d([jlm])
d([jl])
LC∨−(ijklm)
)
= id
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⊕
[ikm] HomC
 , [ikm]
⊗HomC
 [ikm] ,

⊕
[ikm] HomC
 , [ikm]
⊗HomC
 [ikm] ,

HomC
 ,

HomC
 ,

α⊗ β
α ⊗ β γ ⊗ δ
γ
δ


Figure 13. Factoring SC+(ijklm).
Proof. In this proof, we use the following notation:
V +(i(jkl)m) := HomC([((ijk)l)m], [i((jkl)m)])
V −(i(jkl)m) := HomC([i((jkl)m)], [((ijk)l)m])
We define linear maps
a± :
⊕
[ijl]
V ±(ijkl)⊗ V ±(ijlm) −→ V ±(i(jkl)m)
b± :
⊕
[jl],[jkl],[jlm]
V ±(i(jkl)m)⊗ V ±(jklm) −→ V ±(ijklm)
as follows, for α, α′, β, β′, γ, γ′, δ and δ′ of appropriate type:
a+(α, β) :=
α
β
a−(α′, β′) :=
β′
α′
b+(γ, δ) :=
γ
δ
b−(γ′, δ′) :=
γ′
δ′
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 4.3.7, it follows that a+ is invertible with inverse
d([ijl]) a∨−.
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d([ikm])
〈
SC+(ijklm)(α, β),SC−(ijklm)(γ, δ)
〉
= d([ikm])
α
β
γ
δ
[ikm]′
[ikm]
= d([ikm])
α
β
γ
δ
[ikm]′
[ikm]
simplicity of
[ikm], [ikm]′
= δ[ikm],[ikm]′ Tr (α · γ) Tr (β · δ) = 〈α⊗ β, γ ⊗ δ〉
Figure 14. Pairing the positive and negative shortside pentagon composites.
The maps a± and b± give rise to a factorization of LC±(ijklm) as follows:
LC±(ijklm) = b± ◦
 ⊕
[jl],[jkl],[jlm]
a± ⊗ idV ±(jklm)

In particular, abbreviating the scalar λ =
d([jkl])d([jlm])
d([jl]) , and omitting direct sum and tensor
products with identities, the following holds:
LC+(ijklm) ◦
(
d([ijl]) d([jkl]) d([jlm])
d([jl]))
LC∨−(ijklm)
)
= b+ ◦ a+ ◦
(
d([ijl]) a∨−
) ◦ (λb∨−) = b+ ◦ (λb∨−)
To prove Lemma 4.3.8, it therefore suffices to show that b+ ◦
(
λb∨−
)
= id, or equivalently
that the following map is the identity:∑
α
λ
〈
b−(α̂),−
〉
b+(α) : V
+(ijklm) −→ V +(ijklm)
Here, the sum is over a basis {α} of⊕[jl],[jkl],[jlm] V +(i(jkl)m)⊗V +(jklm) with correspond-
ing dual basis {α̂} of ⊕[jl],[jkl],[jlm] V −(i(jkl)m) ⊗ V −(jklm) with respect to the pairing
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〈·, ·〉. To prove this, we introduce the following auxilliary map:
r : V +(ijklm)⊗ V −(jklm) −→ V +(i(jkl)m) r(α, β) :=
α
β
It follows from definition that for F̂ ∈ V −(i(jkl)m), ĉ ∈ V −(jklm) and G ∈ V +(ijklm),〈
b−(F̂ , ĉ), G
〉
=
〈
F̂ , r(G, ĉ)
〉
.
Choosing bases {F} of V +(i(jkl)m) and {c} of V +(jklm) with corresponding dual bases
{F̂} and {ĉ} induces a basis {α} of ⊕[jl],[jkl],[jlm] V +(i(jkl)m)⊗V +(jklm) with which the
above expression, evaluated at G ∈ V +(ijklm) becomes the following:∑
α
λ
〈
b−(α̂), G
〉
b+(α) =
∑
[jl],[jkl],[jlm]
F,c
λ
〈
b−(F̂ , ĉ), G
〉
b+(F, c) =
∑
[jl],[jkl],[jlm]
F,c
λ
〈
F̂ , r(G, ĉ)
〉
b+(F, c)
=
∑
[jl],[jkl],[jlm],c
λ b+
(
r(G, ĉ), c
)
=
∑
[jl],[jkl],[jlm],c
d([jkl]) d([jlm])
d([jl])
G
ĉ
c
By Corollary B.7, this equals G. 
The summed normalized 10j symbols and their factorization. For a C-state ∆5(2) =⇒ ∆Cω and
a 4-simplex 〈ijklm〉 ∈ ∆54, we define the following normalized linear maps:
Ẑ+(ijklm) := d([ikm])Z+(ijklm) Ẑ−(ijklm) :=
d([ijl]) d([jkl]) d([jlm])
d([jl])
Z−(ijklm)
Taking the direct sum over simple objects [jl] ∈ ∆Cω1 and compatible simple 1-morphisms
[ijl], [jkl], [jlm] and [ikm] in ∆Cω2 gives rise to the following linear maps:
Ẑ⊕+ (ijklm) :=
⊕
[jl],[ijl],
[jkl],[jlm]
⊕
[ikm]
Ẑ+(ijklm) :
⊕
[jl],[ijl],
[jkl],[jlm]
V +(ijkl)⊗ V +(ijlm)⊗ V +(jklm) −→
⊕
[ikm]
V +(iklm)⊗ V +(ijkm)
Ẑ⊕− (ijklm) :=
⊕
[ikm]
⊕
[jl],[ijl],
[jkl],[jlm]
Ẑ−(ijklm) :
⊕
[ikm]
V +(iklm)⊗ V +(ijkm) −→
⊕
[jl],[ijl],
[jkl],[jlm]
V +(ijkl)⊗ V +(ijlm)⊗ V +(jklm)
Corollary 4.3.9 (The summed normalized 10j symbol factors around the pentagon). The
direct sum map Ẑ⊕+ (ijklm) factors as follows through V
+(ijklm):
Ẑ⊕+ (ijklm) = (SC+(ijklm))
−1 ◦ LC+(ijklm)
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Proof. By definition, Z+(ijklm) is a direct sum coefficient of the composite SC
∨
−(ijklm) ◦
LC+(ijklm). The corollary therefore follows from Lemma 4.3.7 and the definition of
Ẑ⊕+ (ijklm) as a normalized direct sum. 
Corollary 4.3.10 (The negative and positive summed normalized 10j symbols form a
section-retraction pair). Ẑ⊕− (ijklm) is a section of Ẑ
⊕
+ (ijklm):
Ẑ⊕+ (ijklm) ◦ Ẑ⊕− (ijklm) = id
Proof. Since Z−(ijklm) is a direct sum coefficient of LC∨−(ijklm) ◦ SC+(ijklm), it follows
that the normalized direct sum map Ẑ⊕− can be written as follows:
Ẑ⊕− (ijklm) =
(
d([ijl]) d([jkl]) d([jlm])
d([jl])
LC∨−(ijklm)
)
◦ SC+(ijklm).
The corollary therefore follows from Corollary 4.3.9 and Lemma 4.3.8. 
4.3.4. Invariance under the bistellar moves. In the following, we prove Lemma 4.3.4,
Lemma 4.3.5, and Lemma 4.3.6, showing invariance of the state sum under bistellar moves.
Invariance under the (3, 3)-bistellar move. We start with the (3, 3)-bistellar move and prove
Lemma 4.3.4.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.4. Expressed in terms of the normalized Ẑ+ and Ẑ−, the equation in
Lemma 4.3.4 reads as follows:∑
[135]
Ẑ+(01235)Ẑ+(01345)Ẑ+(12345) =
∑
[024]
Ẑ+(02345)Ẑ+(01245)Ẑ+(01234)
Rewritten in terms of the direct sums Ẑ⊕+ and Ẑ
⊕
− , and omitting all direct sum symbols,
this becomes the following equation:
(B3-3) Ẑ⊕+ (01235)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01345)Ẑ
⊕
+ (12345) = Ẑ
⊕
+ (02345)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01245)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01234)
between linear maps⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
⊕
[24],[234]
[124],[245]
V +(1234)⊗ V +(1245)⊗ V +(2345)⊗ V +(0134)⊗ V +(0145)⊗ V +(0123)
−→
⊕
[025],[035]
V +(0125)⊗ V +(0235)⊗ V +(0345).
The full expression, including direct sum symbols, for the left-hand side and right-hand side
of equation (B3-3) are given as the composite of the rightmost column of vertical arrows
in Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. In these figures, the vector spaces V +(ijkl) are
abbreviated as [ijkl] and the parts of the domain (codomain) on which the involved linear
maps act non-trivially are underlined (overlined).
Consider the diagram in Figure 15. Each of the triangles in the right column commutes
by Corollary 4.3.9. The squares in the left column can be shown to commute by explicitly
comparing the graphical expressions of the involved maps. A similar analysis shows that
the diagram in Figure 16 is commutative. It follows from an explicit comparison of the
graphical expressions of the involved maps that the composites from the top-right to the
left in Figures 15 and 16 coincide. Similarly, the composites from the bottom-right to the left
coincide. Hence, these composites fit into a commutative diagram, depicted in Figure 17,
in which the vertical map can either be the composite of the rightmost column of maps
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⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
⊕
[24],[234]
[124],[245]
[1234]⊗ [1245]⊗ [2345]⊗ [0134]⊗ [0145]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
⊕
[135]
[1235]⊗ [1345]⊗ [0134]⊗ [0145]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[135]
⊕
[035]
[1235]⊗ [0135]⊗ [0123]⊗ [0345]
⊕
[025],[035]
[0125]⊗ [0235]⊗ [0345]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
[12345]⊗ [0134]⊗ [0145]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[135]
[01345]⊗ [1235]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[035]
[01235]⊗ [0345]
[012345]
⊕[13],[1
2
3
]
[0
1
3
]
⊕[14],[1
3
4
]
[0
1
4
],[1
4
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(1
2
3
4
5
)
⊕[13],[1
2
3
]
[0
1
3
],[1
3
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(0
13
4
5)
⊕[0
3
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(0123
5
)
⊕
[13
],[1
23
]
[01
3]
⊕
[14
],[1
34
]
[01
4],
[14
5]
LC
+
(12
34
5)
⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
SC
+ (12345)
⊕
[13
],[1
23
]
[01
3],
[13
5]
LC
+
(01
34
5)
⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[135]
SC
+ (01345)
⊕
[03
5]
LC
+
(01
23
5)
⊕
[035]
SC
+ (01235)
δ
β
γ
α
β
α
γ
α
β
α β γ δ
α β γ
α β
Figure 15. The left hand side of the equation in the proof of Lemma 4.3.4.
in Figure 15 or in Figure 16. The bottom map of Figure 17 is a composite of invertible
linear maps (which again follows from local semisimplicity, analogously to the proof of
Lemma 4.3.7) and is therefore invertible. Thus, the composites of the rightmost column of
maps in Figure 15 and 16 coincide, proving Lemma 4.3.4. 
Remark 4.3.11 ((3, 3)-bistellar move as nonabelian 4-cocycle relation). The (3, 3)-bistellar
move essentially encodes the higher associativity equation fulfilled by the pentagonator of a
monoidal 2-category. Accordingly, the proof of Lemma 4.3.4 proceeds by proving that two
large graphical expressions are isotopic, making crucial use of the Gray monoid axioms (see
Definition 2.1.1) which we use here to model monoidal 2-categories.
Invariance under the (2, 4)-bistellar move. Next, we prove Lemma 4.3.5, showing invariance
of the state sum under the (2, 4)-bistellar move.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.5. Expressed in terms of the normalized maps Ẑ+ and Ẑ−, the equation
in Lemma 4.3.5 becomes
Ẑ+(01235)Ẑ+(01345) =
∑
[24],[024],[245],
[234],[124]
Ẑ+(02345)Ẑ+(01245)Ẑ+(01234)Ẑ−(12345).
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⊕
[24],[234]
[245]
⊕
[14],[124]
[014],[145]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[134]
[1234]⊗ [1245]⊗ [2345]⊗ [0134]⊗ [0145]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[24],[234]
[245]
⊕
[14],[124]
[014],[145]
⊕
[024]
[0124]⊗ [0234]⊗ [1245]⊗ [2345]⊗ [0145]
⊕
[24],[234]
[024],[245]
⊕
[025]
[0125]⊗ [0245]⊗ [0234]⊗ [2345]
⊕
[025],[035]
[0125]⊗ [0235]⊗ [0345]
⊕
[24],[234]
[245]
⊕
[14],[124]
[014],[145]
[01234]⊗ [1245]⊗ [2345]⊗ [0145]
⊕
[24],[234]
[024],[245]
[01245]⊗ [0234]⊗ [2345]
⊕
[025]
[02345]⊗ [0125]
[012345]
⊕[24],[2
3
4
]
[2
4
5
]
⊕[14],[1
2
4
]
[0
1
4
],[1
4
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(01
2
3
4
)
⊕[24],[2
3
4
]
[0
2
4
],[2
4
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(01
2
4
5
)
⊕[0
2
5
] Ẑ
⊕+
(023
4
5)
⊕
[24
],[2
34
]
[24
5]
⊕
[14
],[1
24
]
[01
4],
[14
5]
LC
+
(01
23
4)
⊕
[24],[234]
[245]
⊕
[14],[124]
[014],[145]
SC
+ (01234)
⊕
[24
],[2
34
]
[02
4],
[24
5]
LC
+
(01
24
5)
⊕
[24],[234]
[024],[245]
SC
+ (01245)
⊕
[02
5]
LC
+
(02
34
5)
⊕
[025]
SC
+ (02345)
γ
β
δ
α
β
α
γ
α
β
α β γ δ
α β γ
α β
Figure 16. The right hand side of the equation in the proof of Lemma 4.3.4.
⊕
[13],[123]
[013]
⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
⊕
[24],[234]
[124],[245]
[1234]⊗ [1245]⊗ [2345]⊗ [0134]⊗ [0145]⊗ [0123]
⊕
[025],[035]
[0125]⊗ [0235]⊗ [0345]
[012345]
L
H
S
=
R
H
S
α β γ δ  ζ
α β γ
γ
β
α
ζ
δ

α
β
γ
Figure 17. Comparing the left and right hand side of the equation in the
proof of Lemma 4.3.4.
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Rewritten in terms of the direct sum maps Ẑ⊕+ and Ẑ
⊕
− , and again omitting all direct sum
symbols, this becomes the following equation
(B2-4) Ẑ⊕+ (01235)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01345) = Ẑ
⊕
+ (02345)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01245)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01234)Ẑ
⊕
− (12345)
between linear maps⊕
[14],[134]
[014],[145]
⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[135]
V +(0134)⊗⊗V +(0145)⊗ V +(1345)⊗ V +(0123)⊗ V +(1235)
−→
⊕
[035],[025]
V +(0345)⊗ V +(0235)⊗ V +(0125).
Using equation (B3-3), this is equivalent to the following equation:
Ẑ⊕+ (01235)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01345) = Ẑ
⊕
+ (01235)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01345)Ẑ
⊕
+ (12345)Ẑ
⊕
− (12345)
The lemma is therefore a direct consequence of Corollary 4.3.10. 
Invariance under the (1, 5)-bistellar move. Lastly, we prove Lemma 4.3.6, showing invariance
of the state sum under the (1, 5)-bistellar move.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.6. Expressed in terms of the normalized Ẑ+ and Ẑ−, the equation in
Lemma 4.3.6 becomes the following:
Ẑ+(01235) = dim (C)−1
∑
[ij],0≤i<j≤5
i=4 or j=4
∑
[ijk],0≤i<j<k≤5
j=4 or k=4
d([034]) d([045]) d([345])
d([035]) d([04]) d([34]) d([45])
TrV +(0345)
(
Ẑ+(02345)Ẑ+(01245)Ẑ+(01234)Ẑ−(12345)Ẑ−(01345)
)
Rewritten in terms of the direct sum maps Ẑ⊕+ and Ẑ
⊕
− , again omitting direct sum symbols,
this becomes the equation
Ẑ⊕+ (01235) = dim (C)−1
∑
[04],[34],[45]
∑
[034],[045],[345]
d([034]) d([045]) d([345])
d([035]) d([04]) d([34]) d([45])
TrV +(0345)
(
Ẑ⊕+ (02345)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01245)Ẑ
⊕
+ (01234)Ẑ
⊕
− (12345)Ẑ
⊕
− (01345)
)
between linear maps⊕
[13],[123]
[013],[135]
⊕
[035]
V +(0123)⊗ V +(0135)⊗ V +(1235) −→
⊕
[025],[035]
V +(0235)⊗ V +(0125).
Using equation (B2-4) and Corollary 4.3.10, this can be simplified as follows:
Ẑ⊕+ (01235) = dim (C)−1
∑
[04],[34],[45]
∑
[034],[045],[345]
d([034]) d([045]) d([345])
d([035]) d([04]) d([34]) d([45])
TrV +(0345)
(
Ẑ⊕+ (01235)
)
Since the 3-simplex 〈0345〉 is not in the boundary of the 4-simplex 〈01235〉, it follows that
TrV +(0345)
(
Ẑ⊕+ (01235)
)
= dim(V +(0345))Ẑ⊕+ (01235).
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Hence, to prove Lemma 4.3.6, it suffice to prove the following:
dim (C) =
∑
[04],[34],[45]
∑
[034],[045],[345]
d([034]) d([045]) d([345])
d([035]) d([04]) d([34]) d([45])
dim(V+(0345))
Observing that
V +(0345) = HomC
 [034][045] , [345][035]
 ∼= HomC
 [034][045] , [345][035]
 ,
it therefore follows from Corollary B.6, that∑
[04],[034],[045]
dim(V+(0345))
d([034]) d([045])
d([04])
= d([0(345)]) .
Since [35] is a simple object, it follows from Proposition B.1 that
d([0(345)]) =
d([345]) d([035])
dim([35])
.
The desired equation therefore simplifies to
dim (C) =
∑
[34],[45],[345]
d([345])
2
dim([35])d([34]) d([45])
.
This equality is proven in Corollary B.5. 
These lemmas can now be assembled into a proof of Lemma 4.3.1, proving that the state
sum is invariant under bistellar moves, and hence an invariant of singular piecewise linear
4-manifolds.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.1. Combining Lemmas 4.3.6, 4.3.5 and 4.3.4 proves Lemma 4.3.1. 
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Appendix A. Separable monads and idempotent completion of 2-categories
A.1. Monads and their bimodules. Recall that a monad in a 2-category is a 1-morphism
P : A −→ A, together with 2-morphisms P ◦ P m=⇒ P (the ‘multiplication’) and A u=⇒ P (the
‘unit’) fulfilling the following equations:(
P ◦ P ◦ P m◦P===⇒ P ◦ P m=⇒ P
)
=
(
P ◦ P ◦ P P◦m===⇒ P ◦ P m=⇒ P
)
(
P
u◦P
==⇒ P ◦ P m=⇒ P
)
=
(
P
1P=⇒ P
)
=
(
P
P◦u
==⇒ P ◦ P m=⇒ P
)
Given monads (A
P−→ A,P ◦ P mP==⇒ P, A uP=⇒ P ) and (B Q−→ B,Q ◦ Q mQ==⇒ Q, B uQ=⇒
Q), recall that a Q–P -bimodule QMP : A −→ B is a 1-morphism M : A −→ B together
with a 2-morphism ρ : Q ◦ M ◦ P =⇒ M (the ‘action’) fulfilling the following equations:(
Q ◦Q ◦M ◦ P ◦ P mQ◦M◦mP=======⇒ Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M
)
=
(
Q ◦Q ◦M ◦ P ◦ P Q◦ρ◦P====⇒ Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M
)
(
M
uQ◦M◦uP
======⇒ Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M
)
=
(
M
1M==⇒M
)
A bimodule map QMP =⇒ QNP is a 2-morphism f : M =⇒ N intertwining the action:(
Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M f=⇒M
)
=
(
Q ◦M ◦ P Q◦f◦P====⇒ Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M
)
A.2. Eilenberg–Moore and Kleisli morphisms and their splittings. Given a monad
P : A −→ A in a 2-category C, we write LModP (X) for the 1-category of left P -modules with
domain X: its objects are pairs (t : X −→ A, ρ : P ◦ t =⇒ t) of 1-morphisms t carrying a left
module structure ρ of P , and its morphisms are 2-morphisms t =⇒ t′ in C intertwining the
action of P . An Eilenberg–Moore morphism of P is a 1-morphism R : AP −→ A together
with a left P -module structure ρ : P ◦R =⇒ R, such that for every object X of C, the induced
functor
R ◦ − : HomC(X,AP ) −→ LModP (X)
is an equivalence. In other words, an Eilenberg–Moore morphism is a universal left P -
module. Analogously, a Kleisli morphisms L : A −→ AP is a universal right P -module, that
is a right P -module such that for every object X of C, the induced functor
− ◦ L : HomC(AP , X) −→ RModP (X)
is an equivalence. The objects AP and AP are often known as Eilenberg–Moore and Kleisli
objects, respectively.
A splitting of a monad P : A −→ A in a 2-category C is an adjunction R ` L : A −→ B
together with an isomorphism of monads ψ : R ◦ L =⇒ P . A splitting (R ` L,ψ) is an
Eilenberg–Moore splitting if R : B −→ A together with the action of P on R induced by ψ is
an Eilenberg–Moore morphism of P . Note that any Eilenberg–Moore morphism R : AP −→ A
of a monad P admits a left adjoint L : A −→ AP and a canonical isomorphism of monads
R ◦ L ∼= P , hence gives rise to an Eilenberg–Moore splitting of P . Analogously, a Kleisli
splitting of P is a splitting (R ` L,ψ) such that L : A −→ B together with the induced
P -action on L is a Kleisli morphism of P .
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A.3. Separable monads and their splittings. Recall that a monad P : A −→ A is
separable if there exists a P -P bimodule section ∆ : P =⇒ P ◦ P of the multiplication of P .
A splitting (R ` L,ψ) of a monad is separable if the counit  : L ◦R =⇒ B admits a section.
Theorem A.3.1 (Separable, Eilenberg–Moore, and Kleisli splittings are equivalent). Let
P : A −→ A be a separable monad in a locally idempotent complete 2-category and let (R `
L : A −→ B,ψ) be a splitting of P . Then, the following are equivalent:
1. The splitting is separable.
2. The splitting is an Eilenberg–Moore splitting.
3. The splitting is a Kleisli splitting.
Proof. We use the isomorphism ψ to identify P with R ◦ L.
(1) ⇒ (2) Suppose that (R ` L : A −→ B,ψ) is a separable splitting; that is suppose
that the counit  : L ◦ R =⇒ B is split by the section δ : B =⇒ L ◦ R. For any object
X of C, we claim that the functor R ◦ − : HomC(X,B) −→ LModR◦L(X) is an equivalence.
To prove that R ◦ − is essentially surjective, we let T : X −→ A be a left (R ◦ L)-module
with action ρ : R ◦ L ◦ T =⇒ T . Precomposing L ◦ ρ with δ results in an idempotent 2-
morphism ρ′ : L ◦ T =⇒ L ◦ T . Splitting this idempotent yields a 1-morphism S : X −→ B
and 2-morphisms p : L ◦ T =⇒ S and i : S =⇒ L ◦ T such that p · i = 1S and i · p = ρ′.
Now observe that the left (R ◦ L)-module R ◦ S is isomorphic to T , as follows. Using the
adjunction between R and L, we turn p into a 2-morphism p′ : T =⇒ R ◦ S and define the
2-morphism i′ : R ◦ S R◦i==⇒ R ◦ L ◦ T ρ=⇒ T . Direct computation shows that i′ and p′ are
inverse R ◦ L-module maps. Full faithfulness of R ◦ − can be proven from the existence of
δ : B =⇒ L ◦R with  · δ = 1B .
(2) ⇒ (1) Separability of P implies that there is an (R◦L)–(R◦L)-bimodule 2-morphism
∆ : R ◦ L =⇒ R ◦ L ◦R ◦ L that splits the multiplication of the monad R ◦ L. Since R is an
Eilenberg–Moore morphism of R ◦L and ∆ is a left R ◦L-module map, it follows that there
is a 2-morphism f : L =⇒ L ◦ R ◦ L such that ∆ = R ◦ f . Using the adjunction between R
and L, we obtain a 2-morphism f ′ : R =⇒ R ◦ L ◦ R. The fact that ∆ is a right (R ◦ L)-
module, combined with the faithfulness of R ◦ −, implies that f ′ is a left (R ◦ L)-module
map. Therefore, there is a 2-morphism δ : B =⇒ L ◦ R such that f ′ = R ◦ δ and thus
∆ = R ◦ δ ◦ L. The fact that ∆ splits the multiplication of P then implies that δ splits the
counit, i.e.  · δ = 1B .
(1) ⇔ (3) Note that a splitting (R ` L,ψ) is separable in C if and only if the splitting
(L ` R,ψ) is separable in Cop. (By Cop we mean C with reversed direction of 1-morphisms,
but not 2-morphisms.) Applying (1)⇔ (2) to Cop proves (1)⇔ (3). 
In particular, Eilenberg–Moore objects and Kleisli objects of separable monads in locally
idempotent complete 2-categories coincide.
Corollary A.3.2 (Eilenberg–Moore and Kleisli morphisms are adjoint). Given a separable
monad P in a locally idempotent complete 2-category, a 1-morphism R : AP −→ A is an
Eilenberg–Moore morphism of P if and only if it has a left adjoint L : A −→ AP that is a
Kleisli morphism of P .
Remark A.3.3 (Monadicity theorem for separable monads). Recall that a 1-morphism R :
A −→ B in a 2-category is called monadic if it has a left adjoint L and is an Eilenberg–Moore
morphism for the induced monad R◦L. Analogously, a 1-morphism R is separable monadic
if it is monadic and if moreover the monad R ◦ L is separable. From this perspective,
Theorem A.3.1 can be understood as a monadicity theorem for separable monads: a 1-
morphism R is separable monadic if and only if it has a left adjoint such that the counit of
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the adjunction admits a section. A similar result specifically in the 2-category of categories
appears in [Che15].
A.4. The relative composition of bimodules over a separable monad.
Definition A.4.1 (Relative composition of modules). Let MP : B −→ C be a right module
and let PN : A −→ B be a left module of a separable monad P : B −→ B in a locally
idempotent complete 2-category C. We define their relative composition M ◦P N : A −→ C
as the 1-morphism obtained from splitting the idempotent 2-morphism
M ◦N M◦u◦N=====⇒M ◦ P ◦N M◦∆◦N=====⇒M ◦ P ◦ P ◦N ρM◦ρN====⇒M ◦N,
Here u : B =⇒ P is the unit of P , and ρM : M ◦ P =⇒ M and ρN : P ◦N =⇒ N denote the
action of P , and ∆ : P =⇒ P ◦ P is a P -P bimodule section of the multiplication of P .
Note that the resulting 1-morphism M ◦P N is, up to isomorphism, independent of the
choice of section ∆. If QMP and PNR are bimodules, then the idempotent 2-morphism
is a Q–R-bimodule map, inducing a Q–R-bimodule structure on the relative composition
QM ◦P NR.
We can reexpress the condition that a separable monad admits a separable splitting in
terms of bimodule triviality as follows. We will say that a monad P : A −→ A is bimodule
trivial (that is, trivial up to bimodule equivalence) if there are modules PM : B −→ A and
NP : A −→ B such that PM ◦NP ∼= PPP as bimodules and N ◦P M ∼= B .
Proposition A.4.2 (Separably split is bimodule trivial). In a locally idempotent complete
2-category, a separable monad P : A −→ A admits a separable splitting if and only if it is
bimodule trivial.
Proof. Let PM : B −→ A and NP : A −→ B be a bimodule trivialization of P . For any object
X of C, the functor PM ◦ − : HomC(X,B) −→ LModP (X) is an equivalence with inverse
N ◦P − : LModP (X) −→ HomC(X,B). Hence, M : B −→ A is an Eilenberg–Moore morphism
of P . The proposition follows from Theorem A.3.1 and the fact that every Eilenberg–Moore
morphism gives rise to an Eilenberg–Moore splitting. 
A.5. Idempotent completion of a 2-category. A 2-category is idempotent complete if
it is locally idempotent complete and if every separable monad admits a separable splitting.
By Theorem A.3.1 this is equivalent to requiring that every separable monad admits an
Eilenberg–Moore or Kleisli object.
Definition A.5.1 (Idempotent completion of a 2-category). Let C be a locally idempotent
complete 2-category. Its idempotent completion CO is the 2-category whose objects are
separable monads in C, whose 1-morphisms are bimodules, and whose 2-morphisms are
bimodule maps. The composition of 1-morphisms is the relative composition of bimodules.
The identity 1-morphism on a separable monad P is the trivial bimodule PPP .
Remark A.5.2 (Well-definition of composition in the idempotent completion). As a splitting
of an idempotent, the relative composite of bimodules is only defined up to isomorphism.
As stated, the idempotent completion CO is therefore only defined for locally idempotent
complete 2-categories C with chosen splittings of their idempotent 2-morphisms. However,
since splittings of an idempotent are unique up to a unique isomorphism, different choices
of splittings give rise to equivalent completions CO, and (assuming the axiom of choice) we
can always make such choices of splittings.
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Proposition A.5.3 (The idempotent completion is idempotent complete). The idemepotent
completion CO of a locally idempotent complete 2-category C is idempotent complete.
Proof. The 2-category CO is locally idempotent complete since any idempotent bimodule
map p : AMB =⇒ AMB splits in C, resulting in a 1-morphism N and 2-morphisms N r=⇒
M
s
=⇒ N such that r · s = p and s · r = 1N . The splitting 2-morphisms are themselves
bimodule maps for the bimodule structure A ◦N ◦ B A◦r◦B====⇒ A ◦M ◦ B ρ=⇒ M s=⇒ M on N
(here ρ : A ◦M ◦B =⇒M denotes the A-B action on M) and hence split the idempotent p
in CO.
We show that every separable monad in CO admits a separable splitting. A separable
monad in CO is a monad P : A −→ A in C together with a bimodule PMP and bimodule
2-morphisms m : PM ◦P MP =⇒ PMP and u : PPP =⇒ PMP fulfilling the defining equations
for a monad in CO, and such that m has an M–M -bimodule section ∆ : M ◦P M =⇒ M .
The 2-morphisms
m̂ := M ◦M =⇒M ◦P M m=⇒M û := A =⇒ P u=⇒M
make the 1-morphism M : A −→ A into a separable monad in C. Here, the 2-morphism
A =⇒ P is the unit of the monad P and M ◦M =⇒ M ◦P M is the projection onto the
image of the idempotent defining the composite M ◦P M . By definition, the multiplication
m̂ intertwines the left and right action of P on M , leading to bimodules PMM and MMP .
The bimodule morphisms
η := PPP
u
=⇒ PMP
∼=
=⇒ PM ◦M MP  := MM ◦P MM m=⇒ MMM
constitute the unit and counit of an adjunction PMM ` MMP in CO. By definition, theM -M
bimodule section ∆ : M ◦P M =⇒M is a right inverse of . The multiplication m̂ : M ◦M =⇒
M induces an isomorphism of bimodules ψ : PM ◦M MP =⇒ PMP . This isomorphism is
compatible with the monad structure on PM ◦M MP induced from the adjunction PMM `
MMP and defines an isomorphism of monads in CO. Hence, (PMM ` MMP , ψ) is a separable
splitting of the separable monad PMP in C∆. 
There is a fully faithful 2-functor iC : C −→ CO that sends an object A of C to the trivial
separable monad A : A −→ A and sends 1- and 2-morphisms of C to themselves seen as
bimodules, or bimodule maps, for the respective trivial monad.
Proposition A.5.4 (A 2-category is idempotent complete when idempotent completion is
an equivalence). A locally idempotent complete 2-category C is idempotent complete if and
only if the 2-functor iC : C −→ CO is an equivalence.
Proof. Since iC is fully faithful, it is an equivalence if and only if it is essentially surjective.
Essential surjectivity of iC is in turn equivalent to the requirement that any separable monad
in C is split as a bimodule. By Proposition A.4.2, this is equivalent to every separable monad
admitting a separable splitting. 
Corollary A.5.5 (Idempotent completion is an idempotent operation). For any locally
idempotent complete 2-category, the 2-functor iCO : CO −→ (CO)O is an equivalence.
This corollary is analogous to a result of Carqueville–Runkel [CR16], who show that replac-
ing a 2-category by the 2-category of internal separable Frobenius algebras is an idempotent
operation.
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A.6. Idempotent completion of 2-functors. Any 2-functor F : C −→ D between locally
idempotent complete 2-categories maps separable monads to separable monads, bimodules
to bimodules, and bimodule maps to bimodule maps, hence gives rise to a 2-functor FO :
CO −→ DO between the completions.
Remark A.6.1 (Well-defiinition of idempotent completion of 2-functors). As in Remark A.5.2,
FO is really defined for 2-functors F : C −→ D between 2-categories with chosen split-
tings of their idempotent 2-morphisms. Choosing different splittings leads to a 2-functor
FO
′
: CO′ −→ DO′ equivalent to CO′ ' CO F
O
−−→ DO ' DO′ , where CO′ ' CO and DO′ ' DO are
the canonical ‘splitting change’ equivalences from Remark A.5.2.
More generally, we expect (−)O to be a 3-functor on the 3-category of locally idempotent
2-categories with chosen splittings, with 2-functors, natural transformations, and modifica-
tions between them. A choice of splittings for every locally idempotent complete 2-category
provides an inverse to the forgetful 3-functor from the preceding 3-category to the 3-category
of locally idempotent complete 2-categories, hence induces a 3-functor (−)O on the latter
3-category. Different choices of splittings lead to distinct, but equivalent, inverses to the
forgetful 3-functor, and therefore to equivalent 3-functors (−)O.
Henceforth, whenever we refer to FO : CO −→ DO, we have implicitly chosen a splitting of
every idempotent 2-morphism in C and D.
Remark A.6.2 (Idempotent completion is an idempotent 3-monad). Together with the trans-
formation iC : C −→ CO and the equivalence (CO)O −→ CO, we expect (−)O to be an idempotent
3-monad on the 3-category of locally idempotent complete 2-categories.
We establish several properties of (−)O, all of them consequences of what it would mean
to be a 3-monad on a 2-category.
Proposition A.6.3 (Invariance and functoriality of idempotent completion). Let F,G :
C −→ D and H : D −→ E be 2-functors between locally idempotent complete 2-categories.
Then the following hold, where ' denotes equivalence of 2-functors:
1. If F ' G, then FO ' GO.
2. (H ◦G)O ' HO ◦GO.
3. FO ◦ iC ' iD ◦ F .
4. (iC)O ' iCO .
Proof. The equivalences (2), (3) and (4) are direct consequences of the definition of FO
and iC . We prove property (1). Let η : F =⇒ G be a natural equivalence with component
equivalences ηA : F (A) −→ G(A) for objects A in C, and isomorphisms ηf : ηB ◦ F (f) =⇒
G(f) ◦ ηA for 1-morphisms f : A −→ B in C. For a separable monad (A P−→ A,P ◦ P m=⇒
P, A
u
=⇒ P ) in C, we define — omitting all coherence isomorphisms of F and G — the
G(P )–F (P )-bimodule ηO(P,m,u) := G(P ) ◦ ηA with action
G(P ) ◦G(P ) ◦ ηA ◦ F (P ) G(m)◦ηA◦F (P )==========⇒ G(P ) ◦ ηA ◦ F (P ) G(P )◦ηP=====⇒ G(P ) ◦G(P ) ◦ ηA G(m)◦ηA======⇒ G(P ) ◦ ηA.
This bimodule is invertible; an inverse is the bimodule η−1A ◦ G(P ), with action as above,
where η−1 : G =⇒ F denotes an inverse of the natural equivalence η.
For a bimodule (A
M−→ B,Q ◦M ◦ P ρ=⇒M) in C, the G(P )–F (P )-bimodule morphisms
G(P ) ◦ ηB ◦ F (M) η
−1
P ◦F (M)======⇒ ηB ◦ F (P ) ◦ F (M) ηB◦F (ρ)=====⇒ ηB ◦ F (M)
G(M) ◦G(P ) ◦ ηA G(ρ)◦ηA=====⇒ G(M) ◦ ηA
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induce bimodule isomorphisms
ηO(Q,mQ,uQ) ◦FO(Q,mQ,uQ) FO(M,ρ) ∼= ηB ◦ F (M)
GO(M,ρ) ◦GO(P,mP ,uP ) ηO(P,mP ,uP ) ∼= G(M) ◦ ηA.
Using these isomorphisms, we define the bimodule isomorphism ηO(M,ρ) as follows:
ηO(Q,mQ,uQ) ◦FO(Q,mQ,uQ) FO(M,ρ) ∼= ηB ◦ F (M)
ηM
==⇒ G(M) ◦ ηA ∼= GO(M,ρ) ◦GO(P,mP ,uP ) ηO(P,mP ,uP )
It can be verified that the equivalences ηO(P,m,u) and the bimodule isomorphisms η
O
(M,ρ) form
a natural equivalence between FO and GO. 
We now show that the 2-category CO deserves the name ‘idempotent completion’: every
2-functor from the locally idempotent complete 2-category C into an idempotent complete
2-category D factors uniquely through CO.
Proposition A.6.4 (The idempotent completion is initial among idempotent complete
targets). Let C be a locally idempotent complete 2-category and let D be an idempotent
complete 2-category. Then, any 2-functor F : C −→ D uniquely extends to a 2-functor
F̂ : CO −→ D. That is, there exists a 2-functor F̂ : CO −→ D such that F̂ ◦ iC is equivalent
to F , and if F̂ , F̂ ′ : CO −→ D are 2-functors such that F̂ ◦ iC ' F̂ ′ ◦ iC, then F̂ and F̂ ′ are
equivalent.
Proof. Since D is idempotent complete, the 2-functor iD : D −→ DO is an equivalence by
Proposition A.5.4; we fix an inverse i−1D : DO −→ D. Given a 2-functor F : C −→ D, we define
its extension
F̂ := CO F
O
−−→ DO i
−1
D−−→ D.
It follows from Proposition A.6.3(3) that F̂ ◦ iC ' i−1D ◦ iD ◦ F ' F .
Given two extensions F̂ , F̂ ′ : CO −→ D such that F̂ ◦iC ' F̂ ′◦iC , by Proposition A.6.3(2–4),
we have
i−1D ◦
(
F̂ ◦ iC
)O
' i−1D ◦ F̂O ◦ iOC ' i−1D ◦ F̂O ◦ iCO ' i−1D ◦ iD ◦ F̂ ' F̂ .
It follows from Proposition A.6.3(1) that F̂ ' i−1D ◦
(
F̂ ◦ iC
)O
' i−1D ◦
(
F̂ ′ ◦ iC
)O
' F̂ ′. 
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Appendix B. Dimension formulas in spherical prefusion 2-categories
We prove various formulas relating the dimensions of objects and 1-morphisms in spherical
prefusion 2-categories.
Recall from Definition 1.2.26 that for simple objects A and B of a finite presemisimple
2-category C, the dimension dim(HomC(A,B)) is the sum over simple 1-morphisms from A
to B of the squared norm of the 1-morphism. Similarly recall from Definition 1.2.28 that
for a finite presemisimple 2-category C, the dimension dim(C) is the sum over components
of the reciprocal of the dimensions of the endomorphism categories. Finally recall from
Definition 2.3.8 that for a 1-morphism f in a spherical prefusion 2-category, the dimension
dim(f) is the (2-spherical) trace of the identity of f , and for an object A, the dimension
dim(A) is the dimension of the identity of A.
For a simple object A of a spherical prefusion 2-category C, we will denote by n(A) the
number of equivalence classes of simple objects in the component of A. We will also use the
abbreviation d(A) := dim(A) dim(EndC(A))n(A).
Proposition B.1 (Dimension of 1-morphisms is relatively multiplicative). Let g : A −→ B
and f : B −→ C be 1-morphisms in a spherical prefusion 2-category and assume that B is
simple. Then
dim(f ◦ g) = 〈trR(1g)〉dim(f) = 〈trL(1f )〉dim(g) = dim(f) dim(g)
dim(B)
Proof. Simplicity of B implies that trR(1g) = 〈trR(1g)〉1B . Hence, dim(f ◦ g) = Tr(1f ◦
trR(1g)) = 〈trR(1g)〉dim(f). The second equation follows analogously after an application
of Proposition 2.2.9. The last equation follows since dim(f) = 〈trL(1f )〉dim(B), dim(g) =
〈trR(1g)〉dim(B), and dim(B) is nonzero. 
Lemma B.2 (Dimension of 1-morphisms is additive). Let f : A −→ B be a 1-morphism in
a spherical prefusion 2-category. Then∑
h:A−→B
dim (HomC(h, f)) dim(h) = dim(f),
where the sum is over representatives of the simple 1-morphisms h : A −→ B.
Proof. Let {ij : fj  f : pj}j∈J be a direct sum decomposition of f into simple 1-morphisms.
For h : A −→ B a simple 1-morphism, let Jh ⊆ J be the subset of the 1-morphisms fj
isomorphic to h. Since |Jh| = dim(HomC(h, f)), it follows that
dim(f) = Tr(1f ) =
∑
j∈J
Tr(ij · pj) =
∑
j∈J
Tr(pj · ij) =
∑
j∈J
dim(fj)
=
∑
h:A−→B
|Jh|dim(h) =
∑
h:A−→B
dim (HomC(h, f)) dim(h).
In the second step we used that the trace is additive for 2-morphisms, that is Tr(α + β) =
Tr(α) + Tr(β) for α, β : g =⇒ h. 
Proposition B.3 (Dimension of a 1-morphism from its precompositions). Let f : A −→ B
be a 1-morphism in a spherical prefusion 2-category C. Then∑
C,C
g−→A
dim(g) dim(f ◦ g)
d(C)
= dim(f),
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where the sum is over representatives of the simple objects C and simple 1-morphisms g :
C −→ A.
Proof. First, suppose that A is simple and fix a simple C. If A and C are in different
components, then
∑
C
g−→A dim(g) dim(f ◦ g) = 0. If A and C are in the same component,
then∑
C
g−→A
dim(g) dim(f ◦ g) =
∑
C
g−→A
〈trL(1g)〉〈trR(1g)〉 dim(C) dim(f)
= dim (HomC(C,A)) dim(C) dim(f)
Prop. 1.2.27
= dim (EndC(C)) dim(C) dim(f).
Summing over simples C gives the desired formula.
Now suppose that A is an arbitrary object and again fix a simple C. Let {ιi : Ai 
A : ρi}i∈I be a direct sum decomposition of A into simple objects {Ai}i∈I . Observe that if
g : C −→ A is a simple 1-morphism, then there is a unique α(g) ∈ I such that ρα(g) ◦ g is
nonzero — otherwise g ∼= ⊕i∈I ιi ◦ ρi ◦ g would be a non-trivial direct sum decomposition
of g. Similarly ρα(g) ◦ g : C −→ Aα(g) itself must be a simple 1-morphism. Observe that the
functions
{iso classes of simples C −→ A} ↔ unionsqi∈I{iso classes of simples C −→ Ai}
g 7→ ρα(g) ◦ g : C −→ Aα(g)
ιi ◦ h ← [ h : C −→ Ai
are inverse to each other. It therefore follows that∑
C
g−→A
dim(g) dim(f ◦ g) =
∑
i∈I
∑
C
h−→Ai
dim(ιi ◦ h) dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ h)
Prop B.1
=
∑
i∈I
∑
C
h−→Ai
〈trL(1ιi)〉dim(h) dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ h).
For a component x ∈ pi0C, define the subset Ix := {i ∈ I | Ai ∈ x}. For a simple object
C, let [C] ∈ pi0C denote the component of C. It follows from the previous calculation for
simple A that∑
i∈I
∑
C
h−→Ai
〈trL(1ιi)〉dim(h) dim(f ◦ιi◦h) =
∑
i∈I[C]
〈trL(1ιi)〉dim (EndC(C)) dim(C) dim(f ◦ιi).
By Proposition 1.1.3, ιi is adjoint to ρi and hence trL(ιi) = trR(ρi). Therefore,
〈trL(1ιi)〉dim(f ◦ ιi) = dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ ρi).
We conclude that∑
C
g−→A
dim(g) dim(f ◦ g) = dim (EndC(C)) dim(C)
∑
i∈I[C]
dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ ρi).
It follows that∑
C,C
g−→A
dim(g) dim(f ◦ g)
dim(C) dim (EndC(C))n(C)
=
∑
C
1
n(C)
∑
i∈I[C]
dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ ρi)
=
∑
x∈pi0C
∑
i∈Ix
dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ ρi) =
∑
i∈I
dim(f ◦ ιi ◦ ρi) = dim(f).
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In the last step, we have used that for 1-morphisms h and k, it holds that dim(h ⊕ k) =
dim(h) + dim(k). 
Corollary B.4 (Dimension of an object from incoming morphisms). Let A be an object in
a spherical prefusion 2-category C. Then∑
B,B
f−→A
dim(f)2
d(B)
= dim(A),
where the sum is over representatives of the simple objects B and simple 1-morphisms f :
B −→ A.
Proof. This follows from Proposition B.3 for f = A. 
Corollary B.5 (Dimension of a prefusion 2-category from its fusion rule morphisms). Let
A be a simple object in a spherical prefusion 2-category C. Then∑
B,C,f :BC−→A
dim(f)2
dim(A)d(B)d(C)
= dim(C),
where the sum is over representatives of the simple objects B and C and simple 1-morphisms
f .
Proof. By sphericality and Corollary B.4, the left-hand side of this equation can be expressed
as follows: ∑
B,C,B
f−→AC#
dim(f)2
dim(A)d(B)d(C)
=
∑
C
1
dim(A)d(C)
dim(A  C#) =
∑
C
dim(C)
d(C)
Note that in the last equality we have used that the dimension of objects is multiplicative,
that is dim(A  B) = dim(A) dim(B), and that the dimension of an object and its dual
agree, that is dim(A#) = dim(A). We furthermore have∑
C
dim(C)
d(C)
=
∑
C
1
dim(EndC(C))n(C)
=
∑
[x]∈pi0C
1
dim(EndC(x))
= dim(C). 
Corollary B.6 (Dimension of a 1-morphism from its factorizations). Let f : A −→ B be a
1-morphism in a spherical prefusion 2-category C. Then∑
C,A
h−→C,C g−→B
dim (HomC(g ◦ h, f)) dim(g) dim(h)
d(C)
= dim(f),
where the sum is over representatives of the simple objects C and simple 1-morphisms g and
h.
Proof. By pivotality, HomC(g ◦ h, f) ∼= HomC(h, g∗ ◦ f). Lemma B.2 implies that, for fixed
simple C, ∑
A
h−→C
dim (HomC(h, g∗ ◦ f)) dim(h) = dim(g∗ ◦ f) = dim(f∗ ◦ g).
The left-hand side of the desired formula becomes∑
C,C
g−→B
dim(g) dim(f∗ ◦ g)
d(C)
Prop B.3
= dim(f∗) = dim(f). 
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Corollary B.7 (Total factorization of the identity on a 1-morphism). Let A
f−→ B be a
1-morphism in a spherical prefusion 2-category C. Then∑
C,C
g−→B,A h−→C
dim(g) dim(h)
d(C)
∑
γ∈HomC(g◦h,f)
γ · γ̂ = 1f
where the left sum is over representatives of the simple objects C and simple 1-morphisms g
and h, the right sum is over a basis {γ} of the vector space HomC(g ◦h, f), and {γ̂} denotes
the dual basis of HomC(f, g ◦ h) with respect to the pairing 〈·, ·〉 (see Definition 2.3.13).
Proof. First note that
∑
γ γ · γ̂ is independent of the choice of basis. Let {si}i∈I be a set
of representative simple 1-morphisms si : A −→ B. For each i ∈ I, let {αij}j∈Ji be a basis of
HomC(si, f) and let {βik}k∈Ki be a basis of HomC(g ◦ h, si). By local semisimplicity, the set
B := unionsqi∈I{αij · βik ∈ HomC(g ◦ h, f) | j ∈ Ji, k ∈ Ki}
forms a basis of HomC(g ◦h, f). Let {α̂ij ∈ HomC(f, si)}j∈Ji and {β̂ik ∈ HomC(si, g ◦h)}k∈Ki
be dual bases to {αij}j and {βik}k under the usual non-degenerate ‘simple 1-morphism
pairings’:
HomC(f, si)⊗HomC(si, f) −→ k HomC(g ◦ h, si)⊗HomC(si, g ◦ h) −→ k
µ⊗ ν 7→ 〈µ · ν〉 µ⊗ ν 7→ 〈µ · ν〉
Direct calculation shows that the set
unionsqi∈I
{
1
dim(si)
β̂ik · α̂ij
}
j∈Ji,k∈Ki
is a dual basis of the basis B with respect to the ‘sphere-pairing’ HomC(g◦h, f)⊗HomC(f, g◦
h) −→ k from Definition 2.3.13. With this choice of basis, the left-hand side of the desired
equation becomes∑
C,C
g−→B,A h−→C
dim(g) dim(h)
d(C)
∑
i∈I
1
dim(si)
∑
j∈Ji,k∈Ki
αij · βik · β̂ik · α̂ij .
Observing that
∑
k∈Ki β
i
k · β̂ik = dim (HomC(si, g ◦ h)) 1si , this expression becomes∑
i∈I,j∈Ji
1
dim(si)
αij · α̂ij
( ∑
C,C
g−→B,A h−→C
dim(g) dim(h)
d(C)
dim (HomC(si, g ◦ h))
)
.
By Corollary B.6 and the fact that for 1-morphism k, h in a locally semisimple 2-category
HomC(h, k) ∼= HomC(k, h), the expression in parenthesis is dim(si). Hence, the expression
in question reduces to ∑
i∈I,j∈Ji
αij · α̂ij = 1f . 
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